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PREFACE
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is on every page.
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INTRODUCTION

For upwards of a century opinion has been split 
on how to account for the appearance of complex morpho
logical structures in the verbs of several Tibeto- 
Surman languages. The majority opinion sees it as 
due to outside influence while the minority attributes 
it to the continuation of the phenomenon from the time 
of the proto-language. Neither of-these hypotheses, 
however, has ever been verified by a systematic com
parison of the relevant languages.

I have attempted to remedy this situation by 
bringing together sufficient data to insure a represen
tative sampling of such verb structures for genetic, 
geographic, and typological comparisons. On the basis 
of such studies, I believe that it is now possible to 
settle the controversy on the side of the nativeness 
hypothesis.

However, while I believe in the correctness of the 
conclusions reached after comparing this data, I do 
not believe that I have said the last word. For many 
of the languages considered, the data is incomplete 
and perhaps inaccurate, and for these it was not 
possible to do more than merely suggest the true 
sequence of development. Hopefully, forthcoming data, 
especially from Nepal, will clarify many of the issues.

xv
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This work was also attempted on a conceptual 
framework of Tibeto-Burman still inadequately under
stood. Opinions regarding subgrouping, phonological 
history, and syntax have often had to be conjectural. 
Since the reliability of a morphological comparison 
and reconstruction hinges on having satisfying answers 
to many of these questions, the study reported here 
might be construed as premature. However, the poor 
prognosis for acquiring additional data on many of 
these languages justifies the attempt at this time.

On the positive side, to the extent that the data 
is reliable, the morphological comparisons achieved 
here can lend either credibility or doubt to proposals 
established independently using other language criteria. 
They can, in short, be of decided value in testing and 
directing further lines of research.
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ORTHOGRAPHIC STANDARDIZATION

A standardized set of orthographic symbols was 
used to record the data in order to facilitate com
parison of the forms. For the consonants these are 
as follows:

Dental/
Bilabial Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal 

Stops voiceless p t k  9

voiced b d g

Fricatives voiceless f s s x h

voiced v z z

Affricates voiceless c

voiced 0
Nasals m n fi. 23

Glides w y

Aspirated stops and affricates are indicated by a 
following, h .

In no case was a change made without first ascer
taining that there was phonetic identity. For the 
consonants this was usually possible although glottalic 
phenomena were sometimes troublesome. Very commonly 
only an apostrophe, * , is used in a source to repre-

rvii
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sent some only vaguely described glottal event. This 
convention has been maintained for the relevant 
languages.

The phonetic description of vowels is very often 
much less assuredly given than that of consonants. The 
approximate values in the vowel space and the symbols 
used are as follows:

front central back
round unround

high ti i i u

e
mid 8 E 

e
low ae

Vowel length is indicated by a colon, : , following 
the vowel symbol.

Tone marks are unchanged from the source.

xviii
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ABBREVIATIONS AND CONVENTIONS

acc. accusative
colloa. colloquial
descr. descriptive
dl. dual
emph. emphatic
erg. ergative

exCl’} exclusive

fut. future
gen. genitive
imper. imperative

incl. 1 inclusivem .  J

intr. intransitive
LSI Linguistic Survey of India
neg. negative
nom. nominative
obj. object
pi. plural
poss. possessive
pres. present
PfB Proto-Tibeto-Burman
sen. part, sentence particle
sg. singular
subj. subject

xix
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subord. subordinate
TB Tibeto-Burman
tran. transitive
vb verb
1st first person pronoun
2nd second person pronoun
3rd third person pronoun

When connecting two pronominal forms, 
as X-*Y, this symbol indicates a tran
sitive relation such that X is acting 
on Y.
precedes a tentative reconstruction
precedes a phonologically sound 
reconstructed form

:>:x
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CHAPTER 1. THEORETICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL 
PERSPECTIVES

1.0. INTRODUCTION

The Tibeto-Burman (T3) family which includes 
several hundred languages extending from northern 
Tibet and western China south through Burma, and 
from northwest India east to Laos and Thailand, 
became established primarily on the basis of lexical 
and syntactic evidence assembled by various workers. 
Perhaps the earliest recognition of the unity of the 
family is contained in a letter written by the 
missionary Nathan Brown to 3rian Hodgson (Hodgson 
1850:12).1 Commenting on which language would 
constitute the best standard for comparison within 
Indo-Chinese, he "assumes the Burmese, which is at 
least half-brother to the Tibetan. This would bring 
the Tibetan, the Lhopa or Bhutanese, the Burmese, 
the Singhpho, the Naga, etc. into a kind of family

1 The dates for Hodgson*s work will be given accord
ing to their original publication in the Journal of 
the Asiatic Society of Bengal. The page references, 
however, will be given from the reprinted versions 
of these works in either the Miscellaneous Essays 
(1880) or Essays on the Languages, etc. of Nepal 'and 
Tibet (1874), whereever this is; applicable.
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union."2 With the addition of more and more materials 
as research expanded, the field took on fuller form 
until with the appearance of the Linguistic Survey of 
India (LSI), the present membership of Tibeto-3urman 
was solidified and the first serious attempts were 
made to subgroup the field. Later comparative work, 
especially by Shafer, mainly reshuffled one or 
another language into different subgroups; the field 
was essentially composed, and very productive and 
successful work was begun on the phonological recon
struction of Proto-Tibeto-Burman (PTB), especially by 
Benedict (1972).3

O Very significant is the exclusion of the Tai 
languages, especially Shan which is within the 
geographical confines of Tibeto-3urman. ”It has 
little"or no affinity with the neighboring dialects, 
and may represent another whole class of languages 
not yet ascertained. It is probably allied to the 
Chinese.1’ The exclusion of Chinese from the 
proposed family is also significant since it was 
almost certainly decided on the basis of its 
different syntactic structures. Both Chinese and 
Tai show dominant subject-verb-object (SVO) word 
order in opposition to Tibeto-Burman invariable 
SOV. Later proposals to set up Karen as a branch 
parallel with Tibeto-Burman out of a common Tibeto- 
Karen are similarly motivated, since Karen also 
shows the verb in medial position.

3 Benedict’s Sino-Tibetan: A Conspectus, though only 
recently published, was written" in the early 40’;; 
during his directorship of the Sino-Tibetan 
Philology Project at the University of California, 
Berkeley. The results of this project, compiled 
into the still unpublished typescript Sino-Tibetan 
Linguistics, were also utilized by Shafer in his 
comparative work, the culmination of which is his 
Introduction to Sino-Tibetan (1974).
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1.1. MOBPHO— SYNTACTIC STEREOTYPE OP TB

The essential unity of the Tibeto-Burman 
languages makes itself apparent in many aspects of 
the grammar, but especially in the common retention 
of many lexical items and in many shared morpho- 
syntactic structures. Comparative-historical work 
has multiplied considerably the number of apparent 
lexical cognates by documenting the nature and course 
of sound changes within individual languages or 
within subgroups (Benedict 1972; Burling 1959, 1967; 
Matisoff 1970, 1972a; Okrand 1974; Shafer 1974; 
Thurgood 1974, 1975).

Lesser attention has been paid to the morpho
logical and syntactic reconstruction of the family, 
although it is possible to list what are generally 
considered the diagnostic traits. These include:
(1) the sentence-final position of the verb which, 
according to Greenberg (1966), will universally imply 
the presence of other syntactic features, such as 
postpositions, preposed modifiers, or, according to 
Steele (1975), modal elements following the verb;
(2) the mono syllabi city of lexical roots; (3) the 
absence or sparseness of derivational processes with 
the corollary that word compounding processes will be 
necessarily exploited; (4) the similar scarcity of 
inflectional processes; (5) the general absence of
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4

morphophonemic alternation, though, the still 
unexplained verb stem alternation of Tibetan, 
associated with tense/aspect distinctions, is a very- 
conspicuous exception; (6) the morphologically 
unmarked status of tense, separable from aspectual 
notions; (7) following somewhat as a corollary of 
the minimal use of affixal processes, the typical 
absence of noun or verb classification such as appear 
in the different declensions or conjugations of Indo- 
European languages, extending even to the absence of 
gender categories in the noun and pronoun; and (8) 
the expected lack of concord and agreement relations 
between noun and verbs or adjectives, perhaps as a 
consequence of the prevailing absence of inflections.

Broadly summarising this list, we can stereotype 
Tibeto-Burman as consisting of monosyllabic roots 
strung together into higher syntactic organisations 
in an analytic manner, there being relatively little 
derivational or inflectional morphology. It is also 
characterised as semantically terse, expressing few 
redundancies within its structure. V/hether or not

4this description is synchronically accurate the

^ It should be stressed that many of these assessments, 
especially these which characterise 13 as lacking in 
morphological processes, are inapplicable to individ
ual languages. Henderson*s (1965) description of 
Tiddim Chin, for example, provides many interesting 
counter-examples to these assertions. In addition, 
historically oriented research, especially by
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proponents of tiis view have used it as a springboard 
from which questions of wide relationship and dia-.. 
chronic development have been launched. It constitutes 
a concise heuristic principle and in early comparative 
linguistic work proved useful in circumscribing the 
family, separating it off from neighboring families 
such as I.ion-Ehmer (Austroasiatic) with its disyllabic 
roots and evident derivational morphology; In do—Aryan 
with its complex system of noun and verb classifica
tion seen in its various declensions and conjugations, 
the syncretic nature of its inflections and its 
complicated system of agreement and concord relations; 
and Altaic with, again, di- and polysyllabic roots, a 
multitude of agglutinative affixes on both nouns and 
verbs some of which show agreement relations, and 
verbal stem alternation associated with tense 
distinctions.

The picture of ?T3 which is drawn by what can 
be adjudged an essentially negative list of char
acteristics— -telling us what Tibeto-Burman is not—  

cannot be entirely satisfactory. The reason for such 
a portrayal can be understood partly from the Indo- 
European bias that 19th century researchers brought

7/olfenden (1929) and Benedict (1972), established 
very convincingly the need to attribute morphological 
distinctions to PT3.
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to their studies. Tibeto-Burman seen in such a light 
will appear impoverished. Consequently, in much of 
the early literature great stress is put on these and 
other lacks, such as the absence of a definite 
article or of 3rd person pronouns. ̂  Also, the 
pioneering work, which primarily concerns us here, had 
the task of first separating and sorting out an 
unusually large number of contiguous languages, 
members of as many as seven major language families, 
as we see it today. In accord with the prevailing 
19th century practice of considering morphological 
typologies to be pre-eminent in establishing rela
tionship, it would be expected that such a set of 
negative criteria would prove just as useful as a 
positive set. For the early comparativist, then, no 
serious breach of methodological precision is at 
stake in making use of such a list.

1.1.1. DIVERGENCE FROM THE STEREOTYPE:
THE PRONOMINALIZED LANGUAGES

The potential danger of such a set of norms 
arises after the families have been set up and 
membership assigned. At this point it can happen that

** This in no way necessarily invalidates the worth of 
these early studies. Very often greater care and 
attention was given to just those distinctions 
•exotic* to Indo-European, generally in the rhetoric 
of demonstrating the ’genius* of the language.
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these statistical generalizations for the comparativist 
become accepted as essential criteria of the proto
language for the historical linguist. Then any 
divergence from the norm by a particular language must 
be explained away by reference to some factor other 
than historical continuity. These might include 
innovation, borrowing, and areal convergence. Since 
divergence from a Tibeto-Burman norm implies the accrual 
of a feature and since a plausible hypothesis of 
linguistic change would hold that it is easier to 
lose distinctions than to gain them, explanations 
accounting for these added features must necessarily 
be more elaborate and, it seems, more convincing than 
an argument implying their loss in languages lacking 
them.

Returning now to the list of Tibeto-Burman 
characteristics it is possible to discover for each, 
one or more languages which exhibit the distinction or 
behavior specifically proscribed. All of these 
languages then would necessitate some explanation to 
account for their deflection from the main stream, in 
the event that this set of norms is to be also under
stood as applicable to the proto-language. It will be 
a major task of this work to critically examine one of 
these instances of conflict between the generally 
accepted morphological typology of TB and the actually 
observed facts of some member languages.
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In two groups of geographically separated 
languages, one mainly in eastern Nepal and the other 
in northwest India near the Kashmir border, the verb 
is complicated out of all proportion to the Tibeto- 
Burman norm which states that there is no agreement 
between the noun and verb. Specifically, what these 
languages show is person and number agreement for the 
subject of the sentence and in some languages also 
for the object. The details differ from language to 
language, but within this framework, most will show 
agreement for singular, dual, and plural numbers in 
three persons, as well as for inclusive and exclusive 
1st person in the dual and plural. Por the most part 
the affixes involved are suffixed either directly to 
the verb stem or to some type of tense/aspect 
auxiliary. In some languages prefixes are also used. 
The syntax of the verb phrase with respect to these 
affixes varies widely, some languages prefixing some 
markers, suffixing others; some splitting subject from 
object affixes across a tense or aspect marker; some 
prefixing for certain semantic relations, suffixing 
for others; some allowing agreement only for certain 
tenses; and, similarly, some showing separate sets of 
pronominal affixes correlated with different tenses; 
etc. This phenomenon has, after Hodgson (1856), been 
referred to as verb pronominalization or simply as
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1.1.2. ACCOUNTING- NOR PRONOMINALIZATION : ■ •
OUTSIDE SOURCES vs. INTERNAL DEVELOPMENT

Bearing in mind the preceding discussion of the 
overall morphological simplicity in which Tibeto- 
Burman was conceived, most of the early explanations 
of pronominalization attempted to find some outside 
source which influenced these languages to take on 
the feature. Various sources and various explanations 
of how the transfer occurred have been proposed. The 
sources will be examined in Chapter 2, but for now I 
would like to explore the basis for supposing one or 
another explanation to be a legitimate vehicle for 
the transmittal of the complex morphological char
acteristics sketched above. Three such explanations 
will be evaluated: substratal influences, morpho
logical borrowing, and areal conformity.

Anticipating somewhat, I would like to point out 
now that these three alternatives are not really 
co-equal in explanatory potential. The notion of a 
substratum, for instance, is not so much a mechanism 
of change as it is a post-facto rationale for why a 
daughter language no longer looks like its parent. The

^ I will continue to use this term since it is
entrenched in over one hundred years of literature.
It should not be confused with ’pronominalization* as 
understood in generative-transformational theory, 
which refers to a transformational process deriving 
the independent pronouns from underlying sources, 
based on the co-referentiality of nouns or noun 
phrases.
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same may be said for the ’linguistic area* also. What 
distinguishes these two descriptive models is that in 
the case of a substratal influence the influencing 
language has presumably disappeared, at least from the 
area where the influenced language is spoken, while 
in a linguistic area the influenced and influencing 
^languages, to the extent that they may be discrimin
ated, are still in existence and in contact. Only the 
explanation entailing morphological borrowing between 
languages is truly process oriented and, hence, 
capable of empirical vaiidation.

In other words, the notions of linguistic area 
and the linguistic substratum are merely labels for 
similarity between languages that is not attributable 
to genetic continuity, while morphological borrowing, 
in common with such other mechanisms as convergence, 
diffusion, and innovation, is an explanatory hypothesis 
of how change comes about. I shall confine myself 
here to examining the plausibility of maintaining one 
or another of these descriptive labels and to pro
viding some basis for objectively evaluating the 
question of morphological borrowing.

The preceding discussion leads us to what seem 
to be divergent conclusions: that linguistic
similarity between languages may be ascribed either 
to genetic relationship or areal relationship. In the 
unusual situation where the history of one or more
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languages "being considered can "be tracked "back to a 
certain source, and the linguistic structure of that 
source is attested (as, for example, in Indo-Aryan) 
then it is possible to profitably speculate on which 
features may be attributable to outside influence 
and predict the direction of influence. Emeneau*s 
(1956, 1965) important work relating Indo-Aryan, 
Dravidian, and Munda into a linguistic area benefitted 
enormously from our knowledge of Sanskrit. In other 
situations where we can trace the languages only back 
so far or even not at all, the similarities observed 
are more problematic. In the Northwest California 
linguistic area, as described in Eaas(1969), the 
sharings between many languages are extensive enough 
that it is actually difficult to even propose a set 
of typological features which unambiguously character
ize the families established on the basis of lexical 
correspondences. And since the lexical correspond
ences themselves are numerically small and not yet 
relatable by sound correspondences, we find ourselves 
in some doubt even as to the validity of the families.

Areal pressures can thus lead to a situation 
where the genetic relationship of a language is 
obscured. Such an observation has been made from time 
to time with the idea of stressing the multiple 
parentage of languages which have undergone periods of 
intimate association with unrelated groups. This
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doctrine, for instance, "became a primary tenet of the 
Italian Neolinguistic theory (Bonfante 1947) and is 
maintained as a unifying concept of the excellent 
anthology Linguistic Comparison in Southeast Asia 
and the Pacific (Shorto 1963).

During the 19th century when knowledge of the 
linguistic diversity of Southeast Asia was first 
becoming apparent, typological classifications proved 
useful in determining group membership. The extent to 
which comparativists had to depend on these criteria 
can be seen in the confused status of the Tai and 
Miao-Yao groups of languages in regard to their wider 
affiliation. The traditional viewpoint, based on the 
typological similarity prevailing between the morph
ology and syntax of Tai (and Hiao-Yao) and Chinese, 
and shored up with large numbers of lexical corres
pondences, has been to include these groups as main 
branches of a common ancestor language— Proto-Sino- 
Tibetan. It has only been lately that a growing 
minority of opinion, based on different assumptions 
and a different methodology, has attempted to see 
these languages as early branches from a common 
Austronesian stem (Benedict 1966, 1975). Kie 
intriguing theoretical implication of this and other 
controversies of linguistic affiliation is that 
obvious similarities may count for little in the long 
run. Instead, it may be the obscure similarities,
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apparent only after deep investigation, that give the 
truest picture of genetic relationship.

1.2. LINGUISTIC ABEAS

A linguistic area is here defined as the
situation, arising for whatever reasons, of a group of
geographically contiguous languages showing substantial
structural similarity in their phonology, morphology,

7syntax, and semantics. As an additional qualification 
the languages should be either unrelated genetically 
or so distantly related that each has undergone some 
measure of development independent of the other 
languages of the area. Closely related languages which 
have had continuous parallel development would in them
selves be specifically excluded as constituting a 
linguistic area, since most similarities are directly 
attributable to shared continuations of characteristics 
of the parent language or simple diffusion of innova
tions through a dialect continuum. Converging 
structures, on the other hand, can be understood as 
emerging from the necessity for facilitating mutual

7' Lexical borrowing between languages is not necessar
ily diagnostic of a linguistic area, especially in 
the absence of grammatical commonalities. The use 
of a borrowed term can become very widespread with 
only minimal bilingualism; perhaps a single individ
ual can effect it. Still, since this argument 
hinges on a quantitative rather than qualitative 
distinction, lexical evidence can be and often is 
useful in delineating areal boundaries.
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understanding where it does not already exist. Such 
communication is in every case mediated through the 
creation, maintenance, and expansion of a substantial 
bilingual population, especially at zones of inter
ference (Weinreich 1968). The elaboration of the 
linguistic area then proceeds slowly according to 
principles of convergence which accomodate divergent

o
structures to one another.

As our conception of the make-up of linguistic 
areas is still very rudimentary it is not possible to 
flatly state what sorts of linguistic categories and 
structures are prone to being influenced, to what 
degree, and to what effect. For the issue of the 
pronominalized languages we must bear in mind the 
question of whether it is even possible for a complex 
verb morphology to be generated under areal influence. 
This issue will be considered in conjunction with the 
discussion of morphological borrowing in section 1.4. 
In the event that we can respond affirmatively to this 
question and a probable source for the influence can 
be suggested, it is still incumbent on us to counter 
the argument for genetic retention of the feature 
from earlier stages of the language. This is made

O
A recent case study of long-standing bilingualism 
in an Indo-Aryan/Dravidian border village in India 
by G-umperz and Wilson (1971) has made a substantial 
start toward determining what these principles are 
and how they operate.
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necessary because, as we have seen, the same data can 
be used to advance either position.

1.3. LINGUISTIC SUBSTRATA

Since conceptual awareness of the linguistic 
area presupposes a great deal of specific information 
on all the languages in a particular region as well as 
a knowledge of their classification, a less rigorously 
defined hypothesis, the linguistic substrate, was 
called upon during the 19th century to account for 
non—genetic similarities between languages. The 
concept of the linguistic substrate was almost self- 
evident to early 19th century investigators, especially 
in Indo-European studies. It is consequently difficult 
to pinpoint any one person as the originator (Izzo 
1972) or to trace a coherent pattern of development up 
its inclusion within the confines of a larger 
theoretical model, as by the Italian Neolinguistic 
school (Bonfante 1947).

By mid 19th century, as language data began to 
rapidly accumulate, comparative and historical 
explanations were prone to be influenced by the young 
science of genetics and especially by Darwin’s mech
anistic outlook on evolution. August Schleicher* s 
(1863) too ready propensity for analogizing from the 
biological to the linguistic realm overburdened the
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field with so-called scientific explanations for 
linguistic relation and linguistic change, which 
often glossed over the real problems involved in the 
development of a social, hut not a biological, reality. 
As this emphasis concerns us here, there arose a body 
of literature dealing with mixed languages and 
mechanisms of mixture, based on the observation that 
languages under outside influence could have their 
structures modified to more closely approximate a 
model language. The phenomenon is of course not in 
doubt. The proposed mechanisms for achieving this 
mixture, however, tended to adapt themselves to the 
prevailing evolutionary mood.

QIn a genetic model a language might easily be 
viewed as the reproductive product of the blending of 
two parent languages. As with any progeny a greater 
resemblance to one of the parents might be apparent, 
that being the direction in which to look for the 
historical continuity of the language within the 
family tree model, which presupposes only a single

Perhaps the admitted aesthetic stance of the Neo
linguists should properly be included here also, 
since even while recognizing and emphasizing the 
social nature of language, it appreciates the 
biological metaphor of language as maintaining a 
certain vitality of its own. This group stresses 
that languages will not simply die out but that they 
will continue within the speech of surrounding 
peoples, it also rejects the Neogrammarian position 
of viewing language as a static or objective fact, 
in favor of Humboldt's more romantic view of 
language as energeia. (Bonfante 1947)
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parent. The two models were not considered anti
thetical. The postulated reproductive process always 
involved the fusion of two divergent languages over 
the same geographical area, as for example in the 
situation described by an invading or migrating 
people. Operating within the concept of the family 
tree or Stammbaum, it would be the culturally pre
dominant group who would be recognized as continuing 
its language, should over a period of time only a 
single language emerge for the entire population—  

indigenous and invading. The other parent, in this 
case, would be considered as contributing a sub
strata! influence on the progeny’s structure.1®

Two of the earliest examples of substrata! 
explanations come predictably out of Indo-European 
and Romance studies, in the former case involving 
Armenian and in the latter Rumanian. The earliest 
attempts at accounting for the recognized non-native 
elements in their grammars and lexicons stressed the 
contribution of underlying substrates; for Armenian a 
Caucasian related language (Dirr 1909-1910) and for

10 Substrate explanations almost always involved this 
order of historical events. In cases where both 
languages remained viable in the same area with a 
bilingual population, mention was never made of a 
substrate, only of diffusional influences. This 
makes the concept somewhat suspect in my mind, 
since it seemed to be invoked to explain only 
unattested influences.
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Rumanian an Illyrian language which purportedly 
continued with heavy outside influences into modern 
Albanian (Miklosich 1862). Since neither of these 
two languages was actually attested from the areas of 
m o d e m  Rumanian and Armenian, it was hoped that bi
lateral comparisons with Georgian and Albanian 
respectively would suffice to show up the original 
substrate. And at first glance very striking corres
pondences can be uncovered.

1.3.1. THE CASE OP ROMANIAN

For Rumanian and Albanian Miklosich records the 
following points of structural similarity, none of 
which can be attributed to Latin or Proto-Romance: 
the formation of a periphrastic future construction 
using an independent verb form meaning *to wish*; the 
absence of an infinitive form of the verb; the merger 
of the genitive and dative; postposed articles; and 
many phonological correspondences. These commonalities 
are certainly impressive and by themselves would 
require some explanation, the existence of an 
Albanian type substrate in Rumanian being one.
However, two facts argue that the problem might 
actually be more complex than Miklosich recognized. 
First of all, Rumanian and Albanian both share many 
syntactic features with Bulgarian and m o d e m  Greek
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and secondly old Rumanian texts point to the compara
tively recent development of many of the parallels 
with Albanian.

Operating within an historically deeper and 
geographically more encompassing framework, Sandfeld 
(1930) amassed a great deal of convincing evidence 
which ultimately pointed to a diffusional source from 
Greek to explain the correspondences between the four 
mentioned languages. For instance, Greek uses an 
infinitive only in a substantive function, while 
Bulgarian to the northeast retains the Slavic pro- 
positional infinitive only for a few verbs and in the 
future construction; northern Albanian uses it freely 
in subordinate clauses while southern Albanian, which 
is closer to Greece, has only frozen instances of it; 
and different dialects of Rumanian (as well as Serbo- 
Croatian) vary its productive use, from a substantive 
only, to full Romance function in the northermost 
dialects.

Sandfeld views the commonalities as clearly 
spreading from the south under the impetus of a very 
powerful Greek cultural influence during past 
centuries. His more thorough evaluation of the data 
as a set of complex interactions, leading to the 
establishment of a Balkan linguistic area, effectively 
pulls the pins out of the substrate argument. He 
invokes instead a mechanism of cultural and linguistic
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convergence based on the pattern provided by some 
vital member of the association.

1.3.2. THE CASE OF ARMENIAN

Much the same argumentative evolution has 
occurred with respect to Armenian. The substrate 
proponents (Dirr 1909-1S10) offered a bilateral 
comparison of Armenian and Georgian which turned up a 
common absence of gender distinctions; leveling of the 
case system; a plural marker distinct from the case 
markers; the word order, modifier plus head noun; a 
set of postpositions; and the absence of number 
concord with adjectives. None of these characteristics 
are generally understood to have been original to Indo- 
European, with its highly complex noun, consisting of 
many syncretic affixes, prepositions, concord, etc.

Again, however, viewed historically and geo
graphically both Armenian and modern Georgian have 
clearly innovated. Vogt (1945), for example, has 
compared the written records of both Georgian and 
Armenian with the m o d e m  languages and shown that some 
of the above commonalities occurred earlier in 
Armenian than Georgian. He has also taken as a point 
of comparison a reconstructed ancestor language to 
Georgian— Proto-Ehartvelian— and, for all the features 
above, shown this language as morphologically
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probably more complicated than modern Georgian. 
Further, putting the data into other perspective, he 
demonstrates the presence of many of these same 
features in neighboring Ossetic, a Persian language, 
and in Turkish, which typologically might best be 
labelled the original source of an eastward diffusion, 
eventually resulting in a Caucasian linguistic area.

Although the idea of a linguistic substrate has 
been rendered somewhat dubious by the above counter 
arguments to two presumed examples of it, the notion 
of the linguistic area has benefitted tremendously at 
its expense. But, how does the convergence of 
languages into a recognizable linguistic area itself 
take place? The arguments are complex and in some 
cases speculative, hinging on the debated claims that 
morphological borrowing between languages can or 
cannot occur. This issue will be considered next.

1.4. MORPHOLOGICAL BORROWING

The methodological principles which gave rise to 
the 19th century concern for matters of language 
mixing and substrata changed in the last quarter of 
that century for a majority of linguists due to the 
ITeogrammarian revolution, which perfected a method
ology of comparative and historical analysis based on 
lexical comparisons for phonological correspondences.
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In most matters, as Ko e m e r  (1972) lias emphasized, 
the theoretical perspective did not change; there was 
still the same belief in the Schleicherian family tree 
(Stammbaum) model of relationship as the guiding 
principle in conducting research. Nevertheless, the 
shift in method brought about by the Neogrammarians 
eventually led to a split in opinion with regard to 
what one language could transpose onto another. The 
demonstration of genetic continuity came to rest on 
the belief that the morphological structure of a 
language resisted change and influence, because all too 
often there was an easily demonstrable lack of 
continuity in the sound systems of the languages. To 
maintain the integrity of the family tree model some 
point of the grammar had to remain constant; there 
would otherwise be no basis in the claim that a 
language such as English remained Germanic in spite of 
its accrual of a tremendous number of Romance features. 
If all levels of the grammar have changed drastically, 
then the comparativist has no way of gauging whether 
certain structures in a language continue an archaic 
structure of a certain family or were borrowed from 
some member of that family at a later state of 
development.11

The seemingly conservative claim that morphological 
structure remains essentially unaltered through 
time is the string by which almost all modern claims
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The rejection of the family tree model by the 
Italian Neolinguists (Bonfante 1947) and the only 
modified support given to it by the Prague school 
(Jakobson 1938) and by others** ̂  results in a more 
open attitude to the possibility of morphological 
influences. There has emerged from the literature, 
therefore, a long debate concerning the issue of 
morphological borrowing1^ with what must be considered 
the main stream of opinion somewhat opposed to the 
concept. Since the arguments offered to support this 
view will be of interest in evaluating a possible 
Indo-European influence on Tibeto-Burman, the next 
few pages will be spent summarizing some of them.

At the outset it should be made clear that 
there are undoubted examples of morphological 
influence of one language on another, some of which

of distant relationship are tied. The danger here 
is that what might be nothing other than typo
logical similarity is interpreted instead as 
evidence of genetic affiliation. There are 
hundreds of examples of such speculation in the 
literature, notably Hodgson’s Turanian construct 
(cf. section 2.1.122).

12 Compare especially the perspective of many British 
investigators contained in the previously mentioned 
anthology of comparative historical papers edited 
by Shorto (1963), which is in essential accord with 
the Prague school outlook.

"* ̂  Witness especially the many arguments pro and con 
solicited by the 6th International Congress of 
Linguists in 1948 (Proceedings 1949) in answer to 
the question, ’’Bans quelles conditions et dans 
quelles limites peut s’exercer sur le systeme mor- 
phologique d’une langue 1* action du systeme mor— 
phologique d ’une autre langue?” .
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we have seen in the preceding section. It is not so 
much the phenomenon itself that is in contention as it 
is the mechanism by which it is accomplished. Meillet 
(1918) in stressing the indefinable boundary between 
lexicon and morphology contends that it is possible 
for an originally borrowed word to eventually make its 
way into the morphology of the language. Therefore, 
"it does not necessarily follow that such a grammati
cal form is, properly speaking, borrowed" (Meillet 
1918:14). Thus, by extension, though a language’s 
morphology will show changes over time, sometimes to 
the extent that foreign intrusions have complicated 
its historical status, it would nevertheless reveal 
its original identity on close inspection. Meillet 
was being especially critical of Schuehardt whose 
powerful influence propagated the contrary view:
"There is no fully unmixed language" (Schuehardt 
1884:4).

Whitney (1882) had earlier put his trust in much 
the same mechanism of morphologization of a borrowed 
lexical item, what he called "secondary processes", 
adding the qualification "that the structural elements 
thus taken into our language from a foreign source are 
only such as are analogous with others already in use 
among us" (1882:18). However, he was certainly less 
assured than Meillet seems to have been that true 
grammatical borrowing could never take place. The
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occasion for this article, in fact, was the criticism 
of an "axiom" of Milller* s (1873) to the effect that 
the grammar of a language remained inviolable during 
contact. Whitney took issue with what amounted to 
Mtiller*s laxness in the use of the word axiom; 
claiming rather that grammar was not immune to out
side influence, but probably only more resistant than 
other facets of the language. On examination he finds 
that there is an increasing scale of resistance to 
borrowing with nouns and adjectives at one pole 
offering least resistance and inflectional morphology 
at the other pole offering greatest resistance. This 
scale constructs itself on some parameter of relative 
abstractness, "...whatever is more formal or structural 
in character remains in that degree free from the 
intrusion of foreign material" (1882:14). Haugen (1950) 
much later proposed a similar "scale of adoptability", 
according to which all linguistic elements are 
hierarchized, such that "the more habitual and sub
conscious a feature cf language is, the harder it will 
be to change" (1950:224).

This belief in a concrete-abstract dimension 
along which all the morphemes of a language were 
distributed also formed the basis of SapirTs (1921) 
argument with Boas (1920) that the morphology of a 
language could faithfully be trusted to answer questions 
of deep relationship, since it would resist diffusional
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pressure to level it out. In Swadeshis (1951) 
analysis of this dehate and his subsequent siding 
with Sapir on the issue, he suggests that certain 
traits are so fused into a superordinate structure 
that they are not likely to be borrowed independently 
of the entire complex— which is itself highly 
unlikely. Sapir himself stresses the need to separate 
out a sort of superficial morphology from the 
"morphological kernel" (1921:219) of a language. It 
is the latter which alone determines family relation
ship, while the former may show outside modifications 
by way of either addition, deletion, or substitution.

The arguments so far presented have been largely 
empirically based; it seems ultimately possible to 
corroborate the notion of morphologization of 
borrowed morphemes and even the idea of structural 
resistance to borrowing. There have been other 
proposals, however, whose rationales are more 
impressionistically based and for which there has been 
no successful scientific documentation.1 -̂ One of these, 
especially fostered by Meillet (1918), stresses the 
factor of nationalism and language pride as a 
conservative force in linguistic change. Certain 
structural elements or categories are likely to be held

14 This does not necessarily invalidate these argu
ments. An idea which suggests broad lines of 
further research can be extremely valuable as a 
heuristic device.
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by speakers as indicative of their independence from 
surrounding peoples and actual effort will be used 
to maintain them. That speakers would assign more 
weight to morphological elements than to grammatically 
less consequential lexical items seems to be implied.

Another argument which claims very widespread 
support reflects on the relative compatability of 
interfering languages. It is partially based on the 
observation that certain language families change 
rapidly and others rarely if at all, even when it 
appears that the rate of cultural change varies 
independently. Even Schuehardt who generally 
approved of the notion of morphological borrowing, 
unconstrained by any qualification, held to the view 
that "Frequently the influence of a foreign language 
works together with a prevailing tendency (herrschen- 
den Tendenz) in another language" (Schuehardt 1884:11). 
Whitney (1882) states the principle unequivocally by 
denying the doctrine that a language can learn from 
another "a grammatical distinction, or a mode of 
expression, formerly unknown" (1882:19). In the 
same vein, Sandfeld (1938) speaks of "points of 
receptability" between a donor and a recipient 
language, and Jakobson (1938) of a "collective ten
dency" between languages, if a change in linguistic 
structure is to be copied from one to the other.
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The implication of this wide consensus of 
opinion has important bearing on the origin of pro
nominalization, since it would direct us to look 
first for such structures (or ’predisposition* to add 
such structures) in Tibeto-Burman itself, before 
venturing to match it with those of any other family 
which is a  presumed model. Consequently, the approach 
I have adopted in this work is to compare the TB 
pronouns and pronominal morphology internally, with 
the express goal of proving or disproving the claim 
that they are retained from the stage of the proto
language. Only then will it be appropriate to 
consider possible extra—familial influences and the 
question of linguistic areas.
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CHAPTER 2. A HISTORY AND TYPOLOGY OF TIBETO-BURMAN 
PRONOMINAL VERB MORPHOLOGY

2.0. INTRODUCTION

The present chapter has three main goals, all of 
which center around the issue of whether to account 
for pronominalized verbs in TB by appealing to family 
internal continuity or extra-familial influence.
First, the history of thought regarding pronominal
ization will be sketched (section 2.1); second, the 
dominant hypothesis of a Munda substratal influence on 
TB will be tested in a comparison of Munda and TB 
pronominalization (section 2.2); and third, a typo
logical appraisal of all the pronominalized TB 
languages will be presented (section 2.3).

2.1. HISTORY OF THOUGHT REGARDING PRONOMINALIZATION

The following sections set themselves the task 
of tracing the history of the pronominalization pro
blem in the literature. Bearing in mind the preceding 
statement of the overall simplicity in which TB was 
and is conceived (section 1.1), most of the early 
explanations of pronominalization were allied to the 
position of finding some outside source on which these 
languages modeled their verb morphology. Brian H.
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Hodgson, however, was exceptional in seeing the 
feature as native, although within a much wider net
work of relationship than can be sustained today.

2.1.1. BRIAN H. HODGSON15

Hodgson*s1^ post as British Resident at the
Court of Nepal with the India Office for over 20 years
(1821-1843) and his later unofficial residence at
Darjeeling for about 10 years (1848-1857), provided him
the opportunity of actively collecting materials
dealing with the native languages and cultures. During
this time, Hodgson collected many of the materials
that, up until the last few years, constituted our
only sources of information about several languages
of the area. It was apparent then and remains true
today that in most ways he was an accurate and

17thorough recorder of whatever he heard. His material

^ The dates for Hodgson*s work will be given as for 
their original publication in the Journal of the 
Asiatic Society of Bengal. The page references, 
however, will oe given from the reprinted and 
corrected versions of these works in either the 
Miscellaneous Essays (1880) or Essays on the 
Languages, etc. of Nepal and Tibet (1873“), wherever 
this isappiicable.

1^ The biographical materials on Hodgson which are
interspersed through this section can be found in a 
short preface to Mitra (1882) and in a full, book- 
length" protrayal by Hunter (1896).

1^ The editors of JASB in a short preface to Hodgson*s 
(1849c) "A brief note on Indian ethnology", suggest 
strongly that other workers in the area should
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consequently remains valuable. Hodgson’s linguistic 
interests ranged very widely and consequently we Have 
information on tribes extending from northern Tibet to 
Ceylon and southern Burma.

Some publications under his name, however, are 
materials submitted to him by other investigators of 
languages located in Burma and eastern Assam (Hodgson 
1849a, 1850, 1853a) and in central and southern India 
(Hodgson 1848a,1849b, 1856). All other materials were 
personally gathered from native speakers of the 
languages. For some of these languages, namely Bo do 
and Dhimal (1847) and Hayu and Bahing (1857-1858), he 
supplied full grammatical sketches and extensive 
lexical materials. For others only random grammatical 
notes and partial vocabularies are available.

2.1.11. CLASSIFICATION OF TIBETO-BHRMAN

Hodgson’s primary purpose in amassing such 
copious data was to substantiate his contention that 
all of the aboriginal population of British India 
including Nepal, Burma, Indo-China, and China proper 
was ultimately related, though the web of relationship

submit themselves to following a single model in 
order to maintain a certain unity in the field, 
"and, if we are to be guided in this matter by the 
experience and judgment of any one man in India, 
surely none are entitled to higher respect than 
those of Mr. Hodgson" (1849c:238).
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was somewhat diffuse even in his own mind. He con
ceived of three major “stocks" (1847, 1849c) into 
which this population was subdivided: a Tibetan stock
which included many of the languages of the sub- 
Himalayas and northern Assam; a Chinese stock to the 
east of this region, excepting the languages of the 
Assam valley; and a Tamulian stock comprising all the 
native languages of India including those in the Assam 
valley and those of the forested Indian border areas 
of Nepal, Sikkim, and Bhutan. These stocks merge 
families now felt to be separate, such as Dravidian 
and Munda within Tamulian, and also transect now 
recognized families, specifically TB and Austroasiatic. 
The TB languages seen as Tamulian include many of the 
Barish1® languages of Assam as well as the East 
Himalayish group of Nepal; the Tibetan members comprise 
Tibetan and its dialects as well as the Gurung branch 
of Central Nepal; and the Chinese stock includes 
Chinese and the many TB languages of Burma and 
Thailand.

Even though Hodgson does not state the reasons 
for assigning one language or another to different 
stocks, it would seem from the evidence available to 
him that he depended most heavily on the syllabic 
structure of the word. Tamulian, including the TB

*18 This and other names for established subgroups
follow Shafer* s (1974) terminology.
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languages considered as such., shows words susceptible 
of a polysyllabic analysis, while the root structure

19of Chinese type languages is decidedly monosyllabic.
The Tibetan stock took in those languages which were 
predominantly monosyllabic in root structure, but 
which also evidenced more complicated morphological 
processes, such as verb stem alternation. Hodgson 
yields a clue to his reasoning in his opinion "that 
the Bo do and Dhimal languages belong pretty evidently 
to the aboriginal Indian tongues [i.e. Munda and 
Dravidian] and not to the Indo-Chinese or monosyllabic*1 
(1847:157).20

Several years later, however, Hodgson (1850) had 
corrected his original subgroupings. Now he finds 
"one type of language prevailing from the Kali to the 
Koladan, and from Ladakh to Malacca, so as to bring 
the Himalayans, Indo-Chinese, and Tibetans into the 
same family" (1850:28). And, suggesting how he has 
arrived at this re-evaluation, he points to "syntactic

^ It will be recalled that Hodgson was only possessed 
of secondary information on these languages, 
entirely consisting, as far as the published infor
mation indicates, of vocabulary lists. A true 
picture of the complexity of the Burmese verb would 
not then have been available to suggest a closer 
approximation to say the structure of the Bodo verb 
(initially classified by Hodgson as Tamulian) with 
which it does show many parallels.

20 In a footnote to a later paper, Hodgson (1853b:31) 
restates his position with regard to Bodo and Dhimal 
by repositioning them within the Tibetan and 
Himalayan stock, rather than the Tamulian.
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poverty and crudity and etymological refinement and
abundance [as] the characteristics of this vast group
of tongues” (1850:33). He also presumes that
"grammatical peculiarities” will not prove especially
useful as diagnostics of relationship since they are
"apt to he excessively vague or else palpably borrowed”
(1850:33). His methods of linguistic comparison had
now channeled into a heavy reliance on lexical, as
opposed to morpho— syntactic evidence, and neither he
nor his successors have ever swerved too far from this 

21course. "A common stock of primitive roots and 
serviles.. .indicates •unmistakably a common lineage 
and origin among the several races to which such stock 
belongs." (Hodgson 1850:33). It should also be noted, 
in reinforcement of an earlier argument, that Hodgson 
had in effect negatively christened his neonate 
Tibeto-Burman as possessing no interesting syntax or 
morphology to whet a comparativist*s appetite. This 
view also persisted under his powerful influence, until 
Conrady (1896) partially dispelled it by demonstrating 
the archaic nature of the prefixes of written Tibetan 
along with some of the morphological categories they 
probably represented.

21 Compare for example Hunter’s (1868) Comparative 
Dictionary of the Languages of India"~ana High Asia, 
which assembled Hodgson’s le xx eal mat era. eI s for 
about 200 roots from over 100 languages, and the 
vast Linguistic Survey of India which faithfully
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2.1.12. THE TURANIAN HYPOTHESIS

In spite of this hierarchical redistribution of 
languages and the postulation of TB, Hodgson still 
firmly believed in a larger pattern which enclosed all 
of central and eastern Asia's languages, excepting 
those of Indo-European lineage. This hypothetical 
construct he called Turanian. "Tamulians, Tibetans, 
Indo-Chinese, Chinese, Tangus, Mongols, and Turks are 
so many branches of another single family, viz., the 
Turanian” (I849d:3). This quote demonstrates his early 
position; his consistency is maintained seven years 
later after he had rearranged his subgroups. "Turanian 
affinities are not to be circumscribed by the Deccan, 
nor by the Deccan and Central India, nor, I may here 
add, by the whole continent of India, but spread 
beyond it into Indo-China, Himalaya, and the northern 
regions beyond Himalaya" (1856:127). In an earlier 
paper Hodgson (1853b) also attempted the demonstration 
of a relation between the languages of the Caucasus 
and Mongolian (intending mostly Tibeto—Bunnan) and, 
even farther afield, Pelasgian (intending Malay and 
Tagalog); though properly speaking he excluded these 
other groups from Turanian.

maintained many of Hodgson's subclassifications. 
Shafer (1974) and Benedict (1972) have similarly 
maintained an emphasis on lexical comparison.
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It was by this Turanian category that Hodgson 
chose to explain many of the apparent similarities 
between widely separated members of the family. In the 
last and most complete statement of his position, 
Hodgson (1856) lists a series of facts, one of these 
being verb pronominalization, which, from his point of 
view, seem to offer evidence of genetic relation 
between his Turanian languages, specifically those now 
thought to be separate and unrelated. Prom an explana
tory standpoint, this wide stance allows him to explain 
characteristics at variance with the overall typo
logical picture of the language subgroup as merely 
remnants of a more archaic stage of the language, 
showing up in fuller or even unaltered form at some 
other point within Turanian.

2.1.12-1. GENERAL TURANIAN CHARACTERISTICS

Taking the position of TB as central, rather 
than Nilgirian (Dravidian) as Hodgson does, the 
following points of resemblance with other language 
families within Turanian are made:

1. Proliferation of sibilants in TB and in 
Dravidian (1856:131);

2. Numeral classifiers in TB and also in 
Dravidian (131);
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3. Nominal!zation of adjectives by suffixation 
in Tibetan, Kimalayish, and Dravidian (135);

4. Proliferation of gerundial or participial 
verb forms in Tibetan and Himalayish, but 
especially in Mongolian and Manchurian (140);

5. A tendency toward double causative verbs in 
Himalayish and literary Dravidian22 (141);

6. General absence of a passive construction in 
TB, Altaic, Hill Dravidian2^, and Munda 
(141);

7. Low reliance on morphological tense distinc
tions with a correspondingly greater reliance 
put on temporal adverbs to distinguish rela
tive time— a feature common to all Turanian 
languages2^ (141-2);

pp Hodgson intends by this term the phenomenon of an 
intransitive verb undergoing a transitivizing or 
causativizing process with the possibility of the 
resultant verb undergoing an additional causativi- 
zation. His example, from Vayu: dun ’become*, 
thun *to cause to become*, thum-pmg-ko *to cause 
to cause to become*. He does not note that this 
process of double causativization is quite common 
in Indo-Aryan (cf. Kellogg 1938:252 ff.) and that 
this family could have provided the model for what 
might be independent borrowing in Dravidian and 
Himalayish.

2^ Hodgson remarks that the passive construction of 
literary Dravidian "is clearly factitious and 
suggested by contact with Arianism" (1856:143)*

2^ Hodgson does not approach the question of the
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8. The presence of a transitive or intransi
tive sign following the verb root in Hima
layish, Altaic, Finno-Ugric, and in remnant 
form in Dravidian2'’ (137-8).

Besides these grammatical correspondences, and 
the others described below, which Hodgson submits as 
demonstrating his Turanian hypothesis, he also 
suggests that many lexical correspondences provide 
confirmation. Here, however, as is often the case 
when wide comparisons are attempted, the sound laws 
for individual languages had not been worked out for 
shallower time depths, which immediately makes any 
conclusions suspect. Even so, much of Hodgson*s 
grammatical evidence remains intriguing, even that 
which submits to alternative explanation, such as 
(2) the numeral classifiers which probably diffused 
westward out of Sino-Tibetan and Tai (Emeneau 1956,

distinction between tense and aspect markers in 
languages such as Tibetan, still a tricisyproblem. 
Therefore, he makes claims that, in some languages, 
where two "tenses’1 are distinguished, the present 
and future will be conflated. It might be better to 
discuss such a system as aspectual rather than tem
poral, especially since in the same languages the
*past tense* marker often equates to the transitive 
marker. This occurs in Himalayish, Dravidian,
Turkic, and Finno-Ugric.

2-* Hodgson professes to see in this transitive marker
an association with 3rd person object markers, implied 
perhaps by the transitive imperative suffixes of 
strictly speaking, non-pronominalized TB languages 
such as Lepcha and Burmese. Many languages show a 
variety of forms for these affixes, a particular verb 
lexically requiring one of them, thus setting up a 
system of implicit verb classification.
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1965); (6) the absence of a passive which may be 
implicationally related to characteristics of ergative 
type languages; (3) adjective nominalization, an 
expectation in verb final languages; (5) double 
causatives which possibly originate in Indo-Aryan 
(cf. note 22); and (7) the relative unimportance of 
tense distinctions which is possibly more typical of 
the world* s languages (with the exception of Indo- 
European) than its opposite. I leave the significance 
of these interlinguistic parallels an open question, 
however, since other non-genetic explanations aside, 
the cumulation of all these factors certainly could 
inspire the view that there may have been historical 
connections between these families. We may be 
observing traces of an older, now deteriorating linguis
tic area, especially since most of Hodgson* s resem
blances between IB and other families occur in the 
western border languages (most notably Himalayish). 
Support for this view may perhaps be had from a study 
of the trading and cultural area of northern Tibet 
and western China which included Indo—European 
Tocharians and Khotanese, Mongolians, Turkic Uigurs, 
Manchurians, and Sino-Tibetans, all presumably 
influencing and being influenced by their neighbors.2^

Pf% A wealth of literature exists dealing with these 
languages. One of general merit which, I believe, 
largely succeeds in unraveling the tremendous com
plexity of the IB languages of the area is Thomas 
(1948).
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2.1.122. PRONOMINAL CHARACTERISTICS OP TURANIAN

The remainder of Hodgson’s evidence describes
parallels between the pronominal systems of his
Turanian languages, which overall are typified as 

27"greatly developed." These are as follows:

9. Separate forms for personal (independent)
and possessive forms of pronouns (1856:135),

10. Separate inclusive and exclusive forms for 
1st person pronouns (135);

11. Different sets of possessive pronouns: one 
used disjunctively (i.e. as a free form) and 
the other conjunctively (i.e. as an affix)
(135);

12. Distinction between dual and plural number 
categories (137);

pO
13. Verb pronominali zat i on (128, 135, 139,

143);

?7' Hodgson reminds us that this pronominal complexity 
"when viewed in connection with the paucity of true 
conjugations!, forms [recalls] the fine remark that 
•rude people think much more of the actors than of 
the action*" (1856:135).
As far as I know this paper contains the only 
reference to the term ’pronominalization’ in all of 
Hodgson’s linguistic corpus. Prom his casual use of 
the term, however, I would doubt that it was his own 
innovation.
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14. Prefixation of noun possessive forms and
pqsuffixation of verb pronominal affixes

(136);

15. A prevailing verb structure consisting of 
root + transitive/intransitive marker + 
pronominal suffix; ̂

16. The morphological conflation of 2nd and 3rd 
persons in TB and Dravidian in opposition to 
1st person forms (140).

Most of these characteristics are associated 
with pronominalized languages, but many other languages 
with simpler verbs also show the categories. With 
regard to pronominalization itself Hodgson notes that 
the Himalayish languages and Munda show the feature in 
fullest form while the other Turanian languages either 
lack it entirely or show much more impoverished forms 
of it. Specifically intending Dravidian he says, 
’•Whether from non-development or from decomposition,

^ There are exceptions to this generalization among 
the pronominalized languages which Hodgson dealt 
with, such as Limbu with verbal prefixes, though he 
does not discuss these. He does, however, mention 
that Altaic and Finno-Ugric have noun possessive 
suffixes.
Hodgson’s examples for this construction, taken 
from many different languages, all show the transi- 
tivizer with some type of dental stop. However, in 
his Dravidian examples this morpheme is some sort 
of past/perfective marker. He implies thereby a 
historical development in Dravidian of this transi- 
tivizer into a tense/aspect marker.
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tile pronominalization is very imperfect on the 
whole” (1856:137); with reference to Altaic, ”The 
Mantchurie and Mongolic groups of tongues were long 
alleged to show no sign of pronominalization. It is 
now known that that was a mistake” (1856:139).

I have emphasized this section in part to 
counter a possible interpretation that Hodgson regarded 
pronominalization as perhaps due to the uni directional 
influence of one language on another, especially since 
the Munda group of languages has often been proposed 
as a diffusional or substratal source of the pronomin
alization which appears in Tibeto-Burman. However, 
Hodgson1 s only mention of both groups, with reference 
to their jointly possessing the feature, is the 
following: "Kiranti, Vayu, etc., of Himalaya show a
wonderful agreement with what Mtiller calls the Munda 
class of languages in Central India. In all these 
tongues alike not only the agents (singular, dual, 
and plural, and inclusive and exclusive of the two 
latter), but the objects are welded into the verb, 
thus showing the maximum of pronominalization” (1856: 
135). Nowhere does he propose a directionality of 
influence from one to the other.

2.1.2. THE LINGUISTIC SURVEY OP INDIA (LSI)

The period stretching from the last of Hodgson’s
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linguistic writings in 1857-1858 to the beginning of 
the LSI in 1894*^ paralleled the development of more 
rigorous approaches to comparison and reconstruction. 
The general tenor of the times stressed scientific 
accuracy, and, as a consequence, Hodgson’s elaborate 
Turanian edifice became neglected. Hyoptheses of 
wide relations lacked the necessary materials for an 
adequate scientific demonstration. Work in eastern 
Asia became more descriptive, and what comparative 
work there was, explored what would have been to 
Hodgson only subgroups.

2.1.21. KONOW’S ASSESSMENT OF TB

It was in this climate of opinion that Sten 
Konow, who had the task of editing all of the TB 
materials received by the Survey and assembling a 
coherent system of internal classification, inherited 
the problem of Hodgson’s pronominalized languages.
Also, due to the efforts of the Survey the number of 
pronominalized languages themselves increased with 
the recognition that Eanauri and other languages in

^  Information on the history and procedures of the 
Survey can be found in Grierson’s preface to the 
completed work (ISI 1(1):17-24). The project was 
originally conceived in 1886, organized from 1894- 
1897 when requests for data were issued, and edited 
beginning in 1898. Volume 3 in three parts, dealing 
entirely with TB was completed and uubiished in 
1909. The introductory volume, 1(1), did not appear 
until 1927; it was the last to be issued.
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32Almora and farther northwest also showed the feature. 
This created two main groups in the Himalayas exhibit
ing this complex verb morphology and the associated 
complexity in pronominal categories. The newly 
discovered group became known as the Western Pronomin
alized branch and Hodgson* s original group in eastern 
and central Nepal as the Eastern Pronominalized branch 
of Himalayan. The only other recognized TB language 
with similar morphology was Namsangia Naga (cf. 
note 50), a geographically far distant member of the 
Eastern Naga subgroup of southeastern Assam. A 
short sketch grammar appeared in 1849 by Robinson and 
was therefore known to Hodgson, who did not hesitate 
to include it as pronominalized (Hodgson 1856:128).
The LSI however makes no mention of how this language 
would directly relate to the Himalayan group if at 
all, or how it might best be accounted for histori
cally. The silence on this issue could partly stem 
from the inability of the Survey to collect any 
additional information from this area.

In any event Konow operating with a vastly 
increased corpus of TB materials became convinced of

^  Earlier published reports of Kanauri, some of which 
would have been accessible to Hodgson, apparently 
did not comment on its grammatical characteristics. 
Hodgson himself never seems to have discovered the 
fact, in spite of his probable earlier contact with 
speakers of the Almora languages, while he served 
as assistant to the Commissioner of Kumaon in 1819- 
1820.
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how "best the ancestor language might have looked 
morphologically and syntactically. Contrary to the 
procedure of simply abstracting from the synchronic 
language, however, he did take account (following 
Conrady) of the probable course of development in the 
historically attested languages, especially literary 
Tibetan. This led him to put less reliance on the 
traditional view that TB must have been monosyllabic 
since Written Tibetan, many of the Bodo-Garo 
languages, and Sachin showed evidence of an elaborate 
prefix system at an earlier stage of development. He 
also advocated the position that Chinese, Tibetan, 
and other tonal languages developed their tonal 
systems from loss of these prefixes.^ He therefore 
viewed the proto-language as agglutinative rather than 
isolating and partly subgrouped on the basis of how 
the daughter languages respected or rejected these 
agglutinative affixes. His other important criteria 
for subgrouping were based on tones, classifiers, and 
the syntax of the negative marker.

Besides the many general TB characteristics 
listed earlier, Eonow suggested several more such as a 
decimal numeral system, absence of a relative pronoun,

33 details of tonogenesis in TB are certainly 
more complex than this (cf. Matisoff 1973a), but 
the overall picture of initial consonants affect
ing tone is certainly correct.
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and syntactic methods of adjective comparison, which 
were clearly justified from his data. However, 
several other suggestions were certainly contrived, 
forced out of the common 19th century prejudice that 
tribal languages were not very capable of forming 
abstractions.

"Most Tibeto-Burman languages further 
evince a difficulty in forming words for 
abstract ideas...It has been common to 
draw attention to the fact that languages 
such as Tibeto-Burman are unable to 
distinguish between form and substance, 
because they do not possess form words, 
i.e., words which do*not denote any sub
stance or any material conception but 
simply the different ways of forming and 
arranging them in the mind" (LSI 3(1):5).

In less biased sounding terminology, this simply 
indicates that TB lacked derivational morphology and 
relied instead on compounding type processes.

But taking an additional metatheoretical step 
from this platform, Konow emphasized that the class of 
nominal elements in TB took precedence over verbal 
categories; in other words, verbs and adjectives were 
only ’surface1 syntactic phenomena; at some underlying 
stage they were to be regarded as noun s . ^  This point 
will be of some importance, since Konow used it to 
explain away the phenomenon of verbal agreement for

34 nrjĵ g Ti'beto-B'urman verb is properly a noun" (LSI 
3(1):8). Konow acknowledges Max Mflller for the 
original formulation of this idea.
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person and number by prefixation, as seen especially 
in Kuki-Chin. By treating the verb prefix as a 
possessive pronoun modifying an underlying noun, lie 
restricts the term ’pronominalization* to only suffixal 
occurrences of such markers, and in effect disassoci
ates these languages from other pronominalized groups. 
In a later part of this paper (cf. section 2.3.44), 
this view of affixation type as a critical factor in 
comparison will be challenged.

2.1.22. THE FORMULATION OF THE MUNDA HYPOTHESIS

Returning now to the more central problem of 
accounting for the appearance in certain TB languages 
of pronominal verb morphology in the face of a parent 
language which did not exhibit it, Konow fell back on 
Hodgson’s notice of the similarity between Munda verb 
morphology and TB pronominalization and forged a 
causative link between the two by appealing to the 
very popular late 19th century notion of the sub
stratum (cf. section 1.3). To quote his own 
statement:

"In such characteristics [complexity of 
pronominal categories and pronominal 
related morphology] the dialects in 
question have struck out lines of their 
own, in entire disagreement with Tibeto- 
Burman, or even Tibeto-Chinese principles.
They have accordingly become modified in 
their whole structure. It is difficult 
to help inferring that this state of
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affairs must be due to the existence 
of an old heterogeneous substratum of 
the population, which has exercised an 
influence on the language. That old 
population must then have spoken dia
lects belonging to a different linguis
tic family, and the general modification 
of the inner structure of the actual 
forms of speech must be due to the fact 
that the leading principles of those 
old dialects have" been engrafted on 
the languages of the tribes in question. 
How it will be observed that all these 
features in which the Himalayan dialects 
differ from other Tibeto-Burman 
languages are in thorough agreement with 
the principles prevailing in the Munda 
forms of speech. It therefore seems 
probable that Mundas or tribes speaking 
a language connected with those now in 
use among the Mundas, have once lived 
in the Himalayas and have left their 
stamp on the dialects there spoken at 
the present day” (ISI 3(1)s179 and 1(1): 
56).

This contention of a Munda substratum in TB to 
explain pronominalization, has been sustained by a 
majority of researchers. Consequently it is also the 
hypothesis which will be given most comment, first by 
making a detailed comparison of Munda and TB pro
nominal verb morphologies (cf. section 2.2.2) and 
second by reviewing current opinion within Austro- 
asiatic concerning the evolution of these structures 
in Munda (cf. section 2.2.3).

2.1.3. MORPHOLOGICAL BORROWING FROM INDO-EUROPEAN

Besides Hodgson’s view of pronominalization as 
progressing without interruption back to a common
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Turanian ancestral language and Konow’s espousal of a 
substratal influence from Munda, two additional hypo
theses have been advanced. The first of these 
professes the policy of Les Langues du Monde 
(Meillet and Cohen 1952), built on the detailed exami
nation provided by Henri Maspero (1946). On the 
argument that the underlying syntax of the verb differs 
significantly between Munda and Himalayish, Maspero 
rejected the Munda hypothesis. But, presumably not 
feeling the evidence strong enough to warrant an 
internally motivated explanation, he instead proposed 
an influence out of Indo-Aryan based on the analogy of 
that family’s conjugational system.

Cet emploi des pronoms affixes au verbe 
differe de celui des langues munda en ce 
que les pronoms sont toujours employes 
pour leur valeur propre, et non pour 
rappeler des notions precedemment 
exprimees dans la phrase par des noms. 
PlutSt qu'a 1* influence d’un problema- 
tique substrat munda, c’est probablement 
a celle des parlers aryens environnants et 
de leur conjugalson qu’il faut attribuer 
ces faits qui eloignent fort ces dialectes 
de la norme des langues tibeto-birmanes. 
(Masnero 1946:175-176; Meillet and Cohen 
1952:560)

This position has also been affirmed by Egerod 
(1973a) who sees TB pronominal verb morphology as "very 
reminiscent of adjacent Indo-European," and suggests 
that "the probability of an original close relation
ship of the two families must be taken into account"
(1973a:503).
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The spirit of the preceding discussion regarding 
morphological borrowing (cf. section 1.4) suggests 
that this line of argument would be impossible to 
carry through without having first assembled the 
comparative data and attempted to push it back as far 
as possible. The question of Indo-European or any 
other outside direction on TB would thus best be post
poned to a point following a decision that the morph
ology is not native.

In any event, I would safely assume even now 
that Indo-European has not been an important influence 
for the reason that its contact with TB has been of 
relatively recent date and that at the time of contact 
the family had probably already split off into 
branches which today still maintain pronominalization. 
A more compelling reason is that Indo-European has 
few structures strictly comparable in TB. In many 
points of comparison Indo—European is either less 
complex or organized according to different norms of 
complexity, as, for example, is its subject agreement 
affixes syncretic for person and number or in its 
use of gender distinctions.

2.1.4. HYPOTHESIS OP NATIVE OEIGIN

The fourth and final position to be elaborated 
was, to my knowledge, first suggested by Eug§nie J. A.
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Henderson (1957) in a short paper whose immediate pur
pose was the demonstration that the term pronominali
zation, in the sense of a packet of features typically 
found together in certain languages, was appropriate 
to the colloquial (though not literary) standard of 
Tiddim Chin. The actual data and points of agreement 
with the Himalayan languages will he discussed later 
(cf. section 2.3); for now, however, it is appropriate 
to stress only that the feature had by this time been 
acknowledged in four different groups of TB languages: 
Western Pronominalized Himalayish, Eastern Pronominal
ized Himalayish, Eastern Naga, ̂  and Kuki—Chin. The 
implication of such widespread occurrences is 
suggested by Henderson.

•'It appears not unlikely that improved 
knowledge of the Chin languages and of 
others equally remote geographically 
from the so-called pronominalized groups 
will bring further similarities to 
light. In this event linguists may be 
obliged to conclude that, contrary to 
what has often been supposed, pronominal
ization is after all a genuine Tibeto- 
Burman family trait” (1957:327).

With this tentatively offered proposal that 
Proto-Tibeto-Burman may have exhibited complex verbal 
and pronominal morphology not usually attributed to

^  Neither Henderson or Maspero makes mention of
Namsangia Naga as pronominalized. The information 
on this language, admittedly very poor for compara
tive purposes, seems to have been generally passed 
over.
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it, all the "bases are effectively covered. We have 
the competing ideas of nativeness within a network of 
very wide relationship, substratal influence, 
borrowing, and nativeness at the level of TB. The 
only other possibility might be that pronominalization 
was independently innovated in all those languages 
or groups which exhibit it.

2.2. AN EVALUATION OP THE HONDA SUBSTRATUM HYPOTHESIS

In an attempt to establish a plausible connec
tion between the Munda family and the TB Himalayan 
languages, Euiper (1962) indicates that "even now the 
distance between the most northern point where 
Santaii [Munda] is spoken and the area of Limbu (a 
Himalayan language) is not greater than about 130 
miles” (1962:42). Following the Indo-Aryan occupation 
of the Ganges valley which separates these two 
languages today, groups of Munda speakers in the 
northern hills of the valley became separated from 
their more southerly main contingent. Subsequently, 
Munda continued to be spoken there until its speakers 
finally "gave up their own language and adopted 
Tibeto-Burman dialects” (1962:42). Kuiper offers 
a set of potential cognates between Munda and TB to 
substantiate his claim of earlier contact. However, 
since he employs a scatter approach to comparison,
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taking his items from very widely flung TB languages, 
many of which are not Himalayish at all, no sound 
correspondences can he set up. His appeal to verb 
pronominalization as another indication only 
reiterates Konow* s subjective impression, since he 
also provides no detailed comparison.

2.2.1. THE MUNDA PRONOMINAL SYSTEM

In fact it seems that the only attempt at a 
non-superficial comparison of the two pronominalized 
families, by Maspero (1946), led to the denial of any 
causative relation between them. Maspero*s conclusion, 
quoted earlier (cf. section 2.1.3), hinged on his 
finding that the Munda and TB verb were syntactically 
dissimilar. In Munda, object pronouns are directly 
incorporated into the verb. In other words, object 
affixes are not agreement markers,^ they are the 
only surface manifestation of the underlying semantics, 
while subject affixes are simply agreement markers 
with an optionally deletable independent subject pro
noun. The situation in those TB languages with both 
subject and object affixes differs in that both are

^  In transformational terms, agreement implies a 
simple copying process, one selecting various 
features of the noun or pronoun and duplicating 
them at a point in the verb (phrase) complex, and 
then having the duplicated features coded into an 
appropriate affix by a late lexical insertion process 
of trivial concern for semantic interpretation.
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agreement markers; the independent pronouns, both 
subject and object, appearing (optionally) in pre- 
verbal position.

Perhaps to explain this difference, it might be 
relevant to mention the absence of a true morphologi
cal system of case marking in Munda (Bodding 1929) in- 
contrast to its general presence in TB. In other 
words, since nominative and accusative forms of the 
independent pronouns are not distinguishable in Munda, 
there would be potential confusion if both occurred 
in independent noun phrases (assuming too that the 
relative order of the noun phrases is more or less 
free); disambiguation of role status has to be made 
in the verb. In TB, however, ambiguities (which 
indeed do arise in the verb) are resolvable by differ
ent case markings on the independent pronouns or noun 
phrases. The issue will be re-aired shortly in 
discussing the probability of word order 
changes in Munda (cf. section 2.2.3). The difference 
between the two systems, in any event, does seem to be 
significant, especially as it does involve other 
deep-seated facts about the languages.

2.2.2. COMPARISON OP BASING AND SANTA1I

Even on other grounds, however, there exist 
indications of important differences between the
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pronominalized verbs of Munda and IB. In drawing the
comparison I will restrict the discussion to one

■57language from each family— Santali for Munda and
•30

Bahing for TB. Neither of these languages would 
necessarily best represent the system of their 
respective proto-languages. Nevertheless, I feel that 
since they exhibit to the maximum the number of dis
tinctions possible, in their respective families, any 
truly Munda influenced structures would very likely 
show up in both.

2.2.21. INDEPENDENT PRONOUNS

In Figure 1, the independent pronouns of both 
languages are compared. One of the striking incon
gruities of these two systems, which the figure 
reveals, is the presence of an alternate stem for 
Bahing possessive pronouns,^ which fits in with the

■37 Santali is the Munda language spoken closest to the 
TB area, specifically the region of eastern Nepal 
and Sikkim. It shows more pronominal complexity 
than other Munda languages and has been rather fully 
described by Bodding (1929).
While Bahing is not the nearest language to Munda 
geographically, it seems to show the eastern Nepal 
type of pronominalized verb structure at its most 
elaborate. It has also been generally better des
cribed (by Hodgson 1857-1858) than its sister 
languages. Finally it seems to have fewer morpho- 
phonemic alternations than a language like Vayu.
I would caution though that these characteristics of 
Bahing are not necessarily being attributed to the 
original system.

^  An independent possessive pronoun equivalent to
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PiGure Is INPEPEKSEKT PHOKOUSS OF SANTALI AND BAHIHG

Santali Bahing 
BOH. POSS.

1st Eg. ill go wa
1st dl. incl. alai) gosi isi
1st dl. cxcl. a i m gosuku wasi
1st pi. incl. abo(n) go-i ike
1st pi. cxcl. ale goku wake
2nd Eg. an -s* i
2nd dl. aben gasi • isi
2nd pi. ape eani ini

3^ &  
** £2: 
* * pi-

uni
unkin
onakin
cnko
onako

harem
harem dausi 
harem dau

a
asi
ani
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typical presence in TB of a morphological system of 
case marking. (Hodgson very early pointed out separ
ate possessive stems as a Turanian characteristic, 
partly on TB evidence, cf. section 2.1.122.) Munda, 
on the other hand, typically lacks case markings. 
Therefore, to form the possessives in Santali the 
independent pronoun simply precedes^ the head noun. 
The fact of this alternation in Bahing would seem to 
argue, therefore, that the pronominal categories in 
TB would he of some age and not copied from a Munda 
template.^1

Besides this one major difference, there are 
also other important differences: (1) the lack of
correspondence between the presence of animat e/inani
mate gender of Santali and its absence in Bahing;
(2) the obvious number of affixes for Bahing^-2 (cf.
-si ’dual’; -ni ♦plural*) while only the 3rd person of

*mine*, etc. is formed with the possessive root with 
the suffix -ke; cf. wake ’mine*.
There may be a gender suffix attached to the pro
noun to concord with the animate or inanimate gen
der of the following noun.

^  William Poley (personal communication) has pointed 
out to me the possibility that one of the two alter
nating forms, most likely the possessive, may have 
arisen on an outside model. Presumably, Austro- 
nesian has examples of such borrowing. Puller com
parative evidence to be discussed later (cf. 
sections 3*1*31 and 3.4), however, renders this 
possibility unlikely, since the alternation can be 
pushed back to the earliest stages of the family.

^2 I have adopted the convention of indicating affixal 
forms by means of a hyphen: -affix indicating a
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Santali uses number affixes; and (3) the association 
of the inclusive and exclusive of Bahing with 2nd and 
3rd person morphemes, respectively (cf. -i * inclusive* 
and i_ * 2nd person,, poss. stem*; -ku as in 1st plural 
exclusive goku may derive from an element #kho which 
is a very common 3rd person pronoun in Eastern Hima- 
layish and Tibetan) (cf. section 3.2.33). It is 
possible also that wa- the possessive exclusive stem 
is equivalent to the 3rd possessive root a. Its use 
then as the normal possessive of the 1st singular 
would represent the regularization of the paradigm, 
especially since closely related languages show a 
different root (cf. Vayu (Hodgson 1857-1858) ang 
•1st singular possessive* and wathi *3rd person*).
The principles of constructing these forms are thus 
distinct, Santali being relatively unanalyzable while 
Bahing still shows the probable derivational path 
from some no longer productively used morphemes (cf. 
section 3.2.222). In addition, there are no obvious 
phonological correspondences between any of the forms.

suffix and affix-, a prefix. Languages with dis
continuous affixes are indicated as: affix-
-affix for an intervening verb, -affix- -affix for 
two suffixes around another, intervening suffix,
or affix affix- for two prefixes around some
intervening prefix (although this situation has 
never arisen). Independent pronouns do not use 
any special mark.
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2.2.22. INTRANSITIVE VERB AFFIXES

Even more indicative of the historical indepen
dence of TB from Munda are the verb affix systems 
themselves. The intransitive verb paradigm (cf.
Figure 2) will be presented first.

Syntactically, the Santali affixes are applied 
most commonly to the word immediately preceding the 
verb or to the final position in the verb following 
the "finite marker" (Bodding 1929:49). These affixes 
are mainly used with animate subjects in the active 
voice (however, Bodding also remarks that the subject 
marker can appear if there is an underlying animate 
subject not appearing on the surface, as in a passive 
sentence, for example). In Bahing a subject marker 
will appear in a fixed position for every sentence.

A comparison of this chart with the independent 
pronouns of both languages shows that the Santali 
affixes are all easily derived from the free forms, 
showing typically the loss of the initial vocalic 
element (or of the entire first syllable of 3rd person 
forms), while the Bahing forms are sometimes less 
obviously derived or even entirely separate forms (cf. 
1st singular intransitive -qa with 1st singular go;
2nd singular intransitive -ye with 2nd singular ga; 
the 3rd person affixes have no relation to 3rd person 
free pronouns, since these latter have probably only 
recently developed). In addition the Bahing forms
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Figure 2: IIITRANSITIVE VERB AFFIXES OFSANTALI AND BAHING

Santali
Bahinc

Pres./Put. PreteriteIntr. Neuter6,
l8t 8£. -ill -ga -u -ti
1st dl. incl. -lag -sa -isa -tasa
1st dl. excl. -lifi -suku —isuku —tasuku
1st pi. incl. -bon -ya -iya -ntayo
1st pi. excl. -le -ka -ika -ktayo
r. AC. Bg. -em -ye -i -te
2nd dl. -ben -si -isi -tasi
1>nA pi. -pe -ni -ini -ntani
3rd sg. -e -0 -a -ta
3rd dl. —kin -se -ise -tase
3rd pi. -ko -me -ime -mtaae

Neuter affixes are used with a small set of 
intransitive verbs which from their structure 
seem to be derived from old causatives. The 
choice of either intransitive or neuter suffixes is thus lexically determined.
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show a great deal of internal diversity. For example 
the neuter set calls to mind the possessive set of 
independent stems (cf. -u *1st singular neuter1 with 
-wa '1st singular possessive*; -d *2nd singular neuter* 
with i_ *2nd singular possessive*; -a ’3rd singular 
neuter* with a *3rd singular possessive*) and also 
duplicates the subject affixes of transitive verbs 
used with 3rd person objects^ (cf. section 2.2.23). 
Another complication is the presence of a preterite set 
of affixes sometimes not easily relatable to the 
present/future set, even allowing for the assuredly 
temporal value to be assigned to the t- or ta- of 
these forms (cf. 1st singular preterite -t-i 
(< ta + i_) with -na or -u 1st singular affixes; 1st 
plural exclusive preterite -k-ta-yo with -ka '1st 
singular intransitive* where there is a discontinuity 
around the temporal element). It is quite probable 
then that there was some interaction, presumably phono
logical, between tense/aspect and pronouns which 
resulted in a morphological syncretism for these

^  The neuter verbs, which seem to have been originally 
a subset of causative verbs (indicated by the suffix 
-t, an old causative morpheme present in their finite 
conjugation), became strictly intransitive syntac
tically at a later stage of Bahing development. They, 
nevertheless, still require the special markings 
indicated under the Neuter heading of Figure 2. The 
chain of relationship which makes this set of 
suffixes also appropriate for the transitive verbs 
(with 3rd person object) stems partly from Bahing*s 
ergative character (transitive objects and
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affixes. The morphological details will be explored 
at greater length in following discussions (cf. 
sections 2.3.34 and 2.3*41).

2.2.23. TRANSITIVE VERB AFFIXES

The final comparison relates to the data of 
transitive propositions. The Santali situation includes 
the placement of an object affix, either direct or 
indirect but not both, after the "verbal suffix" and 
before an optional possessive affix.^ These forms 
are essentially identical to the subject affixes 
(however, the 2nd singular object affix is —me, 
cf. 2nd singular subject affix -em); it is their order 
with respect to the root which unambiguously defines 
them as objects. Subject affixes, it will be recalled, 
either precede the verb root or occur as the final 
element of the verb phrase. The possessive affix

intransitive subjects are marked identically for 
case) (cf. section 4.2.1) and partly from a tendency 
for 3rd person to be zero marked in affixes (cf. 
section 4.4). It would appear that the possessive 
stems of the independent pronouns derived from this 
set of transitive subject affixes, but for what 
reason and by what semantic route, is still not clear.

^  The verbal suffix is a syncretic affix including the 
semantic notions of time, transitivity, and inten- 
tionality of the action. Bodding summ arizes the 
componentry of the verb as follows:

Base word + verbal suffix + object affix + 
(possessive infix) + finite marker a + 
subject pronoun

The object affix must be animate and in the active 
voice. Bodding uses the term 'infix* to describe a 
suffix which is interposed between other suffixes.
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functions as a possessive pronoun, though its use is 
optional. Again, the forms are phonologically 
identical to the affixal form of the pronoun hut with 
the addition of a prefixed element ta- (for example, 
-taben *2nd dual possessive*, cf. -ben * 2nd dual 
affix*); morphophonemic changes are possible, however 
(cf. -tig. *1st singular possessive* < -ta + ig).

The Bahing data is much more complex than this 
relatively simple situation. It is charted in 
Figure 3.

The most interesting aspects of the Bahing 
transitive conjugation are: (1) the identical forms
for the 2nd and 3rd person subjects with 1st person 
objects (2nd -» 1st, 3rd -* 1 s t)^ and the 2nd person 
subjects with 1st or 3rd person objects (2nd -» 1st,
2nd -» 3rd); (2) the appearance of forms without any 
correspondents in the set of intransitive affixes, such 
as -na in * 1 st -♦ 2nd* or -ka * 1 st plural exclusive * 
3rd; (3) in the preterite forms, one of several con
sonants preceding the preterite marker -ta; and (4) 
the seemingly reversed syntax of some forms, with the 
order subject-object varying with object-subject in 
the affixes. It would appear that some affixes are 
capable of shuffling some of their semantic features

^  By convention, an arrow linking two pronoun forms 
indicates a transitive relation of subject acting 
on or for object (subject -* object).
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in different occurrences; for example, the suffix -ni 
has the meaning 2nd person plural object or 2nd 
person plural subject, but it confusingly also appears 
in preterite 2nd «+ 3rd plural forms making for com
plicated homophony, such that fwe saw you (pi.)',
’you (pi.) saw them’, and ’they saw you (pi.)* would

4-6share identical verb structure. There are many 
other instances.

We can also see evidence for the suggestion that 
1st and 2nd persons, whether subject or object, seem 
to take priority over 3rd person. In fact, the only 
points at which we see definite indications of a 3rd 
person signification are the affixes -mi ’3rd plural* 
and -wa ’3rd 3rd* (cf. also sections 4.2 ff). The 
very complexity of the conjugation, however, sets it 
strongly apart from the relatively straightforward 
Santali conjugation.

In evaluating all of the above data, from 
independent pronouns to affixes of transitive verbs 
it is apparent that the burden of accounting for the 
evolution of the Bahing system falls on the back of 
the Tibeto-Burmanist. In all points Bahing seems 
either equally or more complex than Munda, not only in 
the total number of morphological distinctions, but

^  The questions that such homophony raises concerning 
effective communication and systemic or paradigmatic 
stability are discussed in section 4*1.8.
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also in its highly involved and elaborate syntax. But 
to round out the arguments, we can also consider the 
impressive work by Pinnow in reconstructing Munda ‘ 
verbal morphology (1966) and the Austroasiatic pronoun 
system (1965).

2.2.3. MUNDA AND THE PROTO-AUSTROASIATIC PRONOMINAL 
SYSTEM

It would seem that the contention of a Munda 
influence on TB verb morphology would itself revert 
back to earlier stages of the language, most likely 
being itself a feature of the ancestral Proto-Austro- 
asiatic. This presupposition is necessary because the 
time depth of the postulated contact with TB must be 
fairly early, predating the Aryan invasion and the 
split of early TB dialects. However, on gross com
parative evidence alone, it might be expected that the 
nearer we approach Proto-Austroasiatic the more we 
will have to accomodate Munda to the simpler morpho
logical structures of the majority of the family. On 
the whole, Austroasiatic exhibits much the same overall 
pattern as TB; a definite minority of its members show 
the complex pronominalization at issue, the majority 
are decidedly analytic in structure. Pinnow suggests 
the following explanation to account for this dis
crepancy in Austroasiatic between Munda on the one 
hand and Khmer-Nicobarese on the other.
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This difference between the two branches... 
has its origin mainly in the fact that 
the two Austroasian groups belong to dis
tinct linguistic leagues (Sprachbunda):
The synthetic structure of Munda was 
strengthened by the proximity of Dravid- 
ian and Indo-Aryan languages, while the 
a n a l y t i c  structure of the Khmer-Nicobar 
languages was favored by the contiguity 
of the Thai, Kadai, Indonesian and also 
Burmese languages (1966:183).

Pinnow then proceeds along regular lines of 
comparison to point out the probable archaic status of 
the three person categories, three number categories, 
and the inclusive/exclusive distinction for the inde
pendent series of pronouns— even successfully demon
strating the cognation of many of the phonological 
forms, thereby arriving at a set of probable recon
structions.

However, he feels the affixal forms along with 
the attendent morphological system, to be a secondary 
development within Munda. "In proto-Munda.. .the 
pronouns properly were independent, isolatable free 
forms. The affix character of the pronouns, which 
were incorporated into the verb complex as subject or 
object respectively, is of more recent date” (1966:183). 
He also attempts a rationale for the syntax of the 
incorporated pronoun object of the verb, supposing an 
original 3V0 word order which is still mimicked by the 
order of affixes, the subjective pronoun immediately 
preceding the verb and the object pronoun following.
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At the stage of development where the word order 
changed to the present SOV pattern, the pronouns had 
already assumed affixal status and consequently did 
not participate in the general object phrase reorien
tation. Pinnow has found independent support for this 
hypothesis in a dialect of Sharia which maintains SVO 
word order in some circumstances. Going even further, 
he expresses confidence in the assumption that the 
affixal realization of indirect objects and possessives 
as in Santali, which is very restricted over the 
entire Munda area, is not traceable even to Proto- 
Munda.

In one last previously unmentioned particular, 
Pinnow records no instance of a special reflexive 
pronoun. In this respect again Bahing shows both a 
means of forming an independent set of reflexive pro
nouns (wa-dwabo *1 myself*) as well as a verbal affix 
to express self-inflicted action (-si-qa *1 verb 
myself*). This verb suffix then is in addition to the 
regular pronominal terminations described earlier.

Prom this summary of Pinnow* s analysis of 
Austroasiatic pronouns and verb morphology, Munda again 
seems to offer no promise of unraveling the problem of 
the TB pronominalized verb. All of the arguments taken 
collectively, from the detailed comparison of one 
language from each of the two families to the internal 
evidence for morphological innovation within Munda
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itself, seem to inescapably force some other 
explanation.

2.3. TYPOLOGICAL EVIDENCE FOR THE NATIVENESS 
HYPOTHESIS

2.3.1. GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OP PRONOMINALIZATION

Since the writings of Hodgson and Konow when 
the problem of pronominal verb morphology in TB was 
first described and an attempt was made to draw a 
plausible picture of its origin, some additional 
languages have been recognized as exhibiting similar 
complexity. In a few cases the investigator attempted 
to place the new data within the framework of the 
earlier hypotheses. In some small subset of these 
languages the fit was facilitated by the geographic 
proximity of the language to others already recognized 
as pronominalized. Por example, Chepang's nearness to 
one center of pronominal!zation farther east in Nepal 
created no special problems for subgrouping it together 
with these languages. Parallel arguments could then 
easily be provided for the genesis of the complex verb 
structure in terms of a Munda substratum (Caughley 
1971) ^  without necessitating complex explanations for

^  Caughley draws a comparison between Chepang and
Munaari concluding that the tv/o show many parallels 
in their "pronominal!sing systems". It appears
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migration or diffusion of the structure. For languages 
in greater or lesser isolation from the two recognized 
nuclei of pronominalization (in Eastern Nepal [Eastern 
Pronominalized] and in Northwest India [Western 
Pronominalized]), two different courses were taken:
(1) The verb morphology is simply described with no 
mention of its being "pronominalized”, as with Kachin 
(Hanson 1896, Hertz 1935, Wolfenden 1929), Jyarung 
(Chin 1949, 1957-1958),48 Rawang (Barnard 1934),49 
Nocte (Das Gupta 1971),^° and Lushai (Shaha 1884, 
Lorrain and Savidge 1898); or (2) The language is 
recognized as pronominalized but explanations of

though that the comparison was not sufficiently 
detailed to uncover the fundamental differences in 
the syntactic structures of the verb between the 
two languages. Chepang’s morphology, moreover, 
shows extremely close structural and lexical paral
lels to TB languages very remote from it (cf.
Figure 8 ).
I would sincerely like to register my thanks and 
gratitude to Liao Chiu-Chung who provided me with a 
working translation of Chin (1957-1958). I am also 
grateful to Prof. Chang Kun for originally pointing 
out to me the importance of Jyarung and directing me 
to Chin’s material.
Morse (1965) describes Rawang as pronominalized 
although this specific article does not provide 
detailed information.
Nocte is an Eastern Naga language (Benedict’s Konyak 
Naga; Voegelin and Yoegelin* s Tangsa) which, if not 
identical to, is at least dialectally extremely 
similar to Namsangia Naga, originally described by 
Robinson (1849)* Das.Gupta gives no reference to 
this earlier work, however, and makes no attempt to 
subclassify Nocte within TB. The actual name ’Nocte* 
appears nowhere else in the literature.

48

49

50
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outside influence are rejected, as for Khaur*1 
(Watters 1973) and Tiddim Chin (henceforth Tiddim) 
(Henderson 1957, 1965) (cf. section 2.1.4).

In this section these languages will "be system
atically compared with several languages of the two 
nuclear pronominal!zing groups; from the Western 
branch: Kanauri (Bailey 1909), Bunan (Francke 1909),
and Manchati (Francke 1909), and from the Eastern 
branch: Bahing (Hodgson 1857-1858), Vayu (Hodgson 1857- 
1858, Michailovsky 1974), and Limbu (LSI 1909). This 
list, of course, does not exhaust the possibilities 
(see Shafer 1950 and 1974 for fuller lists); but, very 
importantly it effectively covers most of the TB lin
guistic area (see the map of Figure 4), includes most 
of the major recognized subgroups of TB, and focuses 
on the best described pronominalized languages.

Using Shafer’s (1974) classification these 
languages are grouped as follows: (1) in the Bodic
division: Bunan (North-northwest branch of West
Himalayish section), Manchati and Kanauri (Northwest

The early literature, including the LSI, makes no 
mention of this language of west-central Nepal.
David Watters (personal communication) has suggested 
that the Kham tribes were formerly ethnically 
identified with the Magars and that their language, 
which differs considerably, was simply hypothesized 
to be Magari (non-pronominalized of Shafer* s West 
Central Himalayish section). Watters, as yet, has 
not to his own satisfaction been able to sub- 
classify Kham within TB, partly because he is not 
convinced by the Munda substratum hypothesis.
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Lushe:
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"branch of West Himalayish section), Vayu and Chepang 
(West Central Himalayish section), Bahing (Western 
branch of East Himalayish section), Limbu (Eastern 
branch of East Himalayish section), Jyarung 
(Hgyarung section) and Kham (unclassified, see 
note 51)? (2) in the Burmic division: Rawang
(Nungish section), Kachin (Kachinish section), Lushei 
(Central branch of Kukish section) and Tiddim 
(Northern branch of Kukish section); (3) in the Baric 
division: Nocte (Nagish section).-’2 Benedict’s (1972)  ̂..
main divisions sometimes crosscut with Shafer’s. For 
instance Shafer’s Bodic division is separated into two 
groups: Tibeto-Kanauri and Bahing-Vayu. This would
have the effect of splitting off the Western Pronomi
nalized group from the Eastern, suggesting, if true,
(1 ) that an outside influence would have to have been 
independently exerted in both groups or (2 ) that any 
commonalities in the verb structure between these two 
groups must revert to a common stage predating their 
separation from PTB, in which case non-pronominalized 
languages such as Tibetan and Gurung (Tibeto-Kanauri)

^2 I highly doubt the correctness of this grouping of 
Nocte, and the other northeastern Naga or Konyak 
languages, with Barish (Bodo-Garo). On the basis 
of a recent lexical comparison of languages in the 
Assam hills (Bauman 1375), based partly on more 
extensive Konyak materials than were available to 
Shafer, there appears to be sufficient evidence to 
bring together all the Naga languages, including the 
Konyak group, into a single family.
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would also have "been pronominalized at earlier stages 
or (3) that both groups have innovated independently 
of one another. Voegelin and Voegelin (1973), in a 
still different view, group together all of Shafer's 
pronominalized subgroups into a category called 
Gyarung-Mishmi which also takes in non-pronominalized 
languages (including the Abor—Miri-Dafla group), but 
excludes Tibetan entirely.^

It is important to emphasize that, even though 
the pronominalized languages fall into different 
subclasses according to each of the three descriptions, 
no one scheme puts all these languages into a single 
category. This strongly suggests, therefore, that 
either the pronominal morphology is an archaic TB 
trait, in which case cognacy of morphemes and structures 
should be demonstrable or that the structures were 
independently produced during periods of Munda or 
other language contact, postdating the split from PTB. 
Under the second interpretation no cognacy would be 
necessarily expected.

C O Voeglin are in error in remarking that Jyarung is 
non-pronominalized and that it is spoken around the 
Darjeeling area of India (near Sikkim). They no 
doubt based these conclusions on Hodgson's (1848b) 
Jyarung data which were collected in Darjeeling 
from a traveler. (Hodgson seemingly did not collect 
sufficient data to recognize it as pronominalized.) 
Another error is the assertion that Monpa is equi
valent to limbu. The two are entirely distinct, 
EEonpa, for example, being non-pronominalized (cf.
Das Gupta 1968).
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2.3.2. AIMS OF THE COMPARISON

In the sections to follow the pronominal systems 
from the languages mentioned above will be compared 
point by point with a view to demonstrating the 
integrity of the hypothesis that pronominalization was 
a trait native to TB. I have adopted the policy of 
viewing parts of a total pronominal system in 
abstraction from the narrower confines of a particular 
paradigm within that system. A pronominal system is 
here understood to encompass the entire person and 
spatial deictic apparatus of a language— formally 
apparent in the subsystems of independent personal 
pronouns; person/number verb affixes; demonstratives; 
relative, interrogative, and indefinite pronouns; 
numerals; and kinship and status terms. Even within 
one of these subsystems it may be possible to further 
characterize various component patterns or structures. 
For example, the independent pronouns may be looked at 
from the standpoint of the case functions they carry 
out; very often the genitive or possessive pronoun is 
formally distinct from the nominative pronoun, not 
just in the case marker, but also in the stem itself. 
Compare for Kanauris 1st singular ergative and 
1st singular possessive aq.

This sort of complexity within subsystems 
naturally provides more information for comparative
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purposes* if the methodology that I have advocated is 
subscribed to. For Kanauri, therefore, I would factor 
out the person information from both of these 1st 
singular forms, ignoring for the time their different 
semantic/syntactic usages, and compare one or both 
with 1st singular forms in other TB languages, in any 
subsystem that they may occur. Again, I hope by such 
procedures to demonstrate not that there is less than 
the usually conceived of diversity in the number of 
pronominal roots, but that the diversity is pattern- 
able and ultimately explicable within the framework of 
an original complex morphological system.

Since my ultimate goal is a morphological 
rather than a lexical reconstruction, some shortcuts 
in the phonological demonstration of the pronominal 
roots will be taken. Sather than provide exact phono
logical reconstructions of different roots (which 
necessarily presupposes that the historical phonologies 
of all the compared languages are sufficiently well 
understood, which they are not) I will, instead only 
require that a form realized by comparison approximate 
the original proto-form.^ Such forms are preceded by 
the number sign #.

^  In most, but not all, cases it will be the vocalic 
element of the proto-root which is in doubt. Con
sonants generally seem more conservative, though 
even here, very common phonological processes such 
as palatalization can operate to confuse the issue.
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The task of reconstructing a morphological 
system for PTB, which can account for the complexity 
we have seen in Bahing, can only pro cede slowly, with 
very careful sifting of a multitude of data. This task 
thus necessarily lies "beyond the foundation laid in 
this chapter. Essentially what I am attempting to 
demonstrate here is only the plausibility of the 
nativeness hypothesis and the justification for a more 
detailed investigation (cf. Chapter 4).

In the immediately following sections, some of 
the factors that must eventually be considered are 
listed so as to constitute a typological assessment of 
the problem. What I intend by this survey of some 
dozen or so languages is to show how different pro
nominal complexities cross-cut lexically established 
subgroup boundaries, to show that the solution must 
circumscribe all of TB and not isolated minorities 
within the family.

In a few cases the actual verbal syntax of 
various languages will be described and compared, even 
though our poor knowledge of the developmental 
histories of the individual languages complicates the

I would stress that data from any language used to 
establish t a root can be disallowed by showing that 
its phonological history would make the segments on 
which the comparison was based inappropriate to 
earlier stages of its development. Hopefully the 
relatively large number of languages compared will 
level out some of this uncertainty.
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problem. In applying such, comparisons it would seem 
dangerous to simply take the most elaborate synchronic 
morphology to serve as the model for the proto
language. Recall Pinnow* s contention that the com
plexity of the Munda verh will not reconstruct to 
Proto-Austroapiatic (cf. section 2.2.3). Pinnow pro
poses instead that it developed as an areal influence 
from surrounding Dravidian and Indo-Aryan languages.
In the case of TB many individual languages may have 
accrued complexities due to similar areal pressures. 
The transitive verb affix system is expeeially 
troublesome since it is manifested in more than one 
typological format (cf. section 2.3.31), one of which 
is perhaps secondarily derivable from the components 
of the simpler intransitive affix system. The special 
problems to be met with in this area will, therefore, 
simply be acknowledged here. Pull discussion will be 
postponed to sections 4.2 ff. It will be primarily 
the intransitive verb paradigm which will be examined 
for direct evidence of a historically retrievable 
morphological structure.

2.3.3. TYPOLOGY OP PRONOMINAL VERB AFFIXES

It is the presence or absence of a verbal affix 
system for person-number agreement which is criterial 
for designating a language as pronominalized or not.
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However, within this broad assessment it is possible 
and desirable to particularize various parameters of 
this morphology, and rank individual languages as to 
their behavior. This procedure can be very useful in 
delineating language subgroups and these subgroups, in 
turn, can be valuable aids for tracking the chronology 
of development from earlier stages of the language.

2.3.31. TRANSITIVE VERB AFFIXES

The primary distinction of pronominal affixation 
which suggests itself from the briefest look at the 
data is that between intransitive and transitive 
affixes. ̂  Some languages have mechanisms for only 
subject agreement (intransitive) while others require 
agreement for both subject and object (transitive). 
Within the transitive category two subtypes can be 
recognized. One of these has a set of object agreement 
affixes phonologically and morphologically distinct 
from the subject agreement set (the Discrete sub
heading of Figure 5), while the other has a set of 
affixes which simultaneously indicate the subject and

55 jhese terms are not as closed to controversy as
might be hoped. In some languages such as Bahing a 
division is made within the so-called intransitive 
category between "true” intransitives and a set of 
verbs without objects which nevertheless require 
affixes more appropriate to "true" transitive verbs 
(cf. note 43). Ihe inclusion of a verb in one 
category or the other seems to be lexically deter
mined.
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Figure 5: TYPOLOGY OF PRONOMINAL VERB AFFIXES
Affixation Type

Intransitive
Tran sitive Reflexive

Discrete Syncretic

I Prefixing

Khan
Limbu
Jyarung
Rawang(2 only)
Lushei
Tiddim

Kham 
Lushei (1 only)

Limbu
Jyarung
Rawang

Jyarung
Lushei

1 Suffixing

Bunan
Kanchati
Kanauri
ChepangBailing
Yayu
Nocte
Eachin

Bunan(1 only) 
Kachin

Chepang
Bahing
Vayu
Nocte

Kanauri
Kham
Bahing
Vayu
Sawang

•a

Tense/
Aspect

Bunan (pres, fut, imperf, perf)Kanauri (pres/fut, past)
Bailing (pres/fut, past)
Vayu (nres/fut, past)
Limbu (pres, past)
Jyarung (only vestiges)
Nocte (pres/fut, past/subord)
Rawang (pres, inperf, fut/imperf. potential) 
Xachin (pres/fut, past, optative)

• Lushei (independent, subord)
Tiddim (pres, fut, conditional)

o
Negative

Chepang (morphophohemie) 
Nocte (separate stems) 
Tiddim (morphophonemic)
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object roles in a "single” phonological form (the 
Syncretic subheading of Figure 5 ) . ^  The latter is 
typified by the Bahing system presented earlier 
(cf. section 2.2.23). Within the languages with 
separable object and subject affixes it is further 
possible to specify different syntactic arrangements 
of the affixes with respect to one another and to the 
verb. Compare, for example, the situation in Kham:

1st sg. «♦ 2nd sg. nga verb ni
3rd sg. *♦ 1st sg. verb na o
1st sg. -* 3rd dl. nga-ni verb

where prefixation and suffixation are differentially 
used to express the various possible role interrela
tionships. There are additionally several other 
characteristics of the transitive verb which will not 
be charted. These typically involve verb stem alter
nations and/or the insertion of epenthetic consonants 
at particular points of the paradigm. I have only 
been able to speculate about the possible functions 
these processes serve.

The true situation is again oversimplified. For 
numbers other than singular it is sometimes possible 
to set off the subject from the object in syncretic 
languages. Hichailovsky (1974) presents a detailed 
account of the semantic and morphological complexi
ties involved in Kayu (Vayu) transitive verb agree
ment which puts the issue in sharper focus (cf. also 
sections 4 .2.23 and 4 .2.25).
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2.3.32. THE REFLEXIVE AFFIX CATEGORY

A distinct type of verb affix expressing a 
reflexive meaning occurs in some languages. This 
usage is absent in other languages, which use instead 
pronoun based reflexive constructions. Compare:

Kham: nga-verb-si *1 verb myself1
Kachin: ngai-hkum *1 myself'

It is possible, though, for a language with a reflexive 
verb affix to also make use of a pronominal reflexive; 
for example, Kham can reduplicate the pronominal root 
to form a reflexive (although this cannot occur with 
singular roots).

Kham: gin gin 'we 2 ourselves*

Languages exhibiting a verbal reflexive affix are 
indicated in Figure 5* subdivided according to affixa
tion pattern.

2.3.33. AFFIXATION PATTERNS

As indicated above the affixation patterns of 
the language to be treated can be fairly complex. To 
simplify the chart somewhat, advantage will be taken 
of the fact that any prefixing language also exhibits 
suffixing mechanisms. Therefore, such a language will 
be indicated only once— in the prefixation row.
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2.3.34. TENSE/ASPECT/MOOD CONCORD

Figure5 also includes information relative to 
whether a particular language engages in one or "both 
of two types of ’’concord” relations.

The more important of the two concerns the 
phenomenon of pronominal affixes, transitive and in
transitive, having different forms agreeing with the 
tense/aspect marker of the verb. In what seems to he 
a related phenomenon, a separate set of affixes is 
used for what are variously called ’’potential”,
”subjunctive", "conditional”, or "subordinate" clauses. 
These contrast with the set(s) used in independent 
clauses. Both the tense/aspect and this modal con
cord are treated together under the former label. For
instance, Hanson (1896) describes the following 

57suffixes in Kachin:^

-nQ(ai) ’I am verbing’
-rig g(ai) *1 will verb*
-ni ’I have verbed’
-li ’may I verb*
-se *1 verbed*
-res *1 will have verbed*

^ It seems to be mainly the southern dialect of 
Eachin that Hanson is describing, although it is 
difficult to be certain of this. In any event the 
dialect described by Hertz (1935), which seems com
parable to Hanson’s Cowrie dialect on a comparison 
of certain pronominal affixes, does not appear to 
exhibit these distinctions.
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The comparative analysis of this type of system will 
form an important aspect of a later study, though for 
now only the number and general nature of the dis
tinctions which each language makes will be consider- ed.58
2.3.35. NEGATIVE CONCORD

A second type of pronominal concord occurs for 
the negative marker in a few languages. The details 
differ from language to language. In a simple case,
for example Chepang, the negative set of affixes
seems to be morphophonemically related to the positive 
set.

Chepang: 1st sg. positive -g
1st sg. negative -13a

However, in other languages, such as Nocte, the root 
itself can change.

Nocte: 1st sg. positive -aq
1st sg. negative -mak [-m is the 

negative
marker]5°

^ Not considering the total system of this morpho
logical type can perhaps lead to difficulties when 
examining pronominal roots across languages. Some 
seemingly arbitrary decision will have to be made 
to select one of the tense/aspect concord forms in 
languages which exhibit this peculiarity, to com
pare with the roots in a language lacking the 
distinction. The solution adopted has been to
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A further peculiarity of Nocte is that the separate 
negative forms occur only in "present” type tense/ 
aspects. Unfortunately this phenomenon cannot be sys
tematically examined at present since relevant data is 
missing in most languages. Figure 5 will simply indi
cate the presence of seme form of this negative concord 
for languages where it has been described. In languages 
with transitive affixes, the same concord distinctions 
are made as for intransitive affixes, so there is no 
need to separately indicate this in Figure 5.

2.3.4. DISTRIBUTION AND ASSESSMENT OF AFFIX TYPES
2.3.41. OCCURRENCE OF TENSE/ASPECT CONCORD

Figure 5 yields a few significant generalizations, 
probably the most striking of which is the statistically 
high occurrence of tense/aspect concord in the lan
guages sampled (11 out of 14). It has only not been 
reported in Kham, Chepang, and Manchati, although Man- 
chati exhibits a system of verb stem alternation for 
tense/aspect which may be historically

compare only the present (/future) set of roots, 
which in most situations seems to represent the 
"unmarked” category.
Marc Okrand has pointed out to me the possibility 
that the isolable -ak element of Nocte -mak may be 
a regular morphophonemic alternant of —an. However, 
in view of the lexical variation which exists 
between 13a- and ka- forms in 1st person (cf. 
section 371.2), x E s  may or may not be tenable. I 
am not aware if Nocte has a regular phonological 
rule alternating velar stops and nasals.
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related. There is further support in view of its
%most closely related sister languages— Kanauri and 

Bunan— exhibiting the concord; although Kanauri itself 
seems to have partially leveled out the complexity 
also. Chepang has as yet not been fully described 
and final judgment on its actual behavior in respect 
to tense/aspect concord should be withheld.

Kham seems to be a true exception at this 
point. An interesting feature of its verb morphology, 
however, is the inclusion of a tense marker following 
the verb which can interpose itself between the sub
ject and object affixes. This marker, in line with 
all affixes generally, seems to maintain its phono
logical and semantic discreteness. Kham thus seems to 
approach more than any other language considered a 
true agglutinative structure. One of two positions 
regarding Kham’s exceptional behavior can be taken, 
relative to whether the tense/aspect concord pheno
menon was common to PTB or whether it arose indepen
dently in later times as a result of processes which 
fused originally separate tense/aspect and pronominal 
markers. Under the first assumption Kham would be 
considered as innovative and under the second as 
archaic, in that it resisted the pressure to fuse 
these affixes. The first hypothesis may eventually 
carry more weight in view of a great many other 
peculiarities in Kham* s structure. It more than any
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other language seems to overstep the norms.

2.3.42. CO-OCCURRENCE OP TRANSITIVE WITH 
INTRANSITIVE PARADIGMS

Another significant finding is the high posi
tive correlation between the presence of transitive 
with intransitive affixes. Again only three languages 
do not exhibit the correlation. Two of these, Kanauri 
and Manchati, are closely relate' in the Western Pro- 
nominalized group. Bunan, the third representative of 
this group, can almost be included as lacking transi
tive affixes, since only a single object suffix, -ku 
'me, for me*, is used, and this only in imperatives 
and in the imperfect with 3rd subject. These three 
languages would together constitute a particular sub
group which presumably lost object agreement at an 
earlier stage of development.

The other language without object agreement 
is Tiddim, which, however, on the evidence of closely 
related lushei, may be supposed to have originally 
possessed a set of discrete object affixes. Lorrain 
and Savidge (1898) report that the object affixes of 
Lushei are not used obligatorily so we may suppose that 
forces are at work to eliminate the distinction 
entirely. Lushei would then pattern with Tiddim.
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2.3.421. PARALLELS BETWEEN LUSHEI AND KACHIN

If Bunan is eliminated from consideration of 
possessing object agreement for the reasons above and 
if Kham is eliminated by reason of its exceptional 
agglutinative approach to affixation, then only Lushei 
and Kachin are left as representatives of the discrete 
type of object affix. An attempt to account for this 
coincidence, by comparing the object affixes in these 
two languages (which are usually not considered as 
especially close geographically or genetically) reveal
ed an interesting association, with possible implica
tions for subgrouping (cf. Figure 6).

It is, of course, fairly apparent that the 1st 
person forms in #mi are cognate (in spite of their being 
prefixed in Lushei). The 2nd singular forms are almost 
as easily related, the o- of Lushei simply being the 
palatalized variant of the dental stop of Kachin.^
What makes this even more obvious is the occurrence of 
the same vocalic alternation, -e - —i, in both languages. 
The 2nd plural forms keep the 2nd person root but make 
use of different plural markers: ma in Kachin

There is only limited evidence of root initial 
dental stops followed by a high front vowel in PTB. 
Benedict (1972:52) sets up *tyag 'dark* with a 
Kachin reflex tsyaq [cyaq] * black * and *tyak 
'right, correctk with a Lushei reflex taST There 
is some indication, therefore, that Kachin does 
palatalize dental stops before a front vowel while 
Lushei does not.
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Figure 6: LUSHEI AND KACHIN OBJECT AFFIXES

1st SG. 1st PL. 2nd SG. 2nd PL.
Lushei min . mi’ 

(prefix) (prefix) (suffix)
ce-u - a-ce-u 
(suffix)

Kachina mi mi de - di ma-de-ga - ma-de

a Kachin has two 3rd person object forms which have no 
correspondents in Lushei.
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(cf. -we-ai *3rd singular object*; -ma-we ’3rd plural 
object (dial.)*) and u in Lushei (cf. verb-imperative- 
u ’imperative plural*; cf. also Tiddim -~u9_t£9 '2nd 
plural*).

2.3.422. PARALLELS BETWEEN TIDDIM AND KACHIN

Tbe object affixes of Kachin taken together 
with their corresponding subject agreement members 
form a particular pattern within the total pronominal 
affixation system of the language. Hanson (1896) 
described this set as the "descriptive present", 
although he states that it may be used to convey any 
temporal notion. It simply does not vary with the 
tense/aspect markers of the sentence as does the other 
major set of affixes. What the determining variables 
are which select one set or the other is not made 
entirely clear, but it seems possible that it may be 
similar to a stylistic affixal variation found in 
Tiddim. Tiddim has a set of prefixed forms used only 
in the literary language and a contrasting set of forms 
used in colloquial speech. This second set shows 
variation for tense/aspect concord, while the literary 
set is invariable. It seems, therefore, that the 
"descriptive" set of Kachin would functionally pattern 
with the literary set of Tiddim.
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2.3.423. MORPHOLOGICAL LINES BETWEEN KACHIN AND 
KUKI—CHIN

If now the Kachin, Tiddim and Lushei systems 
are viewed concurrently, the striking parallels in the 
paradigms would seem to suggest some previous stage of 
common development.

Even though Lushei "bears no colloquial/literary 
distinction, it seems fair to surmise that it did 
possess it earlier because its affixes clearly distri
bute themselves with members of both sets of Kachin 
and Tiddim. It does not, however, have an equivalent 
of the colloquial present, occurring in the other two 
languages.

The major characteristic distinguishing the 
two Kuki-Chin languages from Kachin is their innovation 
of the subject agreement prefix ka-, which along with 
the respective 2nd and 3rd person forms constitute a 
diagnostic feature of the Kuki-Chin languages.

2.3.424. MORPHOLOGICAL LINKS BETWEEN KACHIN AND 
OTHER PRONOMINALIZEL LANGUAGES

An additional idiosyncrasy of Kachin provides 
a possible bridge to the languages with syncretic 
transitive affixes. Should this structure bear the 
weight of a phonological comparison, then the contin
uity of all the languages could be traced in regard to 
their handling of transitive affixes— all of them
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Figure 7: 1st PERSON VERB AFFIXES OF KACHIN, HDDIH,
AND LUSHEI

Pronominal Agreement Affixes
Colloquial literary

Present "Subordinate" Subject Object
Kachina -nq -li -we -mi
Tiddim —\iq —\lcq kS-
Lushei -ila ka- min-

a The Kachin ‘literary’ affixes are what Hanson 
refers to as ’descriptive present* affixes.

^ Lushei has only a single set of affixes. It 
apparently makes no distinction between 
'literary* and 'colloquial* styles. 

c In Lushei and Tiddim this affix lends a condi- 
. tional meaning to the clause; in Kachin the 
meaning is "optative" 'may I... *.
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9 3

presumably initiating in a syncretic system.
The relevant data are found in certain of the 

descriptive subject agreement affixes. For instance, 
the 1st plural subject affix has two forms: —ga used 
with singular objects and -gaw used with plural objects. 
The 3rd plural object marker likewise has two forms:
- m e  used with 1st singular subject and -mu used with 
2nd or 3rd singular subjects. In other words Kachin 
shows remnants of syncretic affixes within this 
particular subsystem.^1

The morphological complexity of the paradigm 
itself may lend further support. In the preceding 
discussion of the Bahing transitive paradigm (cf. 
section 2 .2.23), the phenomenon of homophonous affixes 
expressing different role relationships (for example,
2nd -♦ 1st = 3rd -> 1st) may be recalled. The same 
homophony is found in Kachin in what is ostensibly a 
discrete affix marking system. (Cf., for example, 3rd 
singular descriptive subject -wu = 2nd singular 
descriptive subject -wu and 1st singular descriptive 
subject -we = 3rd singular descriptive object -we.)

61 It is very difficult to establish unequivocal
cognates in the transitive paradigm without having 
first performed the basic spadework on identifying 
the pronominal roots in simpler systems. However, 
a case can possibly be constructed for considering 
Vayu 3rd plural' 1st singular -ro-me and 3rd plural 
-4 3rd singular -me as resembling the two respective 
Kachin 3rd plural- forms.
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This role homophony is certainly less understandable 
as deriving from a basically discrete system of 
marking. For instance, no purely intransitive paradigm 
in any of these languages exhibits any similar homo- 
phony. Why there should be any syncretic affix homo- 
phony of this sort at all is still an unexplored area 
(but cf. section 4.1*8), however, given its occurrence 
in a language, such as Kachin, with discrete agreement 
markings, it would seem that referent ambiguity would 
be a persistent problem. In view of this, the system 
might prove unstable, and eventually be eliminated or 
leveled, as perhaps occurred in Tiddim and Lushei.

2-3-43* OCCURRENCE OF REFLEXIVE AFFIXES

The languages which have a suffixed reflexive 
marker (cf. Figure 5) provide an ad<^tional isolated 
bit of evidence toward the verification of the native
ness hypothesis of pronominalization. These five all 
show forms which are undoubtedly cognate as seen in 
their verb internal syntax (verb-reflexive-subject affix) 
as well as their phonological form:

Bahing: -si
Vayu: -ci
Kanauri: -si
Kham: -si
Rawang: —si

An underlying form #si will be assumed.
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Since our information regarding other languages 
is incomplete it might "be expected that this reflexive 
affix is even more widespread then here indicated.

The two languages with prefixed reflexive 
markers also show correspondences in their internal 
syntax and phonological shapes

Jyarung: pronoun-i + n® + (prefix )-verb
lushei: subject prefix-in-verb

Both reflexive markers seem to be periphrastically 
derived. For instance, Lushei -in is also identifi
able as an ergative case marker while the Jyrung -i 
suffix may be equivalent to a genitive marker. The net 
effect in both, however, is a structure with a pro
nominal marker followed by a sequence in, which in 
turn is followed by the verb.

Again, the behavior of the other prefixing 
languages is not known.

2.3.44. PREFIXATION VERSUS SUFFIXATION

The final point to be made from the configura
tions of Figure 5 concerns the methodological value 
of maintaining the separateness of prefixing and 
suffixing languages for comparative purposes. I have 
reserved this discussion for last since I would appeal 
to the preceding arguments to further argue that the 
dichotomy should be ignored for investigating deep
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levels of relationship. In the first place, no pre
fixing language is exclusively prefixing. Of the 
languages listed, Lushei and Tiddim have already been 
discussed with a view to demonstrating their innovative 
behavior in regard to prefixing. Of the others, Limbu, 
Rawang, and Jyarung show certain commonalities with 
Chepang, a strictly suffixing language, which cer
tainly suggest that they have rearranged their own 
internal verb syntax (cf. Figure 8 ).

Although a detailed analysis of the roots is 
beyond the task at hand, it can be seen that the 
morphological patterns of affixations share much in 
common. Rote the palatal element in the dual—  

especially in 2nd dual, which is always separated from 
some overt marker of 2nd person status by some 
additional form— usually the verb, but in Chepang, the 
tense marker. The -î  ~ -ni marker of 2nd plural shows 
a similar pattern.

It is difficult to decide on which of these 
languages, if any, preserves the original affixation 
pattern. In later discussion (cf. sections 4.1.6 and 
4 .2 .22) the #te element of the 2nd person forms 
(Rawang e— , Jyarung ta— and Chepang -te) is shown to 
originally have had a meaning distinct from any 2nd 
person signification. The affixation pattern of the 
2nd person forms, therefore, must be understood in 
terms of the original, non-pronominal meaning of the
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Figure 8: INTRANSITIVE VERB AFFIXES OF CHEPANG, RAWANG,JYARUNG, AND LIHBU
Chepang Rawang jyarung limbu

1st sg. -0 -0 -0 -a
1st <31. -tayh-cafind.] -Si -t a-verb-ei

Lind.]
1st pi. ”tS[incl.] -i -i a-verb

Tlnd.]
2nd sg. -te e- ta-verb-n k*—
2nd dl. -te— ja e—verb-Si ta-verb-ntg k'-vcrb-ci
2nd pi. -te— y e-verb-nii] ts-verb-fi k'-verb-i
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#te morpheme and whether it was originally prefixed or 
suffixed, a question about which I have no sure 
information.

The one remaining prefixing language of 
Figure 5 then is Kham which has in all probability 
innovated in this particular feature (cf. section 4.3).

The affixation patterns of a language are cer
tainly not to be dismissed. There are undoubtedly 
historical reasons for why a language will undergo a 
shift from suffixing to prefixing behavior. To a 
certain extent we can say that each type of behavior 
is associated with or implied by other syntactic facts 
of the language (Greenberg 1963). It is, however, 
beyond the goals of this paper to examine these 
reasons, even assuming them to be retrievable from our 
generally impoverished data. The critical point at 
issue here is that these syntactic changes do not 
constitute a primary division of the proto-language.
The various languages which have undergone such 
syntactic changes, in whatever direction this may have 
been, have done so independently or as members of 
recognized, subgroups (such as Kuki-Chin). The pro
nominal categories and roots can, therefore, be studied 
in abstraction from the particular syntactic network 
in which they are embedded.
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2.3-5. PRONOMINAL CATEGORIES

In this section, the analysis continues hy 
inspecting some variables which hopefully will bridge 
the gap between the pronominalized and non—pronomin- 
alized languages. We must be sure that the geographi
cal spread of the pronominalized verb is still not 
the result of any complex process of diffusion from 
one TB language to another from some original source 
outside of the family. The groundwork necessary to 
demonstrating this continuity of development will be 
presented here, by completing the broad characteri
zation of the pronominal systems of the pronominalized 
languages.

In Figure 9 a list of those languages which 
maintain an inclusive/exclusive distinction and/or a 
number distinction is presented. Rather than simply 
providing a checklist, these distinctions are made 
more apparent by providing the inclusive plural forms 
and the dual forms for both the free pronouns and in
transitive verb agreement affixes. It can be taken for 
granted that all the languages distinguish three 
persons and have a plural form, although the details 
will not be presented, here (cf. Chapter 3).

2.3.51. CORRELATIONS BETWEEN CATEGORIES

Certain overall conclusions may be drawn from
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Pronominal Categories
Inclusive Dual

Pronoun Affix Pronoun Affix
Bunan vraxj+ji -- +nyiopi --
Hanchati gena+re -- +ku -Si
Kanauri kiSOqa* -e' +5i -ic
Kham -- -- +n _ +ni +n - +ni
Chepang -tayh-i +ci -ca
Vayu go khata -ke +nakpu -chik
Bahing go-i -ya +si -si - -sa
Limbu a:ni:. a:- +ci -ci
Jyarung yo -i +ndz -ti
Baweng — -- +ni -5i
Kocte -- -- -- --
Kachin - - +n -
Lushei - - • --
Tiddim /ci I- (c&L) —
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Figure 9* One of the most apparent of these is the 
high correlation between the presence of each distinc
tion in both free pronoun and agreement affix forms* 
this in spite of the fact that the two forms are not 
necessarily closely related phonologically; e-.g. Vayu 
duals -nakpu and -chik. The exceptions to this state
ment are Bunan and Manchati which currently appear to 
be leveling out their entire affix system (for instance, 
all Bunan agreement markers in 1st person are -g, no 
distinction is made for number of inclusive/exclusive; 
Manchati maintains no person distinction between 1st 
and 2nd dual and plural) and Kachin which is also 
undergoing similar processes (cf. note 57).

Another interesting association is the general 
presence of a dual distinction with the inclusive/ 
exclusive. Two different interpretations might be 
given to this fact. In the first, the parallel might 
involve a semantic reinforcement between the two con
cepts. in that an inclusive notion in most cases will 
apply to the speaker and one hearer, i.e. two persons. 
The inclusive/exclusive distinction might then ’pre
dispose* a language to also maintain a dual. There is 
some indication in the data presented that the inclu
sive form is probably of longer standing in TB than 
the dual form simply in the greater range of phono
logical shapes which it exhibits; in spite of the fact 
that it appears in fewer languages. The only language
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which goes contrary to the expectation that a dual will 
be present if there is an inclusive/exclusive opposi
tion is Tiddim, but this seems to be linked to its 
loss of the dual in conformity with the other languages 
of the area. The Tiddim inclusive forms seem to be 
related to those in the other languages (cf. Tiddim 
1- , Jyarung -1, Chepang -tayh-i, Kanauri — e*)
(cf. also sections 3.2.23 ff., 4.1.5).

An alternate explanation for the dual-inclusive/ 
exclusive parallel might contend that the majority of 
the languages which lack one or both of these dis
tinctions are located in the southern end of the pro
nominalized verb range, i.e. in the general area of 
northern Burma (cf. Figure 4). As such, the drive to 
level out the distinctions might be part of a larger 
areal configuration, which includes Lolo-Burmese and 
Barish with their fewer oppositions and simpler verb 
morphology. The major exception to this interpretation 
is Kham in west-central Nepal. Its loss of the 
inclusive/exclusive would entail an independent 
innovation,

2.3.52. PROTO—CATEGORIES

In judging the relative antiquity of both the 
dual and the inclusive/exclusive categories, notice can 
be taken of the degree of phonological resemblance 
between the forms. The dual marker can fairly easily
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"be traced "back to some sibilant plus high, front vowel 
(#si). Sucb an element is present in all of the 
affix forms (allowing for phonological alternations) 
and some of the free pronoun forms. The pronouns which 
use some dual indicator other than #si generally have 
a form in n or ni (perhaps related to the numeral * two* 
*g-nis). Kham has extended this form to the affix also.

An inclusive marker can, with slightly more 
effort, be recognized, again, in all the affix forms, 
but in only some of the pronouns. This root very 
likely will reconstruct to a simple high front vowel 
(#i).^2 The free pronouns which do not use this root, 
however, show no obvious similarity in their respective 
forms (cf. Bunan erar), Manchati ijena, Kanauri kisQija1, 
Vayu khata ).

A possible reason for the apparent instability of 
the free pronouns might lie in their syntactic option- 
ality. In the grammars which mention such details, it 
appears that the verb or the context itself is suffici
ent to carry the brunt of referent identification. This 
is also the case with non-pronominalized languages.

The atomistic shape of this root indicates a ais-. 
tinction on an equal par with the other person 
distinctions and not subordination to a 1st person 
category, as the inclusive/exclusive is usually- 
conceived. In other words the original situation 
may have had a person category consisting of 1st,
2nd, 3rd, inclusive and exclusive, with number dis
tinctions not being relevant in 1st person (cf. 
however, the continuation of this argument in 
sections 3.2.23 ff.).
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Any agreement marker, however, appears to he obligatory, 
which, perhaps accounts for the integrity of the roots 
in pronominalized languages through what must be very 
long spans of independent development. In Chapter 3 
it is made clear that this instability of the pronouns, 
in conjunction with the collapse of the inclusive/ 
exclusive and dual categories has led to certain roots 
changing categories, for example from inclusive to 2nd 
person significance (as one particular instance, cf. 
lushei i- * 2nd singular*; Bahing -i (- -ye) * 2nd 
singular*).
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CHAPTER 3. INDEPENDENT PRONOUNS: CATEGORIES AND ROOTS

3.0. INTRODUCTION

Tiie present chapter is intended to act as a 
bridge between the preceding and following chapters. 
Chapter 2 established the need for viewing PTB as 
morphologically complex, while Chapter 4 sharpens this 
appraisal by characterizing the morphological framework 
in its component details. Both these chapters are thus 
structural in concept. They are concerned more with 
the positions in the paradigm than with the lexical 
occupants of those positions. However, the fact that, 
over time, the frameworks of individual languages have 
undergone substantial change makes it difficult to pin 
down some elemental structure without appreciating what 
changes have occurred in the lexical component of the 
paradigm, especially as these involve categorial 
changes. In other words, the entire paradigm must be 
considered in order to travel past the points which 
represent the simple recognition of the problem and the 
first preliminary attempts to describe it. To render 
plausible the conception of PTB as morphologically 
complex, not only the structural elements of the morph
ology but the lexical elements as well must be carried 
back as far as possible. The conception would be 
weakened significantly if the pronominal roots were
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demonstrated to result from sources outside of TB or, 
on the other hand, strengthened significantly if they 
exhibited an unbroken lineage from PTB.

The claim that pronominalization reverts to the 
level of PTB entails that the roots of any pronominal- 
ized language must be in conformity with the roots set 
up with the entire family in mind. For this reason, 
the independent pronouns, rather than just the affixal 
roots of the pronominalized languages, are considered. 
In this way all of TB is encompassed and the standard 
of proof is thus set at a higher peg than if only the 
pronominalized languages were included in the compari
son.

The task at hand then is to sort out the primary 
roots— these retained with and without internal modifi
cation from PTB— from the secondarily derived roots—  

those due to internally or externally motivated substi
tution of the primary forms. Not doing so can only 
produce a confused picture of the ancestor language 
and a distorted view of the actual course of develop
ment in the daughter languages.

3.0.1. PARADIGMATIC CHANGE

In earlier pages (cf. section 2.3.5), in which 
the categories of person and number were discussed with 
reference to the pronominalized languages, the
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independent pronouns of these languages were exemplified 
to "be much more diverse than the affixal roots. It 
was hypothesized then that an obligatory morphological 
framework would stabilize the elements that comprise 
it, but at the same time destabilize optional systems 
carrying redundant semantic information— in this case 
the set of independent pronouns. Destabilization can 
manifest itself in several different types of change.
In one case the elements of an original paradigm may 
be changed by outright substitution of a form from a 
source outside of the paradigm, but located elsewhere 
in the structure of the language— an extremely common 
example being replacement of a third person pronoun by 
a demonstrative element. As another possibility, a 
language may also replace paradigmatic elements by 
borrowing from a second language, for example, Lepcha 
may possibly have borrowed its 1st singular nominative 
pronoun go: from Himalayish, substituting it for an 
original form in *23a or *230. The latter argument 
depends crucially for any plausibility it may have on 
an accurate appraisal of the subgrouping of the lan
guages involved or on the attestation of earlier forms 
from historical records.

Individual changes of the types above are diffi
cult enough to prove, but an even more problematic 
situation involves the invocation of analogy or para
digmatic leveling— the process whereby one form is
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replaced by another which occupies a different position 
in the same paradigm. In the absence of written 
records documenting the changes, no empirical valida
tion is possible; the postulated changes are motivated 
by considerations internal to the structure of the 
language and, typically, these motivations can only be 
conjectured.

However, to the extent that a convincing recon
struction of the system of the proto-language can be 
achieved, then the analogical explanations, necessary 
to account for aberrant structures, are made more prob
able. The credibility of the argument can be increased 
in still another way by providing data exemplifying 
the pressures a paradigm was subjected to by attestable 
changes talcing place elsewhere in the total structure 
of the language.

In this chapter, there are many explanations of 
change in the pronominal systems of one or another 
language. Several of these explanations are admittedly 
analogical and, among these, are' some which further 
study may disconfirm. Nevertheless, they are offered 
in the belief that if we are to advance a realistic 
conception of the structure of PTE, some of the diver
sity seen in contemporary TB pronominal systems must be 
pared away by these or similarly adduced explanations.
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3.0.2. PRONOMINAL DIVERSITY IN TB SUBGROUPS

Of critical importance in achieving a correct 
appreciation of the developmental history of a set of 
languages is the knowledge of how those languages are 
subgrouped with respect to one another. A correct sub
grouping provides an invaluable clue to how the postu
lated changes are sequenced and how far back they may 
be carried. Lacking this knowledge, we run the risk of 
attributing a proposed change to a greater time depth 
than is warranted, since an incorrect subgrouping 
necessarily imbues its membership with more interlan
guage diversity than is justified. At the same time it 
may even minimize the actual diversity between groups.
In Tibeto-Burman we are fortunate in having a fairly 
sure grasp on the crucial middle branches of the family 
tree. The higher order subgroups, however, are only 
poorly known, although there is broad agreement that the 
northwestern and southwestern languages represent two 
poles of the family (Shafer’s Bodic and Burmic Divisions, 
respectively). As might be expected the middle ground—  

in the area of Assam— presents problems as to the wider 
affiliations of its languages.

For the purposes of this chapter, the TB lan
guages will be separately treated in two main groups, 
both of which are characterized by numerous and varied 
forms of their personal pronouns. These two groups
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comprise the languages of the Himalayas (cf. section
3.2) and the languages of the Assam Hills (ef- section
3.3), respectively. In the case of the Himalayan 
languages the membership is essentially identical to 
that proposed in Shafer’s Bodic Division. The Assam 
Hills languages, however, do not fall neatly together 
in any particular subgroup. The justification for 
gathering these languages— including the Naga languages, 
Lepcha, Mikir, North Assam languages, and Ch*iang—
is based on striking similarities in their pronominal 
systems.^ Whether this grouping represents a  correct

^ Pour languages— Lepcha, Ao Naga, Mikir, and Chang—  
form the core of a lexical comparison reported in 
Bauman (1975). (Rong) is a lan guage of Sikkim, in 
early systems of classification, considered related 
to the Himalayish languages, but put by Shafer in 
Northern Naga, from which it is separated by about 
400 miles; Ao Naga (Chungli dialect) is a represen
tative of the Northern Naga subgroup; Mikir, an 
isolated language within the Naga group of languages 
but supposed by many to be transitional "to the Kuki- 
Chin group, although the earliest accounts considered 
it transitional to Bodo-Garo; and Chang, a represen
tative of the Eonyak or Northeastern Naga group, 
which is considered by Shafer and Benedict to be 
most closely related to the Bodo-Garo group, although 
the evidence, which is statistically based, is not 
overwhelming, only suggestive. Chang also reveals 
significant percentages of shared vocabulary with 
the Naga languages proper to the southwest and 
Kachin to the northeast. The comparison of these 
four languages unambiguously shows a close link 
between then, one closer than can be said to exist 
between any one of the four and either the Bodo-Garo 
or Euki-Chin groups. The relations among the Naga 
languages proper were not completely worked out, 
although indications show a close internal connec
tion of these four languages, possibly encompassing 
Shafer’s Luhupa branch (Tangkhul, etc.) and Meithei. 
In a farther orbit of relationship lie the Eastern 
(Angami, Serna, etc.) and Western (Empeo, etc.) 
branches of Naga.
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subdivision of TB, however, is still problematic.
Lexical evidence alone seems to pull the Kuki—Chin and 
Naga groups into closest association, but Kuki-Chin is 
not characterized by any of the high degree of pro
nominal variation which characterizes Naga. Recall too 
the close morphological parallels between Kachin and 
Kuki-Chin described earlier (cf. sections 2.3.421 ff.). 
The partially conflicting evidence brings to mind the 
controversial question of whether lexical or morpho
logical information is better able to describe sub- 
groupings; a question which, -unfortunately, it is 
beyond the immediate purposes of this paper to explore.

The member languages of other groups (cf. section 
3.5 ) are for the most part predictable in their pro
nominal forms, at least for 1st and 2nd person, which 
may even serve as diagnostic criteria for inclusion in 
the group. For instance, Barish (Bodo-Garo) languages 
invariably have a 1st singular pronoun in ar)^ and 
Euki-Chin languages a typical 1st singular pronoun in 
ka or some variant of i t . ^

Throughout this chapter data is evaluated rela
tive to whether it supports or refutes the hypothesis

^4 This pronoun is not a sufficient condition for Bodo- 
Garo membership, however, as it also appears in some 
of the Himalayish languages.

^  The LSI (3(3):295), based on Singh's data, records 
the two Old Kuki languages Anal and Hiroi-Lamgang 
with 1st singular pronouns in ni and nai respectively. 
3oth, however, show the expectecT verbal prefix in ka-.
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of a common origin of the pronominal system. On full 
consideration, the position is advanced that there does 
exist sufficient evidence to support the hypothesis; 
therefore, a major function of this chapter is to 
account for the great diversity in pronominal forms 
attested synchronically (cf. section 3.1). The 
Himalayish and Assam Hills data separately suggest two 
different hypotheses: (1) that the proto-language was
characterized hy disyllabic forms of the pronouns 
which split into two varying monosyllabic forms in 
most languages and (2) that the variation in pronominal 
forms is attributable to some sort of suppletive 
variation in the proto-language. The two hypotheses 
are reconciled (cf. section 3.4 ) by viewing the supple
tive variation as resulting from a split of an original 
disyllabic form, thus giving the first hypothesis 
historical precedence. In the remainder of section 3.4 
the presumed syntactic origin of the disyllabic pro
nouns is considered.

3.1. OVERVIEW OP TB INBEPENIEN1 PRONOUNS

3.1.1. RECONSTRUCTIBLE FORMS: *ria AND *naq

T3 languages when casually viewed exhibit a 
striking diversity in the number of forms used to con
vey pronominal information. On closer examination, 
however, the more typical forms— those in highest
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percentage or most wide spread— stand out sharply. On 
the hasis of such an examination Benedict (1972:93) was 
ahle to reconstruct a 1st person pronoun *qa evidenced 
in Tibetan, Eastern Himalayash, Hung, Lolo-Burmese, and 
Bodo-Garo^ and, he notes, perhaps also in Dhimal and 
Kuki-Chin ka. He also reconstructs a 2nd person pro
noun *naq on the evidence of Himalayish, Kachin, Lolo- 
Burmese, Bodo-Garo, and Kuki-Chin (as well as Dhimal 
and Hung with reduced forms in na).

While these forms unquestionably pertain to the 
proto-language, they, nevertheless, do not in them
selves capture all of the generalizations capable of 
being extracted from the data. Of particular interest 
is the appearance in a large number of languages of a 
1st person pronoun in some velar stop plus vowel (cf. 
Bailing and Vayu go, Yakha ka, Ch*iang ka, Mishmi ki), 
with which the previously mentioned Dhimal and Kuki- 
Chin ka might profitably be compared. ^  In conjunction 
with such forms the 2nd person pronouns of many of 
these same languages also exhibit an initial velar 
stop (with palatal or laryngeal variants), rather than

^  Benedict (1972:65) also sets up a TB form *13ay *1, 
self* on the basis of Kachin qai *1* and Lushei 
ipei *self*, as well as Tibetan qe(d) *1, we (elegant)* 
T5u^ he also unhesitantly relates this root to *na 
(1972:93).67 The Almora languages and Hewari with ^i are to be 
included here also, the palatal stop xn all proba
bility conditioned by the front vowel. A front 
vowel appears explicitly with a velar stop in Bunan 
gyi and Kanauri g8 .
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the expected initial dental nasal (cf. Kanauri ka1, 
Bunan han, Vayu gon, Bahing ga, Yakha -khi, Newari 
cha - chi, Almora (Byangsi) gan). At this point, with 
the information given so far, it is not possible to re
construct forms for these roots; however, for ease in 
future reference they will be indicated as #ga (1st 
person) and #ka (2nd person). Those languages which 
possess both the #ga and #ka roots in the independent 
pronouns will be referred to as stop initial languages
and those with the nasal initials for 1st and 2nd per-

68son pronouns as nasal initial languages.

3.1.2. ALTERNATION IN PRONOMINAL POEMS

Another important phenomenon, ultimately related, 
which is glossed over in Benedict (1972) as being of 
”secondary origin” (93), involves the elaboration in 
many languages of a system of pronominal inflection. 
Benedict provides two examples, which indeed to all 
appearances are secondary; in the case of Burmese a 
change to the creaky tone marks the possessive form of 
a pronoun, while in Dhimal the same case is marked by 
the addition of a velar nasal, cf. ka *1 *, kai] ’my*.

68 The Kuki-Chin group and Dhimal show a k-n pattern, 
the stop initial appearing only in 1st person. On 
the other hand Tibetan shows a typical q-k pattern 
with the stop initial in 2nd person only.
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3.1.21. CASE BELATED ALTEENATION

My examination of grammatical materials, however, 
points up a number of other cases where it is not so 
obvious that an inflection was secondarily produced. 
Figure 10 provides some data from a mixed set of lan
guages which exhibit such an alternation. This is by 
no means an exhaustive list (cf. Figure 22 for addi
tional examples), but does faithfully represent the 
distribution of the alternation, showing it to be con-

6 0fined to the Himalayas and Assam Hills. ^ These two 
areas have been previously noted for their instability 
in the set of independent pronouns (cf. section 3.0 .2 ). 
It is undoubtedly true that some of the languages 
listed in Figure 10 have innovated particular forms, 
however it is noteworthy that some which are stop 
initial languages have a possessive form which is at 
least reminiscent of the corresponding form from the 
nasal initial set (cf. Kanauri 1st nominative g8, 
possessive ag; Chaudangsi 2nd nominative gan, possessive 
na-; etc.). The converse also holds true with respect 
to some of the nasal initial languages (cf. Chang 1st 
nominative 130, possessive ka; Ch*iang 2nd nominative 
no, possessive k u y ; etc.). Notice also that some of 
the alternating forms are not identifiable as reflexes

^  Chaudangsi is an Almora language, Pahri a dialect 
of Newari, and Sopvoma a Naga language. The other 
languages have been introduced previously.
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Figure 10: EXAKPI.ES OP POSSESSIVE ALTERNATION

Kanauri

1st

68

SG.
Poes.
BD

2nd
Norn.
ka

SG.
Poss.
ka

Chaudangsi 3i . # gan na-
Vajru 6® aD go:n ud
Bailing 60 wa ga: i:
Pahri 3i nu ci cfi.
Lepcha go kasu ho: ho:
Chang qo ka 1.0 ke-
Ch'iang qa qa no kuT
Sopvoxa Ti a:, yi ni ni
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of either the stop or nasal initial pronouns (cf. Vayu 
2nd possessive uq, Bahing 1st possessive wa, 2nd posses
sive i s , Sopvoma 1st nominative and possessive yi); 
and that in Sopvoma an alternation within the 1st per
son possessive, r̂i and a£, indicates a potential for 
the operation of some leveling pressures.

3.1.22. NUMBER RELATED ALTERNATION

In addition to this alternation for case, there 
also exists, though in fewer languages, an alternation 
of pronominal forms for the number of the pronoun.
Figure 11 details the situation in four languages 
which show an alternation in both 1st and 2nd persons. 
There are, in addition, many other languages with a 
spurious number alternation in 1 st person, due to the 
separate forms taken by the inclusive and exclusive 
pronominal roots (cf. sections 2.3.52 and 3.2.23).

Of further interest is the fact that the non
singular alternant in the three languages of Figure 11 
which exclude Kham is homophonous with the possessive 
form of the pronoun^0 (cf. Figure 12). The exceptions 
to this generalization include C h ’iang 1st nominative 
qa and Lepcha 2nd possessive ho; both of which are 
undoubtedly analogical forms based on the possessive/

7 0 The Kha-ffl possessives do not differ from the nomina
tive roots. Their position preceding a noun marks 
them as genitive.
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Pi cure 11: EXAIcPLES OP NUK3EH ALTERNATION

1st
SG. DL/PL.

2nd
SG. DL./PL.

Lepcha go ka- ho: a:-
Chang 0° sa-[incl.]

ka-Lexcl.J
no ka:-

Ch*ianG& qa, (oa) qa- no kur-
Kham ra: ginfdl.)

ge:(pl.)
nan jintdl.) 

3e (pi.)

Pigure 12: HO;:OPKO:rr OP POSSESSIVE AND HON—SINGULAR
POPKS OP THE PRONOUNS__________________
1st 

SG. non.
1st 

SG. POSS.
1st

DL./PL.
2nd

sg. no:-:.
2nd 

SG. POSS.
2nd

DL./Pl-
Lepcha eo kasu ka- ho: ho: . a:
Chang 0° ka ka-[exel.] no ka: ka:
Ch*ienga qa, (jja) qa qa no kur kur

a The Ch*iang let singular noainative fora ra given in 
parentheses appears dialectally (Wen 194lT^ The ra 
form is standard for the Chiu Tzu Yinc dialect ('.Ven 
1950) recorded here.
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(lacking in numbering only)
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non-singular in Ch.* iang and tlie nominative in Lepcha. 
Levelings of this sort are to be expected in languages 
which show paradigmatic alternation to the extent 
which characterizes the Assam Hills groups of which the 
languages of Pigure 12 are all members (cf. section
3.3.2).

3.1.23. AFFIX BELATED ALTERNATION

It may be recalled at this point that the pro
nominalized languages discussed in Chapter 1 were 
typified as having affixal forms for 1st person in -qa 
and 2nd person in -na. This includes all those lan
guages, such as Bahing and Vayu which are stop initial 
in respect to their independent pronouns. We must 
therefore explicitly recognize still a third type of 
pronominal alternation, one which varies the indepen
dent and affixal forms of the pronouns (cf. Figure 13)» 
Notice, however, that this alternation is more pre
dictable than the possessive alternation (cf. Figure 10).
Affixal forms are for the most part the nasal initial 

71variants while the independent pronouns are

^  The Northwest Himalayish languages have an affixal 
form -£ which may or may not be a reflex of 1st 
person #ga. In Bunan this form is appropriate for 
all 1st person referents irrespective of number, as 
well as some non-1st person referents, e.g. 2nd 
plural -jg-ni, 3rd plural -g-re ~ — g. The Manchati 

may likewise be used for either 1st or 3rd per
son (though only in the singular). Only in Kanauri
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Pi Cure 13: EXAMPLES 0? AFFIXAL ALTERATION

1st SG.
- TN3EP. INTR. 
PRONOUN AFFIX

2nd £ 
INLEP. 
PRONOUN

>G.
INTR.AFFIX

Bunana gyi -s ban -na
Manchati a gye -g - -ga ka -no
Kanauri a so -Og' ka8 -on
Bahing so: -5a ga -ye - -i b -na ’tran.'
Vayu go: -50 gon -0 b -nu ’tran? °

a The Northwest Himalayish languages exhibit a clear 
alternation only in 2nd person.

** The foros entered as ’tran. • for 3ahing and Vayu 
are appropriate for the transitive relation 
1st singular-«2nd singular.
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invariably stop initial. We never encounter stop 
initial forms in the affixes, associated with nasal 
initial independent pronouns (cf. Figures 26 and 27).

The total impression left by a consideration of 
all these various types of alternation— for case, for 
number, and for affix— in languages very widely separ
ated genetically and geographically strongly suggests 
that we look for an explanation based on the internal 
history of TB to at least a time approximating the 
proto-language. Such an explanation could take the 
form of either a suppletive relation between the roots 
or a phonological conditioning of the original *qa and 
*naq roots to the stop initial forms. It may be 
thought at first, in recognition of the close phonetic 
similarity between the 1st person *13a and #ga roots, 
that the alternation is phonologically conditioned. I 
feel, however, that this explanation suffers in light 
of the fact that a velar stop alternant of 2nd person 
*nag appears in just those languages exhibiting #ga 
forms in 1st person. This strongly suggests that the 
two stop forms developed simultaneously and very likely 
from a common source (cf. section 3.4). And, since a

is —g (as -Cg) exclusively used as a 1st singular 
marker. BaSing and Vayu have introduced new forms 
for 2nd person intransitive verb affixes but pre
serve the older nasal initial root in the transitive 
verb affix system.
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phonological alternation in 2nd person between n- and 
k- is unlikely, it seems better to posit a suppletive 
relation instead. In the particular instance of the 
Euki-Chin 1st person form in ka, the above argument 
would bolster the opinion that it too is a reflex of 
the #ga root rather than a phonological alternant of 
*qa. In support of this position recall that Tiddim 
does exhibit a probable *13a reflex, -\iq, in its set of 
colloquial affixes (cf. Figure 7).

3.2. PRONOMINAL ROOTS IN THE HIMALAYAN LANGUAGES

3.2.1. EASTERN HIMALAYISH

Of main concern here are the languages of the 
central region of the main Himalayan chain— those in 
Central and Eastern Nepal, constituting what Shafer has 
classified as the East Himalayish Section of the Bodic 
Division. Figure 14 details Shafer’s hierarchical 
organization of this section both internally and ex
ternally as it is related to its closest neighbors. 
Although this organizational scheme, which was developed
on the basis of lexical comparison, will probably prove

72inadequate when fuller materials are available, it

^  The only linguistic materials for the great majority 
of these languages were collected by Hodgson (1857- 
1858). Some of this material, including the inde
pendent pronouns, was later incorporated into the 
comparative dictionary compiled by Hunter (1868).
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will "be used here as the framework for elaborating the
directions of pronominal change in these languages. No
large-scale changes were made in this arrangement,
except to give Vayu coordinate status with Bahing in
the Bahing Unit. This closer association is warranted

73on the basis of morphological criteria.

3.2.21. SINGUIAH FORMS: #gaqa AND #kana

Figures 15 and 16 provide data exemplifying the 
considerable diversity in the independent pronouns of 
15 of the Eastern Himalayish languages.^ This 
includes, in the singular, monosyllabic forms with 
stop and nasal initials and disyllabic forms with 
various vocalic or stop initials. The non-singular 
forms are likewise 'elaborately represented with various 
specific number morphemes, periphrastic forms, and with 
inclusive and exclusive roots. In view of the recog
nized closeness of these languages to one another, it 
is important that the common Eastern Himalayish pro
nominal system be flexible enough to ultimately produce 
the synchronic diversity. The system which seems to

^  Additional lexical materials collected by Boyd
Michailovsky and Martine Mazaudon also substantiate 
this closer association (personal communication).

^  Most of the data is taken directly from Hunter’s 
(1868) dictionary in order to maintain a certain 
consistency in transcription. The Limbu data is 
taken from the LSI account, however, since the Limbu 
which Hunter records was incorrectly indicated to 
lack dual, inclusive and exclusive forms. For related 
reasons the Sunwar data is based on Bieri and Schulze 
(1971).
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Figure 15: 1st PERSON PRONOUNS IN EASTERN HUIALAYISH

let SG. 1st BL. .1st PL.
Vayu go gonakpu gokhata
Bahing eo gosi[incl.]gosuku[excl.] goi[inel.3

goku[excl.3
Sunwar go goni:k5i gopuki
Thulung go goi[incl«3goku[excl.]
Chourasya ug-gu uqgu-tica
Eumi Ufl, ajj-gu ici[incl.3ocutexcl.] ikiCincl.3

ogne[excl.3
Khaling inciTincl.l 

ancu[excl.J ik[ind.3 ok[excl.J
Kulung koija kcka-a, koi, 

koni
Nackhereng ka, ka-ija kai[incl.3

ka[excl-3
Rodong ka, kaqa, iQ-ka kai[incl.3

ka[excl.3
Waling iq-ka, aq-ka ika, uka[incl-3 koq-kai-kaijexcl 3
Chhingtang aka kana-na, kaqa-na
Lohorong ka, ka-qa kaci[incl-3kacikaLexcl-] kani[incl-3

kaniqkaLexcl.3
Limtu aqa aaci[incl.3

ancige[excl.3
ani[incl.3
anige[excl.3

Ynlcha ka kani[incl.3ka[exci.]
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Picure 16: ?nd PERSON PRONOUNS IN EASTERN HIKALAYISH

2nd SO. 2nd DL. 2nd PL.
Vayu gon gone khata
Bahing ga gasi gani
Sunwar ge geni:k§i ge puJd.
Thulung gana gani
Chouraaya gome, unu unu, gome-tica
Duni in, anu yeci ani
Khaling in yeci, anci yen
Kulung ana ana-i, ani
Nachhereng ana ana-i, annimc
Rodong khana khana—i, khain—i
Waling hana, khana hena-ni
Chhingtang hana hana-nina
lohorong ana, hana hanaci hanina
Limbu khene khenci kheni
Yakha igkhi, 'nkhi inkhi-ni
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"best meet tliis condition is one which assumes that the 
original pronominal elements were disyllabic: a 1st
person form in #gana and a 2nd person in #kana.

An additional assumption must also he made to
allow the two elements of each disyllable a certain

75freedom of movement with respect to one another.' ̂  In
the first place, the two elements seem to permute to
produce forms such as Waling ag—ka, Rodong ip—ka,
Chourasya up-gu < #gapa. ^  The variability in the
initial vowel of these forms suggests its innovative
status. The Yakha 2nd singular forms ,nkhi - ipkhi,
if correctly transcribed, would show a comparable per- 

77mutation. A second indication of the independent 
status of each syllable is seen in the fact that one 
or the other syllable shows up as either the only form 
of the pronoun (cf. Bahing 1st singular go, 2nd singu
lar ga; Khalirig 1st singular u p ) or as an alternant of 
the full form (cf. Rodong 1st singular ka beside ka-pa; 
Dumi 1st singular up beside ap-pu). Other forms found

75J Whether this implies a morphemic distinctness to 
each syllable is a question taken up later (cf. 
section 3.4).

^  notice that a form *paga is never found. This
suggests the possibility that the ’permutation* of 
syllables in the proposed form #gapa was actually 
realized as an assimiliatory shirt of the initial 
g- to follow the nasal, motivated by their common 
velar articulation. This might explain why a simi
lar permutation of syllables in 2nd person #kana 
only rarely, if ever, occurs.

^  Some doubt is cast on the reliability of this entry
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in tiie table can be regarded as reduced variants of 
the full disyllabic forms, such as Limbu 1st singular 
aqa < #aqga and Chhingtang 2nd singular hana < #kana, 
Vayu 2nd singular gon < #kana.

Consideration of the individual vowel and conson
ant changes which have taken place, such as the -£ of 
the 1st singular forms in Vayu, Bahing, Sunwar, and 
Thuiung must include reference to the systematic 
phonological changes which characterize the individual 
languages (an investigation which lies beyond the goals 
of this study), as well as possible analogical changes 
in the morphology that maintain phonetic distinctive
ness between the pronouns. We can see the operation 
of some analogical pressures in the Dumi forms where 
the 1st singular variants us and ag-qu are paralleled 
by 2nd singular in and anu.

3.2.22. NON—SINGULAR 1st PERSON PORKS: THE
i n c l u s i v e / e x c l u s i v e d i s t i n c t i o n

The dual and plural forms present a considerably 
greater problem, due to idiosyncratic levelings 
occurring to an extent that muddies the perception of 
the original situation. The following remarks, then, 
should be construed as tentative in so far as they 
relate to proposed common forms.

by considering that the Yakha 3rd person pronoun is 
listed as khena/, with which compare the Limbu 2nd 
singular khene.
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3.2.221. NASAL INITIAL ROOTS

Tixe 1st person dual and plural forms are note
worthy # first of all, for not showing overt indication 
of an i], with the exception of the Chourasya 1st plural 
ug-iju. In the other languages which do show a 1st 
singular form in vowel + ^  the form of the dual and 
plural is vowel + n (Khaling 1st dual inclusive in( chi), 
Limbu an( chi) ) . Rather than assume the existence of a 
separate root, however, one might posit a change ri > n, 
explainable as an assimilation to a following front 
(palatal) consonant, thus maintaining the parallels to 
all other languages which obviously retain the same 
stem between singular and dual/plural. If this rule 
is valid, however, it would create a situation of 
potential ambiguity in the 2nd person; cf. the Khaling 
2nd dual anchi < #anchi and the homophonous Limbu 1st 
dual inclusive anchi < #agchi, where the equivalent 
form in Khaling is inchi. It appears, therefore, that 
the vowel of the vowel + n sequence is secondarily 
determined in Khaling, recalling the problem of 
specifying it exactly for the singular forms. In 
corroboration, note that the Khaling 1st dual exclusive 
anchu does have the expected a, and not the :L of the 
inclusive, there being no possible confusion with the 
2nd dual anchi because of the u in the dual suffix.
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3.2.222. INCLUSIVE #1 AND EXCLUSIVE #u

Contrasting with those languages with a nasal 
segment in non-singular forms (presumably from *qa) are 
other languages, such as Lumi, with 1st person non
singulars suppletive with regard to the singular form. 
Especially indicative is the use of a vocalic distinc
tion to mark inclusive versus exclusive forms— in Lumi, 
i- for the inclusive and £- for the exclusive, which 
the vowel of the dual suffix (inclusive -ci, exclusive 
-cu)mimicks through a harmonic process.

Note that these same vowels also appear in other 
languages in appropriate semantic contexts (cf.
Figure 17), either in independent pronouns, in verb 
affixes (Vayu), or in both (Bahing,. Tiddim). In 
Kanauri, however, the forms are the reverse of expected, 
with i_ in the exclusive and t5 in the inclusive. This 
may represent a principled variation from the proposed 
pattern or, in view of the very obvious innovations 
that have occurred in Northwest Himalayan pronominal 
systems, it may itself be an innovation (cf. also 
section 4.4). The Jyarung data are only suggestive, 
not conclusive, due to the peculiar innovations which 
characterize that language. Note, however, that the 
dual suffix for 2nd and 3rd person— ndzA— does make 
use of a different vowel from the 1st dual (ndzo), 
even though it is not i_. In the other languages with 
the dual category, the 2nd and 3rd persons always use
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Figure 17: NON-SINGULAR 1st PERSON FORKS PRESERVING
INCLUSIVE AND EXCLUSIVE ROOTS

1st DL. 
INCL. EXCL.

1st PL. 
INCL. EXCL.

Dumi ici ocu iki ogne
XhalinG inci ancu ik ok
Thulung goi goku
Bahing a go si gosuku goi goku—sa -sulcu -ya -ka
Veyub -chile -cholc -ke -kok
Tiddim0 /ei \kou

I- ka "V*
-\hag -\UQ

Kanauri ka:sBg ni£i ki§8qa: • ni^a*
Jyarung d ndzo yo QSfiiE

The first fora entered for Bailing is the inde
pendent pronoun, the second the intransitive verb affix.

b Vayu forms are for the' intransitive verb affixes. 
The language has no inclusive/exclusive distinction in the independent pronouns. 

c The Tiddin forns are cited as follows: first the
independent pronoun, second the descriptive or 
literary intransitive verb affixes, third the 
colloquial intransitive verb affixes. 

d Jyarung does not maintain the inclusive/exclusive 
distinction in the dual.
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the form of the suffix.
As discussed in Chapter 2 (cf. section 2.3.5) the 

inclusive/exclusive distinction has been minimally pre
served across TB, and consequently very little evidence 
other than that in Figure 17 is available. Neverthe
less, the striking agreement in the forms of the dis
tinction, exhibited on the one hand by languages in 
Eastern Nepal and on the other hand by Tiddim (inclu
sive /ei, exclusive x k o u ) in Northwestern Burma, argu.es

78for its consideration as an archaic trait. Conse
quently, the two roots #i ’inclusive* and #u ’exclusive* 
are set up.

3.2.223. THE EXCLUSIVE HOOTS #ka, #ku, #u .AND THE 
QUESTION OF PTB PHONOMINALT a TE^OHIES

There is still a third possible contrast, however, 
in 1st person non-singular forms, which involves the 
use of a specific marker #ka to indicate the exclusive

^ Himalayash and Euki-Chin have never been closely 
subgrouped. Shafer, for example, separates them at 
the first step down from PT3~Himalayish considered 
in the Bodic Division and Euki-Chin in the Burmic.
This hypothesis, then, necessitates the conclusion 
advanced above, since the geographic separation of 
the groups would preclude any borrowing. Morpho
logical parallels between Himalayish and Naga, to be 
described later, can also be propounded as evidence 
of long-standing categories and roots. It is possible, 
of course, to adopt a contrary stance and argue that 
Himalayish, Euki-Chin, and Naga are more closely 
related than generally assumed; and there even seems 
to be supportive lexical evidence. However, in view 
of the undeniable connections between Himalayish and 
Tibetan and Kuki-Chin-Naga and other groups of
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(cf. Lohorong exclusive dual kacika with the inclusive 
dual kaci or Limbu exclusive dual ancige with inclusive 
dual anci). In certain languages, however, we 
encounter a situation in which the #ka morpheme con
trasts with the inclusive #i (cf. Bailing and Thulung 
inclusive plural goi, exclusive plural goku and 
Tiddim inclusive /ei, exclusive \ kou). In still other 
languages a -k segment appears in "both inclusive and 
exclusive forms (cf. Lumi inclusive iki, exclusive ogne 
and Khaling inclusive ik, exclusive ok). In the 
latter two types of languages, the #ka element always 
appears with a high hack vowel which immediately calls 
to mind the #u root established above. The data thus 
entails a problem as to which of the two exclusive roots, 
#ka and #u, should be given historical priority or even 
whether a single root, presumably #ku, should be set up.

The resolution of this problem may ultimately 
depend on the observation that the shapes of the two 
proposed exclusive morphemes are nearly identical to 
roots which can be independently established from 
investigation of the fuller pronominal system. #ka, 
for example, is homophonous with the 1st person singu
lar in some languages (cf. Yakha and Kachhereng 1st 
singular and exclusive plural ka). It is unlikely, 
however, that these two forms are cognate since the

languages in and around Assam, we are still pushed 
back to a time approximating the origins of the 
family.
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1st singular ka is derived from a non—pronominal 
source (cf. section 3.4) and the inclusive/exclusive 
distinction antedates its development.

#u, on the other hand, does seem to have an impor
tant connection to a common demonstrative element in 
many T3 languages (cf. distal demonstrative ’that’ in 
Chepang u, Vayu wa(thi), Lepcha o(re), Bo do o(be),
Chimal u(thoi), Garo o(mara), Tengsa Naga ocika, Sho 
o(ni)). What strengthens this connection is a parallel
ing relationship between the inclusive root #i and a 
common proximal demonstrative root (cf. ’this* in 
Vayu i_, Bo do im(be), Bhimal i (thoi), Garo i(mara),
Tengsa Naga igaka, Sho i(ni)). We might then set up a 
proportion:

inclusive : ’this* :: exclusive : ’that’.

In spite of this apparent high degree of relat- 
ability, caution must be urged in unequivocally attri
buting demonstrative influence on the elaboration of 
the inclusive/exclusive distinction, first, because 
the demonstratives have not as yet been successfully 
compared or reconstructed; second, because many lan
guages, including most importantly some members of the 
Eastern Himalayish group, have i or u demonstratives 
of opposite meaning to those indicated above (cf. ’this* 
Chhingtang oko, Nachhereng unu, Thulung wo); and, 
third, because the demonstrative system may have been
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79itself influenced by non-TB languages. ^
Other similarities can be shown between #i and a 

plural root #i (cf. sections 3.2.25 and 4.1.4 ff.) and 
between #ku and a common 3rd person element in Himalay
ish (cf. Ho dong khu, Waling moko, Kulung nako, Limbu 
khune; cf. also section 3.2.3). Taken together, these 
two correspondences could be interpreted as evidence 
for assuming an original situation of simple number 
marking with a suffix #i, which predated the rise of the 
inclusive/exclusive distinction. With the addition of 
a specific morphological marking for the exclusive—  

perhaps as 1st singular + #ku (3rd person) *1 + him*
(cf. however note 83)— the old plural construction—
1st singular + #i— was reinterpreted as indicating only 
*1 + you*, i.e. #i took on the status of an inclusive 
marker. Since this proposal depends on an adequate 
comparison of TB 3rd person forms, it will not be pos
sible here to decide on its relative merits vis-a—vis 
the proposal of demonstrative origin.

^  Especially interesting is the possibility of Indo- Aryan influence. Bengali (Hay, et. al. 1966:46), 
for example, has a proximal demonstrative e and a 
distal demonstrative o, as members of its fuller 
system. Assamese (KaSati 1941s297) has a proximal 
demonstrative i_, but lacks a cognate to the Bengali 
distal demonstrative. Both of these languages are 
in direct contact with TB and could, therefore, 
have acted as a source of the TB demonstratives or 
could, conversely, been influenced by T3. The 
influence, in whichever direction, need not have 
been an outright borrowing of the forms, but only a 
model on which native roots were shaped. In this 
connection, Zakati mentions that Assamese i_ has 
developed from a fuller form eta-.
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3.2.23. 2nd PERSON MORPHEMES

3.2.231. #1 AS A 2nd PERSON MARKER

Tiie data on 2nd person in Eastern Himalayish 
(cf. Figure 16) presents some interesting parallels to 
the 1st person developments discussed above. Again, the 
Dumi and Khaling data are especially important because 
they exhibit a 2nd person root which is related neither 
to *naq nor #kana. This root takes the shape ye- in 
the dual (and plural of Khaling) and i- in the singular. 
The antiquity of this root can be inferred from certain 
affixal forms in Himalayish and from isolated examples 
in other groups (cf. Figure 18). In some of these 
languages, the root may appear somewhat sporadically, 
for example, Bailing manifests it in the singular of the 
intransitive verb affixes but in the non-singular of 
the transitive verb affixes. In Kanauri it appears 
only in non-singulars while in Dumi it is absent only 
in the plural.

The considerable variation in the use of this 
root suggests that it should be regarded as innovative, 
in spite of its widespread appearance. Its antiquity, 
then, is probably due to a carryover of features from 
some semantically related root. In this connection, 
notice first the similarity between je * i as a 2nd 
person root and #i as a proposed inclusive root (cf. 
section 3.2.22), not just in shape but also in the
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Figure 18: 2nd PERSON FORKS EXHIBITING ye - i HOOT®

2nd SG. 2nd DL. 2nd PL.
Dumi [anu], in ye(ci) [ani]
Khaling in ye(ci) yen
Bahing° -ye, -i 

[-na] [-si]-ye
[-ni]
-ye

Vayub>c ■4C-nu]
[—ehik]

. -4
[-ne]
-4

lushei i- in-
Noete e -e ---
Kanauri a [-on] -ie -ill

a Inappropriate forms are bracketed.
* Vayu is included on the basis that its zero forms, 
though not obviously reflexes of this root, occur 
in positions exactly analogous to Bailing -ye. 

c The first f o m  entered for both Bailing and Vayu 
gives the intransitive verb affix, the second the 
transitive verb affixes appropriate for a 2nd 
singular object with, reading across, 1st singular, 
dual, and plural subjects (see Appendix). 

d The Lushei and Kanauri forms are intransitive 
verb affixes. 

c The Nocte fora is used to mark the 1st-*2nd tran
sitive relation. The plural form is not given in 
the source.
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shared semantic feature of hearer inclusion. Notice 
secondly that most of the languages of Figure 18 are 
also included in Figure 17 as exhibiting the inclusive/ 
exclusive distinction. Lushei and Nocte are exception
al, but both of their families have representatives 
bearing the distinction (cf. Tiddim in Figure 17 and 
Mikir in Figure 22). It seems highly likely, therefore, 
that the inclusive #i was the source of £e ~ î in its 
occurrence as a 2nd person pronoun.

One remaining question concerns whether the 
various languages of Figure 18 underwent this exten
sion of the inclusive to 2nd person independently or 
as a shared event at an earlier period of union. Un
fortunately, complete information required for an 
unambiguous answer is not available. For instance, 
neither Lushei nor Nocte retain the inclusive/exclusive 
distinction, so the supposed shift is conjectural for 
these languages, although evidence from other members 
of their respective subgroups makes it very probable. 
Arguing for independent origins, however, there is the 
fact of variability in the functional use of £e - i_, as 
well as an indication that the change is still in 
progress, for example, in the Lumi alternation of 2nd 
singular anu and in.
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3-2.232. PLURAL MARKER #i

Tlie last point extractable from Figure 16 con
cerns the plural marker in 2nd person. Excluding those 
languages which have obviously introduced some peri
phrastic marker, such as Vayu khata, Sunwar puki, etc., 
the general plural marker manifests itself in two 
varying forms, —i and -ni. Since the 2nd singular root 
was earlier postulated as #kana and we have the specific 
information that the Rodong plural form is khana-i, it 
might be surmised that i_ represents the original of the 
two plural markers. The ni variant could easily be 
produced then from the not unexpectable deletion of
the intervening root-final a preceding the suffix; that

80is khana + i > *khani. From this point it appears 
that in some languages the n was reanalyzed as per
taining to the suffix, for example, in the Bahing 2nd 
person pronouns ga, gasi, gani a synchronic analysis 
forces the conclusion that the plural suffix is -ni.

80 The sequence —ni may be thought to result from the 
numeral two, P75 *g-nis. However, I am not inclined 
to trust this hypothesis for the reasons that -ni 
appears as a plural marker usually specific to "Sid 
person. If it derived from the numeral I would 
expect it to appear as a dual marker (especially 
since many of these languages maintain the distinc
tion) and in all persons. Recall that in section 
2.3.52, in discussion concerning the dual marker per 
se, some languages (notably Kham and Rawang) were 
described with a dual in -ni in all pronominal forms. 
A numeral origin in these circumstances is thus much 
more probable.
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In certain cases, the -ni has generalized to the 1st 
plural also (cf. Dumi ogne, Kulung koni). Other lan
guages, such as Yakha and lohorong, with -ni in the 
inclusive plural may or may not have generalized it 
from the 2nd person. An alternative explanation, as 
outlined above, could involve phonological change of 
1st person > n before -i. This final sequence 
became reinterpreted as a general plural marker, based 
on its identity with the 2nd person termination -ni 
which itself arose by reanalysis. In some of these 
same languages the 3rd plural also uses the —ni suffix.

Assuming the reliability of this analysis, the 
question arises of what might be the connection between 
the Himalayish 2nd plural in #-i and the inclusive also 
in #i. The identity of these forms suggests the possi
bility that one of the two notions was primary, the 
other occurring only later in association with the 
discrimination of a new category. Unfortunately, there 
is probably not enough information in the Eastern 
Himalayish independent pronouns to decide this issue 
with full certainty (cf. however section 4.1.4 ff.). 
However, for the purposes at hand— and appraisal of 
the pronominal categories and morphology of PTB— the 
decision need not be made, since the comparative evi
dence undeniably placed both roots far back in the 
history of the family. A presumed point at which a 
transfer or expansion of meaning occurred, probably in
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conjunction witii the accrual of additional categories, 
would thus predate the level of our interest. I would 
stress, however, that since the evidence does indeed 
suggest that TB underwent an elaboration of its pro
nominal semantics and morphological apparatus from some 
common base, nothing final may be assumed when PTB is 
compared in its wider relations, for example to 
Chinese.^1

3.2.2. TIBETAN

The morphological analysis proposed in the pre
ceding section to account' for the variety of pronominal 
forms in Eastern Himalayish will also prove of use in 
describing the peculiarities of the Tibetan pronominal 
system (cf. Figure 19). It was earlier pointed out 
that Tibetan and its dialects pattern as nasal (1st 
person)-stop (2nd person) languages, a somewhat anaomal- 
ous situation in view of the fact that the majority of 
TB languages tend to maintain either the stop initials

Questions of the Archaic Chinese pronominal system 
(Graham 1969-1970) are themselves still being 
debated, so that a comparison, with the reconstruc
tion of Proto-Sino-Tibetan (PST) as goal, is still 
premature. I would tentatively suggest, however, 
that the pronominal system of PST would reconstruct 
as simpler than that which is being elaborated here 
for PTB, implying thereby some internal development 
and elaboration in the branch which ultimately leads 
to the T3 family. The motivations guiding this 
explanation in structure are, of course, even more 
problematic than the opinion that they occurred at 
all and will not be speculated on at this time.
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Pi glare 19: PERSONAL PRONOUNS IN VARIOUS- TIBETAN DIALECTS

1st
SG. PL.

2nd
SG. PL.

Written Tibetan 13a gacag khyod khyodcag
D6-jong K6 ua gaca: chB chSca:
Purik 5a: gat£n[incl.] 

gaca[excl.3 yeragfresp.3
khintSg
ySntagi.resp.3

Balti Ua 5adap[incl.]
gayafexcl.} yag[resp.]

khidag
yidagLresp.]

Lahul 5a gaca khiod khioza
Ando >ja gazo: ehyo khA:zo:
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or the nasal initials for "both 1st and 2nd person pro
nouns. However, the Himalayish languages in several 
instances demonstrated that the 1st person underwent a 
presumed change from #gaga > #aqga, even though a 
parallel development is much rarer for 2nd person. In 
fact, the permutation of elements of the 2nd person 
form #kana seems to have occured only in Yakha, 'nkhi - 
iqkhi. This suggests that the 2nd person elements may 
have been more stabilized than the corresponding 
elements in 1st person, and hence less susceptible to 
rearrangement (cf. also section 3.3*1).

The Tibetan 1st person pronouns in most cases 
show no traces of the original presence of the #ga 
element. On this basis alone, then, its presumed 
presence in pre-Tibetan can only be speculative. Con
sideration of the 2nd person forms, however, increases 
the plausibility that Tibetan originally possessed both 
elements of the 1st person pronoun also. The most 
important data for positing the existence of an original
disyllabic 2nd person root comes from the Purik plural

8 2root khin-, the final consonant of which is lost not 
only in all other Tibetan dialects, but also in the

O p It might be possible to segment this form after the 
vowel, the root then being fchi-. This analysis, 
however, would give the plural suffix the shape ntar) 
which would violate a stricture against this type of 
initial cluster. Ho advantage accrues by considering 
the n as epenthetic before the dental stop, since it 
does not appear before the same suffix marking 1st 
plural.
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singular of Purik itself. We can conjecture, along the 
lines sketched ahove, that the original 2nd person 
form was early lexicalized in its disyllabic shape in 
Tibetan and that the #ka initial morphemic element be
came reanalyzed as the root initial instead. The same 
process, however, did not occur in 1st person, where 
presumably the #ga element was dropped entirely.

Other instances of a close association between 
Tibetan and Himalayish with respect to their pronominal 
roots increase the likelihood that they shared, to a 
large degree, similar morphological features also.
One of the most important of these commonalities is the 
shared presence of the ^e root which is a common marker 
of 2nd person in Himalayish (cf. Figure 18) and of the 
respectful 2nd person in Tibetan (Purik yeraq, Balti 
yaq). The probable origin of this root from the in
clusive pronoun #i and the shared innovation which the 
switch to 2nd person function entails for both Tibetan 
and Himalayish establishes their closeness.

Another highly significant indication of this 
proximity in structures is the presence of a common 3rd 
person pronoun in #ku. Compare, for example, the 
following 3rd singular nominative forms in the following 
languages: Written Tibetan kho, Purik kho:, Balti kho,
Amdo k* o , lahul kho, Be-jong He kho, Bailing -go,
Kulung -ko, Rodong khu, Limbu khune, etc. 3rd person 
correspondences are uncommon enough in TB that they
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must be regarded as significant. But, moreover, since
this particular root itself is not widespread, the

8 ̂shared presence takes on even greater weight.

3.2.3. OTHEE HIHALa YISH LANGUAGES: #£yaqa AND #kyana

The pronominal data of the other language groups 
in the Himalayas presents no serious problems for the 
roots set up with Eastern Himalayish in mind (cf.
Figures 20 and 21). The relevant languages have been 
ordered geographically from southeast to northwest, and 
grouped according to Shafer* s classification, except 
for the so-called Central Himalayish languages which 
Shafer divides into West Central Himalayish and the 
Gurung branch of Bodish. The indeterminate classifica- 
tory status of Kham has already been discussed (cf. 
note 51)•

An interesting progression occurs in 1st person 
forms as Figure 20 is read down. Notice that all of 
the Central Himalayish languages employ the *ra root in 
the singular and that all others, except Kham, use the 
velar stop form. Of particular interest is the

It may be recalled that the Himalayish exclusive 
pronoun was set up as #ku and its identity to the 
3rd person #ku was notea”’(cf. section 3.2.22). It 
was suggestecTthen that the exclusive meaning deriv
ed from the 3rd person signification. Notice, how
ever, that a change in the opposite direction is also 
conceivable, since it would parallel the development 
of the inclusive pronoun into a 2nd person form, seen 
in both Tibetan and Himalayish. The 3rd person pro
noun may thus be innovated on the exclusive root.
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Figure 20: 1st PZR30K PRONOUNS IN VARIOUS HIMALAYAN SUBGROUPS

1st SG. 1st DL. 1st PL.
Cent. Himalayish

Gurung Uas qimo
Tamang jja in[inel.3. yaqCexcl. ]
llagar qa: kan-ku-rik
Thaksya Ua qisi qica
Chepang Ua: gici, nici Ui
Bhramu Uai ni

Kham Ua: gin ge:
Newarieh

Newari 3i jhi:[incl.3» iipin[excl.3
Pahri nu5, ja: ja:di

Almorish
Chaudangsi Jis in
Bangkas Hi nufl

N.W. Himalayish
Kanauri s® ka:285[incl.3nisi[excl.]

kiSOqa:'[incl.3 niqa:’[excl.3
Manchati gye nye5gu[incl.] 

Ijyeku[excl.] i;yenare[ incl.3 5yere[excl.3
Bunan gyi eran[incl.]

higLexcl.3
erasjifincl.3 
hiuji[exd-3
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Pigure 21: 2nd PERSON PRONOUNS IN VARIOUS HIMALAYAN SUBGROUPS

2nd SG. 2nd PL. 2nd PL.
Cent. Himalayish 

Gurung ke:n kenmo
Tamang ai aini
llagar na:q na:qku:rik
Thaksya ghya:q ghyaqsi ghyaqca
Chepang naiq-te niq-ji-te niq-te
Bhramu na:q naq

Kham nan Jin je:
Neirarish

Newari cha chipin
Pahri chug, chi chasdi

Almorish
Chaudangsi gan gani:
Rangkas gani:

N.W. Himalayish 
Kanauri ka* kiSi: kina:•
Manchati ka kyeku kyere
Bunan han hannyispi hanji
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presence of some high front vocalic element following 
the velar stop, which in the Almora group and Newari 
appears to have conditioned a palatalization of the 
stop. The same conclusion can he reached with respect 
to 2nd person forms in Pigure 21. It he recalled 
that the 1st singular and 2nd singular forms set up 
for Eastern Himalayish, #garia and #kana, did not include 
a front vowel. With the information at hand it is 
difficult to decide if such a vowel should he recon
structed, hut, to keep its presence in these languages 
in mind, it will tentatively he set up in the 1st 
person form #gya^a and the 2nd person form #kyana 
(cf. also section 3.5).

The Kham 1st person forms are of great interest 
in that they appear to bridge the gap between the other 
two groups. Note that the Kham 1st singular employs 
*2£, while the dual and plural make use of the #gya- 
root instead. Among the Central Himalayish group,
Hagar also shows a 1st plural kan— , formed from the 
#gyaqa root.84

Important substantiating evidence for assuming 
the existence of an original disyllabic form of the

84 He call that this stem alternation for pronominal 
number was earlier observed to occur in the Assam 
Hills groups (cf. Pigure 11) and to constitute a 
portion of the argument that originally these two 
stems were suppletive forms of a single root. This 
argument will* be more fully explored in conjunction 
with the discussion of the pronouns of those lan
guages (cf. section 3.3-2).
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1st person pronoun can "be found in the Kanauri dual 
inclusive ka: s8q which can he conveniently regarded as 
#g(y)aj]a with an infixed dual marker s8 < #si to yield 
#g(y)a-sO-qa.

Many 2nd person forms likewise retain traces of 
their original hi syllabic nature, including the Kanauri 
plural kina: * and Gurung plural ken(mo) < #kyana.
Other 2nd person forms in Figure 21 are fairly straight
forward. Again, Kham with its explicit number alter
nation interposes itself between those languages with 
the *naq stem and those with #kya— .

The inclusive or plural root #i shows up only 
sporadically as, for example, in Tamang 2nd person ai, 
Chaudangsi 1st person plural in, and perhaps in Bunan 
inclusive e(raq) if the segmentation is warranted. It 
is possible however that it may also covertly occur in 
the Kanauri 2nd person plural kina: *. This form may 
represent an original sequence #kya + i_ + na: * where 
the two stem elements of the disyllabic #kyana were 
split by what would here be interpreted as a number 
marker. ITote that this analysis parallels that for the 
infixed dual marker in 1st person and could also account 
for the absence of a high front vowel in the 2nd person 
singular gB. If the i of the plural resulted from the 
stem element in #kya- there would be no reason to 
suppose its loss in the singular, but if it results 
from plural #i, its absence in the singular is
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■understandable. A possible morpho-syntactic justifi
cation for this presumed infixation will be discussed 
in section 3.4.3.

There remain two forms still unaccounted for, one 
the Chepang morpheme -te appended to 2nd person forms 
and also appearing among the verb affixes, the other 
the form nuq variously appearing as the Rangkas 1 st 
plural, an alternant of the Pahri 1st singular, and as 
the Bhramu 2nd plural. The latter is probably related 
to 2nd person *nag though the semantic change to 1st 
person is difficult to explain.^ Chepang -te which, 
in its verbal behavior, paradigmatically patterns with 
a similar morph in Rawang and Jyarung (cf. Figure 8) 
has been discussed by Caughley (1971). Its appearance 
in three distantly related subgroups would seemingly 
argue for its archaic nature, but a decision on this 
issue must await further discussion of the morpheme 
(cf. sections 4.1.6 and 4.2.22).

3.3. PRONOMINAL ROOTS IN THE LANGUAGES OF THE
ASSAM HILLS

In Figure 22 information on the independent pro
nouns in both nominative and genitive cases is provided

8*5 The vocalic alternation a - o or u is quite common 
in TB for vowel final roots TBenecTict 1972:58) but 
also occurs before a final consonant, as in PTB
*m-nam ’smell* which appears as Tibetan snam-pa - 
snom-pa, Lepcha non, and Karen *num, or, in the 
other direction, PTB *rus ’bone* is in Lepcha hrat 
(cf. Benedict 1972:75)7
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Pigure 22; PHONOUNS OP THE ASSAM HILLS LANGUAGES8,

parentheses.
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(Pigure 22 coat'd.)
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for the different major groups (excluding the Barish 
languages) occupying the hill areas north and south of 
the Assam valley. These include the Konyak and North
ern Naga languages, other Naga subgroups, the Abor- 
Hiri-Dafla or North Assam group, and Ch’iang (cf. 
note 63). With the exception of the Konyak group, all 
the other languages are non-pronominalized, that is, 
there are no pronominal affixes associated with the 
verb on any productive basis. Traditionally, this fact 
was utilized in separating off Konyak from other Naga 
groups; although it now appears that the lexical connec
tions between Konyak and Northern Naga must draw them 
together in spite of this difference in their morpho
logies. We have, too, an indication in Chang that pro- 
nominalization is retreating in this group, since that 
language has apparently -undergone a loss of its verb 
morphology during recent times. The LSI account 
provided by Williamson, although internally not highly 
consistent, nevertheless exemplifies constructions with 
verbal marking of pronominal categories. Consider the 
following examples (LSI 3(2):368):

ga:i qa:m-la:bo I beat
nu i3a:m-a:si you beat
ha:oi qa:m—bai he beats

in which the verb root ga:m is variously followed by 
different suffixes which apparently agree with the 
pronominal subject. Hutton1 s ("5929) account of Chang,
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however, makes no mention of any such phenomena.
Whether it was lost or simply not recorded is proble
matic but it does suggest that not too great a weight 
should be given to the presence or absence of this
characteristic for purposes of postulating relation- 

86ships.

3-3.1. OVERVIEW

Within the substantial diversity of the forms in 
Figure 22 one notices first of all that the 1st person 
is apparently much more unstable than the 2nd. While 
the 2nd person singular invariably uses a form deriv
able from *nag, the 1st person is variously expressed 
not only by *qa reflexes but by forms -ultimately from 
#ga or gya, #i, or other still unidentified roots.
The explanation for this conservative retention of 2nd 
person in face of a proliferation of 1st person forms 
may ultimately be explicable in some functional or 
sociolinguistic terms. It does not appear that an 
explanation based on principles of regular phonological 
or morphemic alternation, such as unifies the Himalayish 
data, will be possible. Still, the very existence of 
the phenomenon may be of use in correlating the facts

86 Shafer (1950, 1953) also recognized this methodo
logical principle in regard to the Himalayish lan
guages, now associating, now separating out lan
guages which the LSI had grouped only on the basis 
of pronominalization.
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of other languages with developments in this group; for 
example, Kuhi-Chin shows a similar proliferation of 1st 
person forms in contrast to a typical retention of 2nd 
person *nag.

An additional point of interest is the significant 
probability that a possessive form of a pronoun will 
express itself in a stem form other than that of the 
nominative, if not invariable then at least as an 
alternant. Some of this data was presented earlier in 
Figure 10 in the context of introducing the problem of 
pronominal stem alternation. The data currently under 
consideration expand this evidence with several addi
tional languages. What applies to the possessive 
alternant applies equally to the alternation between 
singular and plural forms of the pronouns. In certain 
cases entirely different stems are used (cf. Banpara 
2nd singular nag, 2nd plural hanzam), in others there 
appears to be a regular vocalic alternation (cf. Nocte 
1st singular ga, 2nd singular nag with -a- and 1st 
plural ni, 2nd plural ne both with a front vowel). 
Furthermore, it can be pointed out that in some of the 
languages the possessive and the plural alternates are 
homophonous (cf. Figure 12). Each of the points above 
is focused on in greater depth in the following sections 
and a suggestion is made concerning how all this dis
parate data may be accounted for coherently.
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3.3.2. 2nd PERSON FORMS

As stated above, the 2nd singular forms of all 
the languages tabled in Figure 22 ultimately revert to 
PTB *naq. The only possible exception is Lepcha ho: 
which may derive directly from a shape *no or may 
instead be a borrowing from some Himalayish form, such 
as Waling ha-na < #kana. ^  The likelihood of the latter 
explanation representing the true source increases 
significantly when Lepcha 1st singular go is considered, 
since this pronoun, which is completely aberrant for 
Northern Naga, is attested in many Himalayish languages 
(cf. Figure 15).

3.3.21. FORMS IN no OR nu

One of the major reflexes of *nari is a form in 
no or nu attested in many languages, which is probably 
best regarded as a phonological variant of naij. The 
particular change involved *-an > -o may have an 
explanation based on the acoustic imprint a final con
sonant leaves on a preceding vowel (Thurgood and Javkin 
1975). Notice, in this connection that a similar 
change of *-a > -o does not necessarily occur in 1st 
person (*ra lacking the final consonant) even in those

^  The change of *a > o is a regular sound correspon
dence in Lepcha; cfT for example, oo ’bamboo* <
*na, thok ’weave* < *tak, zo ’eat’ < *dza, mo:q 
’cream1 < *mar), etc.
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languages with hack vowels in 2nd person (cf. Ch'iang
881st person £a (33a dial.) with 2nd person no).

Further, notice that 2nd person forms in *noq or *nuq 
do not o c c u r , i n d i c a t i n g  that the loss of the final 
consonant is a necessary requirement for the occurr
ence of the vocalic change.

3-3.22. SUPPLETIVE PLUSALS AND F03MS IN ni

In 2nd person plural, a majority of the Assam 
Hills languages have a stem form either in suppletive 
relation to the singular stem *nag (cf. Lepcha singu
lar ho;, plural a:yu; ; Banpara singular nag, plural 
hanzam; Tamlu singular nayun, plural amnphuq; etc.), 
or else in what appears to he a conditioned variant of 
*hajg, with a front vowel substituting for the low 
central or hack vowel (cf. Angami singular no, plural 
neko; Ao singular na, plural nenok; Nocte singular naq, 
plural ne; etc.) no, 2nd plural ne(ko). The exceptions 
to this generalization are the languages of the Manipur

^  There are, however, languages such as Gallong and 
Chang which maintain —o— in both 1st and 2nd person. 
In Chang at least, the change of syllable final 
*-a > -o appears to be a regular sound correspond
ence (cT. nu ’tree* < *pa, sau * eat* < *dza, uau 
’five* < *tw)a, etc.) ana so independent o'f a change 
*-arj > -o.

8Q —  —7 There is one instance of this otherwise unobserved 
variation in Arung 2nd possessive nun— , although it 
is likely that the vowel is simply"Earmonic with that 
of the following possessive affix -ku.
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area (Western. Naga, Hikir, Luhupa, and Meithei) and 
some of the North Assam'languages, which are felt to 
have leveled an original stem opposition in favor of 
the singular form. Some support for this interpreta
tion is provided by considering that, for some of 
these languages, the 1st person still exhibits a stem 
alternation for number (e.g. Arung 1st singular is, 
plural anui) or maintains a single form other than *3ja 
(e.g. Tangkhul 1st person ± t Maring kai, Empeo asnusi:), 
indicating that morphological leveling or substitution 
has undoubtedly occurred.

The 2nd plural forms in ni or ne can be evaluated 
against several different proposals. They may first of 
all be conservative reflexes of original 2nd plural 
roots with these same front vowels. In this case we 
have the problem of accomodating those languages— in 
some cases intimately related— wh.; *h make use of the 
suppletive mechanism for indicating plurality. On the 
other hand, they may be considered products of some no 
longer productive grammatical or derivational mechanism 
which conjoined the singular na and some overt indica
tor of plurality, such as a morphemic element #i. What 
especially recommends this treatment is that it simul
taneously accounts for 1st person plurals in ni < *gi 
< *qa + i in the same set of languages showing the 2nd 
plural in ne or ni < *na + i_. It also conveniently 
links these languages with the Himalayish group, the
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description of which, is also enhanced by positing a 
plural element #i (cf. section 3-2 .223).

The other languages with suppletive plurals 
exhibit a wide range of variation in the actual forms 
used. However, it appears probable that this variety 
is only secondarily produced and that all these forms 
originate in some shape approximating #kan. A develop
mental sequence, involving a progressive weakening and 
loss of the initial and final consonants of this form, 
is apparently suggested by the following data:

Chang ka:nn
Banpara han(zam) [k- > h-]

However, although I would still maintain the correct
ness of the assumption that the forms of these languages 
are cognate, a sequence of such degenerative changes 
might not be warranted, especially for a language like 
Lepcha which is otherwise highly conservative phono- 
logically. Instead, what may have occurred was that 
each language segmented an original disyllabic 2nd per
son form #kana in different ways. This explanation, of 
course, would reiterate and reaffirm the contention 
that such a form existed (and still does) in Himalayish 
(cf. section 3*2.21). It also has the benefit of tying 
this data together with that of the plurals exhibiting 
the vocalic variant in i.

Lepcha a:(yu)

Tamlu asm(phug) [h- > 0; -n > -m before a 
bilabial stop]

[-n > 0]
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To facilitate comparability, consider this ori
ginal 2nd plural form to be #kana + i . Now, in the 
probable event that the two syllables of the pronominal 
stem retained separate morphemic status to varying 
extents in different languages, a cut, motivated for 
whatever reason, could have taken place on either side 
of the medial -n-: if to the right, then Chang (kasnn)
is accounted for; if to the left Lepcha (a:yu) In 
addition, a cut to the left with retention of the right 
half of the form would successfully account for those 
languages with 2nd plural forms in ni or ne. Simul
taneously, we have paved the way for a plausible 
explanation of why the languages retaining the #ka(n) 
element do not make use of the #i plural morpheme. If 
they do have an overt indicator of plurality it is 
always some other morpheme (e.g. Banpara —zam, Tamlu 
phug, Lepcha yu;, Chang cuq) of more recent origin. 
Since #i was tied closely to the right half of the 
original form, it v«ras necessarily lost when the option 
was taken to retain only the left half.

3.3.3. FIRST PERSON FORMS

The 1st person forms of Figure 22, as mentioned

^  There seems also to have been a decided tendency to 
weaken or segment off the initial k- perhaps to 
avoid problems of homophony with 1 st plural forms, 
such as Lepcha ka. Notice that the Chang 1st and 
2nd plural stems (kann and ka:nn) are nearly
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above, show more diversity than do the 2nd person forms 
of this same group. In the singular, there is the 
expectable jja, jio, or some related variant, including 
probably Mikir ne:, since that language entirely lacks 
initial £-. (The vowel change implied by the Mikir 
form, however, may be an analogical formation based 
on the plural stem. The development can be traced 
through languages like Moshang and Nocte representing 
the presumed earlier situation where only the plural 
has the high front vowel. Another possibility, how
ever, is that these forms reflex the 1st person ay 
reconstructed by Benedict (1972:65, 93) (cf. note 66). 
Notice, particularly, that a similar 1st person form 
appears commonly in this group (cf. Ao ni, Tamlu 13ai, 
Sema (LSI) rji, Serna (Hutton) n i ). However, the fact 
that a high front vocalic segment also appears in 1st 
singular forms unrelated to *ga (cf. Miju ki:, Meithei 
ai, Maring kai, Ihota aiyo, Tangkhul i_, Arung i:) 
suggests strongly that the i_ reflexes a separate mor
pheme and that Benedict* s *23ay might either not apply 
here or else itself be segment able into *13 a + #i.

Other 1st singular forms include the by now to 
be expected forms in an initial velar stop, such as 
Banpara ku, Maring kai, Ch*iang qa, Miju ki:, and - 
possibly, via a phonological development, Ligaru ha:,

homophonous, distinguished only by an unexplained 
difference in vowel length.
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presumably from #ga(qa). Again, these forms are "best 
treated as levelings of a paradigmatic opposition 
between the possessive and nominative roots. We have 
as corroborating evidence Wen* s (1941) list of pronouns 
in Ch'iang dialects many of. which preserve a nominative 
singular in qa others of which exhibit the stop initial 
form. Significant statistical evidence can be advanc
ed also. For instance, all of the languages with 
stop-initial pronouns have homophonous possessive forms, 
while Chang, Ao, and Tamlu preserve the earlier situa
tion of a nominative in *ga and a possessive in #ga.

3.3.31. 3rd PEES0!T INFLUENCES

Besides these more or less regular developments, 
this group also exhibits some idiosyncratic develop
ments that are in all likelihood associated with polite
ness or euphemistic conventions. The data comprises 
lableng ta:o, Ihota, Angami, and Empeo a:, and Tangkhul, 
Meithei, and Arung i or ai, all of which are the normal 
1st person forms. In all cases except fableng the 
roots are recognizable as either the inclusive root 
#i or the 3rd person (or demonstrative) form *a, ^  or

qi
* Separate evidence for the existence of this form, 

which has not previously been alluded to in this 
paper, is widespread— in the affixal pronouns of 
many pronominalized languages; in some specific 3rd 
person independent pronouns observed in Tangkhul, 
Tiddim, Dhimal, etc.; as a nominalizing or
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possibly a combination of both into ai. It is diffi
cult to posit normal chains of development to these 
forms since there are no apparent phonological or 
morphological conditioning factors. For instance, the 
Arung nominative singular is i_£. while the possessive 
is a-, in common with the plural. We see no evidence 
for a presumed earlier stage where i_ was a plural 
element on which the singular may have been modeled.

In other languages, the i appears as nominative 
singular, possessive, and plural stems (e.g. Tangkhul) 
or as just the possessive (e.g. Nocte) or as just the 
plural (e.g. Mikir). Lhota appears with still a third 
variant one in which the plural and singular share the 
same i_ etymon but the singular possessive is a 
instead. What is significant, however, is that no lan
guage with either i or a in 1st nominative singular 
retains any evidence of either the *na or #ga forms of 
the pronouns anywhere else in the 1st person paradigm.
In sum then, it seems that a change occurred whereby an 
inclusive or 3rd person root was substituted for the 
original 1st person pronoun(s), while either maintaining 
or leveling existing oppositions between possessive and 
nominative singular or between nominative singular and 
plural.

demonstrative element in many languages; and as a 
remnant of the early prefixation system of P£B 
(cf. Wolfenden 1929).
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The preceding argument, which supposes some 
transfer of meaning from 3rd to 1st person, would 
necessitate an additional change in the total picture 
of the pronominal paradigm in that a new 3rd person 
pronoun would have to he created. On the other hand, 
however, the marked instability characteristic of the 
3rd person slot in the paradigm would apparently have 
been a prerequisite in order for the change to 1st 
person to proceed at all. We can see evidence of the 
probable course of events in the Konyak group.

Tamlu, Tableng, I&ulung, and Tablung are all very 
closely related within Konyak, one or more perhaps 
even being dialectally related. In 1st person, Tableng 
invariably uses some variant of a root tau, while its 
3rd person is m i , in common with Tamlu. Tamlu, however, 
retains the original *na root in 1st singular although 
its 1st plural exhibits a form ham which is probably 
itself related to a proximal demonstrative. Mulung 
shows a similar form helam in the 1 st nominative singu
lar and plural although its 1st possessive uses a stem 
ti- < tau. Its 3rd singular pronoun is tau, shewing 
the overt connection between the two persons. Tablung, 
like Tableng, uses the tau form to serve all 1st per
son functions, although its 3rd singular taupa also 
retains the root, but with the addition of a second 
morpheme -pa which distinguishes it from 1st singular
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3.3. 32. NON-SINGULAR FORMS

Tills data, as well as the earlier discussion 
concerning the probable direction of analogical 
changes, invariably reveals a movement into the singu
lar position of the pronominal paradigm by a plural or 
possessive form. Innovations in the singular are thus 
ultimately ascribable to variations original to or 
arising in non-singular forms. The particular changes 
producing these forms include: (1) the incorporation 
of 3rd person or demonstrative elements into 1st 
person; (2) the morphophonemic collapse of the singular 
with the plural marker:

m  9J

(3) the lexicalization of one syllable of an original 
disyllabic form:

jl 94#gaqa -> ga
#kana -> ka

^ The two forms mi and £>a are probably to -be identified 
with the PTB roots *r-mi(y) ’man* and *na ’father* 
respectively. There is no obvious etymoTogy for 
#tau however.

93 inis morphological process of forming the plural was 
retained until relatively recent times. It was 
ooerative in languages with plural and singular 
forms using roots other than *r)a, where the plural 
manifests a front vowel and the singular a central 
or back vowel (cf. Banpara 1st singular ku, 1st 
plural kern; Digaru 1st singular ka:, 1st plural hin).

94 It would perhaps be just as correct to cite these
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and (4 ) the lexical!zation of an original morpheme 
sequence at "boundaries different from the orginal 
morpheme boundaries:

The 1st and 2nd person stem forms of Figure 22 are all 
explainable according to one of these alternatives.

Passing over those 1st plurals which have been 
specifically discussed already, we are left mainly 
with those exhibiting a stem form in an initial velar 
stop: lepcha ka-, Chang kann (exclusive), Banpara kern,
Tamlu hamCphug), ^  Ch*iang qa-, which are best explain
ed as were the corresponding 2nd plural forms with k— 
initials (cf. section 3.3.21), as deriving from origin
al Disyllabic forms.

The only other unexplained forms are Chang in
clusive sann and Ao 1st plural alternants ozo- and 
asen. Chang sann probably derives from sa + ne (cf. 
inclusive possessive sanebu) where sa- may be regarded 
as a demonstrative or 3rd person element (not attestable

forms and those exemplifying point (4) with the -£- 
medial, i.e. #gyana and #kyana, as presumably 
obtains in the western Himaxayish groups (cf. section 
3.2.3)- In the Assam Hills languages, 1st person 
forms such as Kipu ki: and Ao ke would provide 
corroborating evidence.
The stem final -m of Tamlu is conditioned by the 
following suffix initial ph-. Banpara -m may have 
a similar origin, though no specific plural suffix 
is cited.
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in Chang, but cf. Lhota plural exclusive si; enni;, Si: 
'this, he*). Ao asen undoubtedly has a similar origin. 
The other Ao plural ozo- may be originally an inclu
sive form which was preserved as a plural when the 
distinction was lost (cf., for example, Serna dual in
clusive a;kuzo and the discussion in section 3*5 of the 
Barish and Lolo-Burmese inclusives).

3.4. APPRAISAL OP THE DISYLLABIC PRONOUN HYPOTHESIS 

3-4. T. SUMMARY OP THE ARGUMENT

At this point a summary of the arguments advanced 
as evidence for the original presence in PTB of di
syllabic 1 st and 2nd person roots as well as the 
separate morphemic status of each of the syllables is 
in order. Recapitulating their order of presentation 
in the text, they include:

(1) The synchronic presence of bisyllabic 1st and 
2nd person pronouns in Eastern Himalayish;

(2) The permutability of the two elements of the 
pronoun, which lies at the source of explaining 
why closely related languages have one or the 
other of the two component morphemes and why a 
single language may exhibit both ordering 
combinations;
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(3) The reanalysis of the original hisyllabic form 
into a unitary syllable, for example 2nd per
son #k(y)ana becoming kan or some variant in 
many languages;

(4) The morphosyntactic separability of the two com
ponent elements, as in Kanauri which interposes 
a dual or plural marker;

(5) The characteristic use of only one of the two 
components of the independent forms in the verb 
affixes;

(6 ) The finding that stop initial nominative pro
nouns do not co-occur with nasal initial possess-

96ive or plural forms;

(7) The fact that languages with stop initial nomina
tive pronouns have possessives or plurals in 
some innovative root i.e., neither g- or £- in 
1st nor n- or k- in 2nd.

Each of these points was adequately covered in 
the text except point (5) which requires further

Kanauri and Vayu, both stop initial languages, have 
1st singular possessives in ag. This appears to be 
a secondary development in each language, not imme
diately traceable to *ga, cf. the Vayu 2nd singular 
possessive ug which is clearly secondary and the 
Kanauri 2nd singular possessive ka where the stop 
initial is maintained. In general, 2nd person forms 
are more conservative than 1st in ITorthwest 
Himalayish.
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elaboration. In section 3-1.23 verb affixes in the 
pronominalized languages were shown to be monosyllabic 
and either stop initial or nasal initial. This data 
is further expanded by simultaneously considering all 
the pronominalized languages together (cf. Figure 23). 
Figure 23 discloses the information that the stop 
initial roots only rarely appear in affixal form. In 
1st person they are exhibited regularly and predictably 
in the Euki-Chin languages (Lushei and Tiddim), 
although, as pointed out earlier (cf. section 2.3 *422), 
Tiddim retains in the colloquial language the more 
prevalent reflex in 5 . On this point, we can readily 
and reliably conclude that the Euki-Chin ka 1st 
singular affix is secondarily developed.

The stop initial alternant of 1st person is 
maintained also as the common affix by the Northwest 
Himalayish group, though generally in varying form—  

only Msnchati retaining the vowel. It is more diffi
cult to determine if this represents an original situa
tion or if, as in Euki-Chin, it is a comparatively late 
innovation. If the 2nd person affixes are simultaneous
ly taken into consideration, however, it appears that 
Northwest Himalayish is described by the second alter
native, since its 2nd person affixes all utilize na or 
some variant root, while the independent 2nd person 
pronoun invariably appears with the innovative stop 
initial root. The different historical stabilities of
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Figure 23: PRONOMINAL AFFIXES OF
INTRANSITIVE VERBS

1st SC. 2nd SG.
Bunan -g -na
Kanchati -ga -na
Kanauri -Bg* -fin
TThnm ga- no-
Chepang -XI -te
Vayu -T)0 -0

Bahing -ga -ye
Limbu .-a: k*__0
Jyarung -13 to___n
Rawang -XI e__ fS

Nocte -as -o
Kachin -ng{ai) -nd( ai)
Lushei ka- i-
Tiddim -\in(coll.) 

ka-Cdescr.)
— tee(coll.) 
nfi-Cdescr.)
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1st and 2nd persons, which this explanation pre
supposes, have also been previously exemplified in the 
languages of the Assam Hills (cf. section 3.3.1).

Besides the na root, another prevalent pattern 
exhibited in ‘ d person affixes requires the use of 
some root whic.^ does not appear at all among the inde
pendent pronouns, most typically #te (cf. Figure 8 ).
In Jyarung, ■ where both #te and #nar) are used we 
probably have a close approximation to the original 
morphological situation. Semantically, it would seem 
that the #te and -nag elements originally embodied 
different information in consideration of their 
appearance in different morphological position classes. 
Some discussion bearing on this difference may be 
found in sections 4 .1.6 and 4 .2 .22.

Point (5) can therefore be restated more posi
tively ass

(5) The absence of any stop initial pronominal root 
in the affixal system of a pronominalized lan
guage, except as a secondary development.

3.4.2. ETYMOLOGY OP USE STOP INITIAL PRONOMINAL 
ELEMENTS

Although the morphological separateness of each 
of the syllables of the disyllabic pronouns is apparent, 
nothing has yet been said concerning the possibility
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of lexically and semantically identifying these ele
ments or even whether this is possible. The two 
syllables may be synonymous and the disyllabic form 
equivalent to a compound; they may be morphophonemically 
separable elements of a monomorphemic lexical item, or 
they may have separate lexical and semantic status, 
in which case the disyllabic form is equivalent to a 
syntactic or derivational structure.

3.4.21. HISTORICAL PRIORITY OP THE NASAL INITIAL ROOTS

As a first step in approaching this question we 
can make a considered guess from the facts of points 
(5-7 ) that the nasal initial forms are original and 
that they establish the basis for the operation of 
analogical processes. Given the direction in which 
this occurs, we can predict what the categorial and 
lexical consequences might be. For instance, supposing 
that a language eliminates its original nasal-initial 
nominative pronouns by substituting the proper stop- 
initial correspondent, the existing morphological 
distinction between nominative and possessive will be 
lost, unless compensated for by ‘dragging* up some 
other form to fill the possessive space. We thus 
allow for the actually observed situations where the 
possessive and nominative forms appear similar and 
both are either stop initial or nasal initial, and 
where the nominative and possessive differ and the
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possessive is either stop initial or some other sub
stituted form.

Since it has been determined that the stop initial 
root (henceforth to be indicated by a neutralized form 
#kya) ^  probably appeared first in possessive and plural 
forms and then later generalized to singular pronouns 
in certain languages, the most logical guess as to its 
original meaning would involve one or both of these 
functions. For both functions there are many lan
guages using particular morpheme indicators in con
struction with the pronoun root. The other possibili
ties of simply juxtaposing a pronoun to a noun to 
indicate possession or of allowing the context to dis
ambiguate singular and plural meanings also occur in 
various languages, but specific morphemic indicators 
are very widespread.

Throughout this Chapter the stop initial forms of 
the pronouns were shown to vary in idiosyncratic 
ways-for different languages, the 2nd person express
ed either with a different initial stop, a different 
vowel, or both from the 1st person (cf., for example, 
Ch’iang 1st ca, 2nd ku; Chang 1st ka, 2nd ka:;
Kanauri 1st gET, 2nd xa1). Because of this variation 
it has been possible"^ only tentatively reconstruct 
shapes for the proto-roots. These have been indi
cated variously as 1st person #ga or #gya and 2nd 
person #ka or #kya. The different inixxal conson
ants were set up as place holders of the observed 
differences between 1st and 2nd person forms while 
the alternation of -g- medial with zero v;a.s moti
vated by a real difference occurring in different 
languages or groups. In view of the close phono
logical relation between these two stops and an 
assumption underlying the discussion to follow that 
these- two pronominal elements ultimately derive from 
the same source, the difference will be neutralized 
and a single form #kya set up.
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The plural markers of even very closely related 
languages often differ considerably. Many take on 
grammatical function from some independent status as 
nouns indicating a *group5 or * collection* while others 
are derived from verb/adjectives such as ’many*, 
’several1, etc. Besides this, the typical syntactic 
optionality of the plural markers probably makes them 
prone to rapid change. All in all therefore, they are 
a particularly troublesome set to compare or to recon
struct to any significant time depth.

3.4.22. TEE GENITIVE MARKER #kya

Possessive markers, on the other hand, are less 
liable to interference from independent nominal or 
verbal notions (although it does occur) and are general—

q gly syntactically stable. Inherently, this would 
suggest that an early genitive root might be retriev
able. It is beyond the aims of this work to examine 
closely the case system of TB, it is simply necessary 
to point out that in a large percentage of the languages 
discussed in this chapter the possessive marker speci
fically appears as a syllable with an initial velar

In many languages the genitive marker is optionally 
used, especially in certain constructions referring 
to a nominal possessor. In this way, there is a 
natural continuum from ’pure* genitive constructions 
to nominal compounds. The deletability of the geni- • 
tive marker with a pronominal possessor, however, is 
either not possible at all or is at least highly 
constrained.
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stop followed "by a vowel or glide plus vowel (cf.
Newari gu, Balling ke, Dhimal ko, Chepang ku, Yakha ga, 
Arung gu;, Miri ka, Banpara ku, Meithei gi, Tibetan 
gyi, etc.).

The positive comparison between this possessive 
particle and the #kya pronominal root in both phono
logical shape and semantic usage implies that the 
genitive marker may have been a grammatical morpheme 
which fused with the pronominal roots to eventually 
create the stop-initial pronouns.

The original position of this genitive particle 
in relation to the pronoun, whether it preceded or 
followed, is difficult to determine, although a prin
cipled guess may be made that it followed, on the 
argument that it appears thus in all languages irre
spective of subgroup which currently maintain it, that 
this is the expected position of a genitive marker for 
verb final languages (Greenberg 1966), and that Archaic 
Chinese is also reconstructed with a genitive in *-k 
following the pronoun (Graham 1969- 1970) . ^  if this is 
true then Miri in the North Assam group would best

The Chinese final -k of pronominal forms has been a 
bone of contention since its original reconstruction 
by Karlgren (1920) who used it to advance the posi
tion that Archaic Chinese was an inflected language. 
Graham, after closer inspection, believes it to 
represent an originally independent genitive morpheme 
which later fused with the preceding pronominal root 
lending the appearance, though not the fact, to the 
inflection hypothesis.
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exemplify "both, the phonological forms and syntax of the 
proto-language in its possessives 13aka fmy* and noka 
■your*.

3.4.23. REANAIYSIS OP A PTB GENITIVE CONSTRUCTION

If this statement regarding the original position 
of the genitive marker is correct, the alternate word 
order with a preceding genitive— #ky-qa and #kya-nari—  

must be accounted for. In the earlier treatment of the 
Himalayish languages the permutation of these two 
elements was well documented, although it appeared then 
that the genitive marker had already lost its possessive 
meaning and was better to be interpreted as a pronominal 
element, although with separate morphological stauus 
from the *na and *najQ roots. The permutability, there
fore, functionally entails nothing more than a switch 
in position of two synonymous or near synonymous mor
phemes. In other words, even at the level of Proto- 
Eastern Himalayish, we do not have to account for the 
inversion of a syntactic construction. The factor 
responsible for the still earlier change of elements in 
the genitive construction has not been determined. I 
would like to propose now one possible explanation 
which, as will be seen, has the virtue of predicting 
the observed fact that the inversion of elements in the 
genitive construction is applicable only to pronominal 
elements.
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In certain TB languages the genitive function is 
systematically subdivided into two syntactic construc
tions indicating respectively alienable and inalienable 
possession. In these languages, inalienable possession 
(marked for kin terms and body parts especially) is 
usually expressed by a short form of the pronoun pre
fixed to the substantive root; for example, Meithei 
i—pa *my father1, jL- < ei *I1. The •short1 set of 
pronouns may, however, be used to indicate simple 
possession of any noun, whether alienably or inalien
ably possessed, as an alternative to the normal geni
tive construction with the full pronoun plus genitive 
particle. So, for Meithei, both of the following 
phrases are possible:

nari-gi: khut •your band1
na-khut •your band1

For the set of inalienably possessed nouns, which must 
necessarily take the short form of the pronoun, the 
process has likewise generalized, so that the full form 
of the genitive may be preposed, resulting in construc
tions such as: ei-gi: i-pa: fmy father1, with a double
indication of the 1st person possessive. If a similar 
sequence of events had produced a comparable structure 
with the *na root, as in #%a-kya qa-houn, a reanalysis 
to #kya-na I-Toun could very likely have occurred.

This explanation has the advantage of not pre-
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supposing any necessary change in the relative order of 
the genitive particle in respect to nouns, it arises 
as a consequence of the reinterpretation of the #kya 
element as a dissociable part of the pronoun itself.
As such, we would not expect to find phrase orders of 
the type:

possessed noun + genitive + pronominal possessor

in synchronic languages, and to my knowledge we do not.
We can also naturally formulate an account of the 

Kanauri ’infixed1 number markers discussed earlier 
(cf. section 3.2.3). Recall that the 1st dual pronoun 
ka: s8g was interpreted as resulting from ka: + s8 + 23a 
where s8 is clearly the dual indicator. The insertion 
of this element is syntactically justified on the evi
dence that numerals in Kanauri precede their head noun 
(even though number markers are invariably suffixed).
In a possessive construction, therefore, the resultant 
order of elements will be:

possessor + genitive + numeral + possessed noun
i:mi: u: nis caq

one man genitive two son
* a man’s two sons’

Assuming that Kanauri earlier exhibited a pronominal 
prefix to the noun with genitive meaning, similar to 
that indicating inalienable possession in Keithei, then
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a numeral would logically interpose itself between the 
genitive and the prefix:

pronoun + /genitive + numeral + pronoun /  + head
noun

This construction could later have been reanalyzed as a 
single form, comprising the section spanning the two 
diagonals. This explanation is offered only with 
caution because of its highly speculative nature. We 
just do not have sufficient information to unequivocally 
state that Kanauri actually historically possessed the 
categories attributed to it. The reason it is proposed 
at all is that it falls into line with the facts and 
indications of other TB languages. Though we cannot 
use this cross-linguistic evidence to confirm the facts 
of Kanauri's development, we may at least utilize it to 
suggest a possibility.

It was originally assumed in approaching this 
problem that if a language reinterpreted its genitive 
marker as a pronominal element, that genitive marker 
would no longer be accessible to the language to carry 
out its original function. The expectation would be 
that a language with stop initial pronouns should there
fore exhibit a genitive marker with some shape other 
than #kya. Certain stop initial languages do confirm 
this prediction; for example, Lepcha possessive marker 
-sa, Chang -bu, Ch'iang -sr, Kanauri -u. Others,
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however, retain what appears to he the original geni
tive; for example, Banpara -ku, Sho -gu, Bahing —ke, 
Newari -gu. With the explanation advanced above, 
however, it is not necessary to assume that #kya will 
lose its status as a genitive. There is no necessary 
connection bet7/een the events which operate on the 
pronouns and those operating on. the genitive marker, 
since what has been proposed is not so much a reinter
pretation of a genitive morpheme as a reanalysis of a 
genitive construction. At the time of the reanalysis 
there is no similar pressure for reanalysis acting on 
the genitive marker in its use with nominal, as opposed 
to pronominal, possessors. We might expect, therefore, 
that it could easily maintain its status in the lan
guage, as it actually has in many cases. Pressures to 
substitute another genitive marker must result from 
other causes.

3.4.24. STOP INITIAL PLURAL STEMS

Recall now the data collected in Figure 12, which 
suggests an intimate association between the possessive 
and plural functions, necessary to account for the 
homophony of the pronominal stems used to express them 
in distinction to the nominative singular form. The 
postulated connection of these functions is just 
possibly fortuitous, since the possessive stem, arising 
by reanalysis of the genitive construction, may have
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analogized to the plural. Arguing against this view, 
however, is the position that a leveling in this direc
tion is no more motivated than one which would level 
the stem distinction between the possessive singular 
and the nominative singular forms of the pronouns. 
Languages with this particular alignment and with a 
plural form with the nasal-initial stem do not occur 
however.

Appealing again to the structure which was set up 
to underlie the reanalysis:

pronoun + genitive + pronoun + head noun

and recalling that the plural markers of many languages 
derive from independent nouns, it is possible that the 
head noun of the formula can be identified as the 
nominal predecessor of the plural marker. In this
event the reanalysis to the stop—initial pronouns would 
simultaneously yield the plural forms also. This 
explanation poses certain questions concerning the 
etymologies of plural indicators in TB languages, par
ticularly those with stop initial pronouns. Presumably 
these questions are verifiable, but it was not possible 
to follow up these leads here.

i wouia like to thank John Crothers for bringing 
this possibility to my attention.
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3.5. SUMMARY

To conclude this chapter it will he expedient to 
summarize the data by presenting a brief description 
of each of the hypothesized roots and then test these 
roots against pronominal data from the subfamilies so 
far unmentioned.

3.5.1. SYSTEM OP PT3 PRONOMINAL ROOTS

*13a and *nag : These two roots, 1st person *qa
and 2nd person *nao are established as the fprimary* 
pronominal roots of TB on the basis of their ubiquitous 
presence in all subgroups of the family and their 
demonstrable historical priority over other pronominal 
roots. Further evidence of their antiquity can be 
found in the fact that both pertain to Sino-Tibetan, 
the earliest reconstructible level of the family. The 
1st person form *:qay reconstructed by Benedict is 
treated as very likely morphemically separable into *ria 
+ #i (see below).

#gya- and #kya- : These two forms, #gya- (or
#ga— ) 1st person and #kya- (or #ka-) 2nd person, are 
felt to ultimately derive from a single morphemic 
element #kya representing an original genitive particle. 
This form, from its original position in a genitive 
construction, fused with the primary pronouns to create 
disyllabic pronominal forms, #gyaqa (#gaqa) 1st person
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and #kyana (#kana) 2nd person. Various language 
specific processes could then operate to modify the 
phonological shape of these disyllables, two of the 
most typical being the deletion of the final vowel or 
syllable and the permutation of the elements. In 
languages exhibiting these so-called stop initial pro
nouns, there is always some characteristic distinguish
ing 1st from 2nd person. It appears, however, that 
different languages or language groups have changed 
according to different parameters, sometimes not in
volving a differentiation of the initial stop, so that 
not much phonological credence csj.. be given to the 
difference between initial #£- and initial #k- as set 
up here. They should be regarded as simply marking 
the opposition in stop initial 1st and 2nd person 
forms, no matter how this is actually manifested.

#i, #u, and #ku s #i variously appears as a 1st 
person singular, or plural, an inclusive pronoun in 
languages possessing such a distinction, a 2nd person 
pronoun (where it appears as £e - i_), or as a plural 
marker irrespective of person. Of these uses only the 
plural marker and the inclusive can lay any claim s to 
being original, the others are secondarily developed.
In deciding between these two alternatives, it was 
noted that #i appears widely as a proximal demonstra
tive, contrasting with a distal demonstrative in #u. 
These two considered simultaneously could account for
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the inclusive/exclusive distinction since #u also 
appears as an exclusive marker paralleling the use of 
#i as an inclusive marker. On the other hand, a 
stronger case may perhaps he made for considering #i as 
a plural which generalized to the inclusive when a 
separate indicator, in the form of a morpheme #ka or 
#ku ( < #ku 3rd person ?), was called into play to 
create the exclusive distinction. Exclusive forms in 
#u may then he regarded as phonological modifications 
of #ku.

3.5.2. PBEDICTIVE CAPACITY OP THE SYSTEM:
OTHEH T3 SUBGHOUPS

Figures 24 and 25 present data on the independent 
pronominal forms of the major T3 subgroups not con
sidered previously. For the most part none of the data 
raises any serious problems for the analysis discussed 
above, in most cases the roots of these groups can be 
easily accomodated.

Certain peculiarities of these tables deserve 
mention. First of all, the Bodo-Garo 1st person 
plurals with an initial palatal affricate can be 
derived regularly from #i, or more precisely #yi, since 
it is characteristic of this group to affricate initial 
*£- (cf., for example, the following forms taken from 
Benedict (1972:32): PTB *ya:p *winnow, paddle, etc.1
is Garo co *row, paddle, dig1 and Dimasa jau paddle,
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Figure 24: 1st PERSON PRONOUNS IN MISCELLANEOUS TB SUBGROUPS®

1stSC. 1st PL. 1st PL.
Jyarung Ca (50) ndzo (ndzo) yo (yi)[incl.) 

ijofiie (yi)[excl.J
Nungish

Hawang Ca qani ijanig
Trung iD1

Kachinish
Kachin (Hanson) jjai (nye:) an anhte:
Kachin (Herts) qai (nye) yen, an i - ihte, anhte

lolo-Burcese
Karu flan (ca) Qanak natnawq
Burmese Ca (ija.) jjadou., qa.dou
Lieu Jjwa4 raw|, a*4nu5[incl.] 

C»a nu-*, a’4nu3(excl.j
Lahu nd na-h£-mi. qa-hi
Akha Jja’ (jja-eu-) ija-ha ca^
Sani ^a33 a^ssSSfincl.]

Sav,ca4*[exd.]
Bodo-Garo

Cbutiya & (ayyo) jaru (jariyo, jar)
Bo do a:jj jog
Caro MJ a’n-ciQ, na’cictincl.] 

cig[excl.]
Dimasa ag(ani) jiC, 3WJ (3»ai)

Kuki-Chin
Bhimal*’ ka: (katgko) kye:l (kiQko)
Lushei kei (keia, ka) keini (keini, kan)
Tiddim /kei (kfi) /ei (I)[ind.] - 

\kou (ka__ ~u‘5)[excl.J
Sho ee: (ka) ce:hni"pa—hni" ee:me", ame"

r —ssessive forms are included only when they differ from the 
nominative form. They ore cited in parentheses.

** Ihimal is included with Kuki-Chin simply on the basis of their 
morphological similarity. Its true affiliation is p^blematie.
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Figure 25: 2nd PERSON PRONOUNS IN KISCELLANEOUS TB SUBGROUPS®

2nd SG. 2nd DL. 2nd PL.
Jyarung no (no) QOndzA (ndzs) Ro (fti)

Nungish
Bawang na nani naniQ
Trune na4‘ fiie1 fiiQ4

Kachini sh
Kachin (Hanson) naQ (na) nan nanhte:
Kachin (Herts) nao nan nihte, nanhte

Lolo-Burmese
Haru naw (ni) nanak nannwQ
Burmese nin (nin.) nindou., nin.dou.
Lisu nu4 nu4wa5, nu5
Lahu nd r&-hi -OB ni-hi
Akha naw" (naw-eu.) naw.ha buu
Sani n33 na11

Bodo-Garo
Chutiya n5 (niyo) noru (noriyo, nor)
Bodo naQ naQ eu:r
Caro na* (na’Q) na’simaQ, na’soQ
Dimasa nuq (nini) nigi, nugi

Kuki-Chin
Bhimalt na: (na:Qko) nye:l (niQko)
Lushei naQ (naQa, i) naQni (najjni, in)
Tiddim /naQ (n£) —  (na ~u’)
ShO nauQ (na) nauQhni"pahni" nauQme"

B Possessive forms are included only when they differ from the 
nominative fora. They are cited in parentheses.

^ Dhinal is included with Kuki-Chin sinply on the basis of their 
morphological similarity. Its true affiliation is problematic.
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dig or root up, winnow*; PTB *yu(w) ’liquor, wine, beer* 
is Garo cu, Dimasa ju). The Bodo-Garo plural form, 
therefore, reverts to #yiq or #yaq ( < #(y)i -4- 13a. ?). 

Note the comparison to the 1st singular #ag ( < #a +
33a ?). If the presumed etymologies are correct we 
might have another instance of the use of contrasting 
demonstratives in 1st person forms, similar to their 
appearance in Naga and Himalayash languages (cf. Lhota 
1st singular askha, 1st plural _e; Angami 1st singular 
a;, 1 st plural inclusive heko ( < #ha + i + ko ?); 
Bigaru 1st singular ha:, 1st plural hiqloq; Khaling 
1st singular u j q ,  1st plural inclusive ik; Waling 1st 
singular agka, (also igka), 1st plural inclusive ika). 
The alternation of these two roots also characterizes 
Kuki-Chin, Kachin, and Lisu.10*1 Widespread evidence 
of this sort strengthens the hypothesis that demon
strative and 3rd person influences on 1st person 
functions is of long standing duration in IB.

One other point worth mentioning concerns the
102tonal alternation in the Lolo-Burmese pronouns, 

especially for Burmese, Akha, and Sani. Note particu
larly that the two former languages utilize the same

101 Graham Thurgood has informed me that the Lisu 1st 
plural inclusive raw? can be regularly derived 
from, a form *yarj2 ~or ^zar)2, which recalls exactly 
the Bodo-Garo forms.

102 I appreciate very much having the fact of this al
ternation pointed out to me by Graham Thurgood who, 
moreover, directly supplied me with the data on 
Sani, Lisu and Akha.
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tone for "both the possessive and plural stems, which, 
recalls the identity of these two forms in many other 
languages previously considered (cf. Figure 22).
Graham Thurgood (personal communication) has work in 
progress which demonstrates that the tonal alternation 
can be attributed to an earlier, separate morphemic 
element in *ye or *ke which, if verifiable, would 
reaffirm the conclusion reached earlier concerning the 
shape of the genitive and its influence in determining 
the stem shape of the pronouns.

Hopefully during the course of this chapter the 
point has been convincingly made that the pronominal 
system of TB, though extremely pliable categorially, 
is internally consistent and explainable by regular, 
if not clearly understoodj interactions between the 
separate domains of demonstratives and the system 
marking participants in the speech act. In the next 
chapter the reliability of the comparison setting up 
the pronominal roots described above is assumed and 
employed to examine the affixal roots of the pronominal- 
ized languages, hopefully to show something of the 
historical development of individual affixal patterns.
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CHAPTER 4. AFFIXAL PRONOMINAL ROOTS AND PATTERNS OP 
AFFIXATION

4.0. INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents detailed discussion of the 
affixal morphology of the pronominal!zed languages, 
with the goal of uncovering evidence for the pathways 
different languages have taken in arriving at their 
current states of grammatical evolution. In the pre
ceding chapter the opinion was expressed that the pro
nominal roots ultimately established for TB could be 
systematically related to certain demonstrative ele
ments and an earlier genitive construction. In this 
context, any appearance of these derived roots in the 
affixal morphology would chronologically place that 
morphology at a time postdating its appearance in the 
independent pronominal system. Although such evidence 
does not conclusively prove one way or the other 
whether the morphological framework existed at the time 
that the derived root was inserted, it does presume a 
period of accretion of morphological apparatus which 
may be helpful in tracing the system to earlier periods.

In Chapter 2 the morphological apparatus of the 
pronominal!zed languages was shown to be typologically 
distinct from Indo-European and, on the whole, of 
great complexity in comparison to Munda. This matter 
is more fully examined in the following pages with an
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attempt at further, more naturally typologizing the 
agreement relations which the affixes themselves convey. 
The intent of this approach is to demystify the 
complexity— to better understand it as a logical conse
quence of the categorial and syntactic facts of various 
TB l a n g u a g e s . T h e  most important of these syntactic/ 
semantic clues involves what will be called the transi
tivity type of the language, how agents and patients 
are marked.

I have made previous reference in Chapter 2 to 
the hypothesis that pronominal categories and morphology 
are traceable to very early stages of the family 
approximating if not identical to the stage of PT3. The 
changes in morphological structure which individual 
languages have undergone will not disconfirm this hypo
thesis; it still remains necessary to postulate some 
common morphological structure to the proto-language.
In so far as possible, this structure is characterized 
and described and the developments from it to the

103 -touchy question of whether synchronically all 
pronominal morphology should be construed as syn
tactically generated will be avoided. It is not at 
issue that in particular instances certain semantic 
distinctions are made in the affixal morphology 
which are neutralized in nouns and independent pro
nouns. Since it is probably true, however, that, 
diachronically, morphology derives from syntax, the 
morphology may retain evidence of a previous, more 
complex syntactic organization. The question of 
how such morphology should be treated vis-a-vis the 
contemporary* syntax is the issue being skirted.
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morphologies of the daughter languages are outlined. 
Finally, some concluding arguments are advanced (cf. 
section 4 -4 ) for the purpose of demonstrating a certain 
unity to the categorial and morphological changes in 
pronominal systems occurring throughout TB.

4.1. INTRANSITIVE VERB AFFIXES

Figures 26 and 27 list the pronominal affixes of 
the intransitive verb of the fourteen pronominalized 
languages introduced in Chapter 2. For ease of com
parison, the independent pronouns corresponding to each 
affix are also included in the second half of each cell. 
This pairing was felt to be especially useful in 
demonstrating the contention that the morphological 
systems of these languages are more conservative than 
the independent pronominal systems.

4.1.1. THE PROTOTYPE OF THE INTRANSITIVE VERB 
PARADIGMS

Note particularly that several of the stop initial 
languages, which, we saw to be innovative in this char
acteristic (cf. section 3.4 ), retain nasal initial roots 
in the affixes (e.g. Bahing 1st singular go vs. affixal 
-13a, Tiddim /kei vs. - M q ,  Manehati 2nd singular go vs. 
affixal -na). The pattern is pervasive enough for us 
to assume the originality of the *ga and *nag roots for
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Pigure 26: 1st PERSON INTRANSITIVE VERB AFFIXES®

gin-

-tayhi

go khata

gosuku
-ci:ge:

A e i
a The upper entry for each language is the intransitive verb affix,the intransitive:chf02The uuDer entry    -— —  — ------------the lower entry the corresponding independent pronoun.e:
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Figure 27: 2nd PERSON INTRANSITIVE VERB AFFIXES®

ban, ini nyispi

kyeku Jcyere

Vayu

gasi

Jyarung

-nd(ai)

a The upper entry for each language is the intransi
tive verb affix, the lower entry the corresponding independent pronoun.
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1st and 2nd person agreement respectively. Other roots 
serving 1st and 2nd person functions -are either inno
vative (e.g. Bunan 1st singular -ki < #gya) or resolv
able by considering other morphological factors (e.g. 
Chepang 2nd person -te, for a discussion of which see 
section 4-1.6). All of the roots used affixally have 
been described or introduced in Chapter 3 and need not 
be further elaborated on here.

One interesting difference between the independent 
pronouns and their affixal equivalents is that for 
dual and plural subjects agreement is generally for 
number only, and not person (cf. Jyarung 1st dual -ts 
( < #si), Rawang 1st dual -si, Bailing 2nd dual -si).
In other languages, we typically do not find any evi
dence of either the 1st or 2nd person roots *ria and 
*naq in the dual and plural affixes (cf. the Chepang'
2nd plural affix -te y vs. the independent pronoun
ninte; Kachin myitd(ai) vs. nanthe: ; Vayu -ne vs.
gone; Bunan -th ni vs. hanji; or Rawang 1st plural -i
vs. qanirj, Kachin -ga vs. anthe;, Chepang -tayhi vs. 
qi, etc.).

On this evidence I would propose that the system 
underlying the affixation pattern of these contemporary 
languages originally did not discriminate person infor
mation in the dual and plural. The picture of the 
proposed PTB intransitive verb affix system is sketched 
in Figure 28.
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Figure io:PROTOTYPE IHTRAHSITIVE V533 AGREEMENT SYSTEM

SG. DL. PL.

1st -13a -Si -i

2nd -na -Si -i
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According to the model of Figure 28 it would be 
expected that some homophony of 1st and 2nd persons 
would occur in the non-singular numbers. Confinning 
this prediction, we actually do observe instances of 
such homophony, for example, in Vayu 1st dual inclu
sive and 2nd dual -chik, in Eanauri 1st dual exclusive 
(also plural) and 2nd dual -ec, and Manchati 1st dual 
and 2nd dual -si and 1st plural and 2nd plural -ni. 
These, however, are the only examples.

The question of why homophony should not be more 
pervasive can best be answered in terms of various 
supplementary mechanisms developed to prevent possible 
confusion. There would, of course, be no confusion if 
the independent pronouns remained synchronic ally obli
gatory and historically stable. They did not, however. 
This suggests that greater reliance was placed on the 
affixal morphology to distinguish the case relations 
between nominal elements and the verb, necessitating 
some mechanisms to distinguish 1st and 2nd persons in 
the non-singular numbers. I will take up some of 
these issues in the immediately following sections.

4.1.2. 1st PERSON SINGULAR FORMS

The 1st singular affixes with the exception of 
the Northwest Himalayish group, Lushei, and Limbu all 
show *%a derived roots. The exceptional languages have 
innovated their affixal forms on the model of derived
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independent forms. In Northwest Himalayish we find 
#kya related forms: Bunan -ki, Maachati -ga, and
Kanauri -Sg* , "based on the stop-initial forms of the 
independent pronoun. The same development pertains to 
Lushei ka- and Tiddim ka- formed on the basis of kei. 
The Limbu 1st singular affix -a: is again based on a 
fuller form aqa: which earlier was shown (cf. section
3.2.21) to be derived from #gaqa, possibly through a 
form #haqa, the latter attested from other Eastern 
Himalayish languages (cf. Figure 15)*

This evidence is taken to demonstrate the strong 
possibility of the original status of -13a as the 1st 
singular agreement marker. It is set up as a suffix 
since it appears so in all languages except Kham, where 
it has been reanalyzed as a prefix on analogy with the 
innovated dual and plural markers (cf. section 4 .1.4 ). 
Even the substituted #kya forms appear as suffixes, 
except in the Kuki-Chin languages where prefixation has 
become the predominant pattern— perhaps to maximize the 
difference from the suffixed colloquial affixes.

4.1.3. DUAL HAHKEES

As mentioned above, the dual marker #si is the 
only morpheme used to mark agreement for a 1st dual

Tiddim also maintains an earlier *rja reflex in the
colloquial 1st person affix -\iq.
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subject. The *jja root is not used in the dual. The 
only exception to this assertion is Chepang in which 
-33 marks the exclusive pronoun. There are two possible 
explanations, both of which require that it be secon
darily introduced. First, affixal -q may simply mark 
agreement for the non-singular, independent pronoun in 
qi, which itself is an innovated form (cf. section
3.3.22). Or, second, it may represent an innovated 
exclusive root, since it paradigmatically contrasts with 
inclusive -tayh (cf. 1st dual inclusive -tayh-ca and 
1st dual exclusive —13—ca) which is non-pronominal in 
origin (cf. section 4 .2.22).

All the languages which exhibit an incluiuve/ 
exclusive opposition are by their nature counter 
examples to the claim that person information is not 
incorporated into the dual and plural affixes. But 
even though this is the case, the mechanisms for marking 
the person differences do not involve the use of the 
1st singular root; so for Bahing the 1st dual inclusive 
is -sa, exclusive -suku, singular -33a. As we saw in 
Chapter 3, the elaboration of the inclusive/exclusive 
is tied instead to a parallel opposition between proxi
mal and distal demonstratives or, to some 3rd person 
influence (cf. section 3.2.22).
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4.1.4. PLURAL MARKERS

The plural marker of the prototype system was 
set up as #-i_ on the tasis of the plural forms of 
Jyarung -i, Rawang -d, and Nocte -e. The Tiddim 
literary affix 1— is also cognate although its morpho
logical insertion probably took place at a later time, 
the colloquial affixes representing the original situa
tion. We see additional evidence for #-i as the 
prototypical plural form by considering the -i of 
Chepang, which can be factored out of the inclusive 
-tayh-i and exclusive -q-i; and then comparing this 
marker with —ca, similarly factorable from the dual 
forms, as pointed out above. The same holds true with 
other languages maintaining this opposition (cf., for 
example, Limbu exclusive plural —i:ge, Bahing inclusive 
plural -ga, and Vayu inclusive plural -ke ( < #ka + i )).

Other plural markers can be explained as follows. 
The Bunan 1st plural -ith is homophonous with the dual, 
which appears to represent the original meaning. The 
hypothesis that the plural was innovated on the dual 
model can be corroborated by noting that the independent 
dual eraq is the unmarked form, the plural eraqji using 
an innovative suffix. The same explanation pertains to 
the Zanauri data also, the dual affixes -se and -ec 
appear also as the plurals and the independent pro
nominal plurals are formed by suffixing -a:1 to the
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unmarked dual. Note further that the Manchati plural 
affix -ni based on the 2nd plural, is also innovative, 
suggesting that Northwest Himalayish as a whole lost 
the original marker of the 1st plural.

The Eharn plural affix ge, like the dual gin, 
simply mimicks the independent form of the pronoun, 
which we earlier (cf. section 3.2.3) showed to be an 
innovation based on the stop-initial root #kya.

Lastly, the plurals of Kachin -ga, Lushei kan-, 
and Tiddim -\hag (colloquial inclusive) -\urj (collo
quial exclusive) require some comment. First of all, 
it appears that the Kachin form in -ga derives from 
the root marking the exclusive (cf. section 3.2.223 
and also the immediately following section). The Lushei 
kan- has undoubtedly the same origin, with the addition 
of -n, an indicator of the plural (cf. the 2nd person 
affixes: singular i-, plural in-). It might be pos
sible to relate the Tiddim inclusive -NhaQ with the 
Kachin -ga; though, again, this hypothesis must be 
weighed against the also likely possibility that the 
Tiddim form arose independently from a demonstrative 
source.

4.1.5. THE INCLUSIVE/EXCLUSIVE DISTINCTION

This distinction is not attributed to the morpho
logical prototype (cf. Figure 28) for the reason that
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201

no common mechanism can be assumed for all the lan
guages which synchronic ally manifest it* Typically 
the inclusive and exclusive affixes are formed by 
combining some additional morpheme(s) to the original 
number markers for plural (and dual, where appropriate). 
The morphemes added are language or group specific, 
however, reflecting their disparate origins.

In the Eastern Himalayish group an element #ku 
(or #ka) is added to distinguish exclusivity, cf.
Bailing dual -suku, Limbu -ci:ge:, and Vayu -chok, all 
from #-si-ku, with vocalic changes the result of har
monic influences. The k- segment of the exclusive 
appears to have extended itself into the inclusive 
forms of Vayu (dual -chik, plural ke), so that only 
the vowel difference -1 vs. -£ distinguishes the in
clusive from the exclusive in the dual (i.e. chik vs. 
chok).

It may be recalled that earlier the i/o varia
tion was hypothesized to result from a parallel varia
tion in demonstratives, marking the difference between 
proximal and distal notions. This was contrasted with 
a second hypothesis which viewed the inclusive pronoun 
as resulting from the reinterpretation of the plural 
marker #i, due to the categorial addition of the exclu
sive distinction, achieved by the addition of the 
morpheme #ku (#ka) to the 1st person paradigm. The 
evidence from the affixal systems clearly favors the
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second hypothesis. Notice, however, that in many cases 
either pathway to the inclusive/exclusive would produce 
similar results, "both opposing —i and -o. Even assum
ing the correctness of the second hypothesis it is 
quite possible that a pre-existing demonstrative 
opposition, structured along identical lines, partially 
motivated some of the.phonological modifications seen 
in the Eastern Himalayish languages. As the old plural 
root was reinterpreted specifically as an inclusive 
root it would be easy to etymologize its origin as a 
proximal demonstrative, and this may have actuated the 
harmonic processes proposed above and perhaps influenced 
the origin of the independent inclusive and exclusive 
forms as well. In non-pronominalized languages bearing 
this distinction it is still possible for the demon
stratives to have exerted their influence directly on 
the pronominal. system.

Other languages have undergone still other pro
cesses in establishing the inclusive/exclusive opposi
tion. Chepang was mentioned earlier as having elabor
ated two morphemes -tayh and -3 for the inclusive and 
exclusive respectively. Neither of these elements is 
demonstrative in origin and both precede the number 
markers (-tayh-i, q-i) rather than follow, as the 
Eastern Himalayish #ku does.

The origins of both the Khnauri and Tiddim 
distinctions are opaque. Kanauri exclusive -ec appears
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to be built on tbe dual root with some prefixed vocalic 
segment, although the morphemic identity of this vowel 
cannot be given with any assurance. It may in fact be 
epenthetic since the same form — ec is used for 2nd dual 
also. The Tiddim colloquial affixes, inclusive -\hag, 
exclusive -\ur), presumably representing an earlier 
period in the language than the literary affixes, may 
originate in the opposition of a 3rd person pronoun and 
a distal demonstrative respectively. Both languages 
require further comparative investigation.

4.1.6. THE HOKPHEHE #te

Crucial to an understanding of the 2nd person 
affixal forms is a correct appraisal of the #te element. 
This morpheme has been specifically alluded to in 
earlier sections (cf. sections 2.3.44 and 3*3.22) where 
its occurrence in different subgroups was noted to be 
a distinguishing characteristic of the pronominal 
morphology. We see overt evidence of its presence in 
Jyarung ta vb n , Rawang e-, Chepang -te, Tiddim - _ t . 
The list can be further expanded by including Kachin 
-nd(ai) where the vocalic element has been lost.”' ^

105 0f t&e Kachin form is a separable "nominal—
izer"- (Hatisoff 1972b) morpheme which according to 
James Matisoff (personal communication) may derive 
from a re const ructible form *way ss *ray [‘the 
symbol ?s relates alternants of a single word 
family— see Katisoff 1975] (cf. Lahu ve, Akha 
Tibetan and Written Burmese £i). For*~the justTfi- 
cation of including the Rawang form see section 
4.2.22.
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Tiie Limbu 2nd singular k T- is problematic since the 
velar stop is obviously related to the 2nd person pro
noun khene; (cf. a form of the 2nd pronominal adjective, 
also k*-). However, its morphological position preced
ing the verb stem is highly reminiscent of the morpho
logical pattern of a language like Jyarung which main
tains the #te root. Furthermore, the morphological 
pattern of 1st person forms in limbu, though somewhat 
exceptional, does not use the singular root in prefixed 
position, as does the 2nd singular. All in all, there
fore, it would seem that the position of Limbu k*- was 
previously occupied by some other element akin to the 
#te morpheme and that k f- simply replaced it. In sum, 
therefore, we can attribute #te morphology to all sub
groups except Northwest Himalayash, Kham, and Konyak 
(Nocte) and, with a minimum of caveat, to the proto
language.

As mentioned earlier, #te is felt to embody a 
non-pronominal meaning, even though in specific 
instances it appears to have been reinterpreted as pro
nominal. The evidence for assuming this includes the 
fact that #te is not used as an independent 2nd person 
pronoun in any language, with the qualified exception 
of Chepang na:gte that it characteristically

Caughley and Caughley (1970) assume #te to be a 2nd 
person pronoun. However, this interpretation leaves 
unexplained its occurrence on non-2nd person forms
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assumes a different morphological position from the 1st 
(or 3rd) person morphemes, occurring in the dual and 
plural, as well as the singular; and, lastly, that in 
Jyarung and Kachin it co-occurs with -n ( < *-na) in 
the singular (cf. Jyarung t© vb n , Kachin nd(ai) ).

At this time it is appropriate to raise the 
possibility that #te should be interpreted as a type 
of evidential marker specifying the orientation of an 
action with respect to the speech participants, specific
ally that its presence marks the action as not initiated 
by the speaker. Ihis idea will be more fully developed 
in conjunction with the discussion of the transitive 
verb affixes (cf. section 4.2.22). If, for now, this 
meaning of #te can be assumed it is easy to conceive of 
its reinterpretation as a 2nd person marker. Its nega
tive definition— speaker exclusion— is simply inverted 
to the positive corollary— hearer inclusion— by changing 
the focused participant. In this situation, the *naq 
root could easily be conceived of as redundant and

such as: ija:ko ^asytri-^aimh-te je^-ca-u ’my
grain-te eac-will-^rd singular* glossed as ’you 
will eaj my grain’. Notice, though that there is 
no agreement marker for 2nd person in the verb as 
would be expected. Consider also the clause 
?ow-te na:p da:yh-ya: * 3rd singular-te you say- 
question* kif that is what you say’ where -te is 
affixed to a 3rd person pronoun. Lastly, noTice 
that its syntactic position in the object phrase 
nir)-ji-ka:;7-te ’you two' follo?/s the case marker 
ka:y. It is obviously felt to be dissociable from 
thev pronoun per se.
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eliminated, as presumably occurred in Chepang, Rawang, 
and Tiddim.

4.1.7. 2nd PERSON FORMS

Other 2nd person roots appearing among the in
transitive affixes entail no great problems. The singu
lar roots used instead of *nag include the reflexes of 
#te, as explained above; reflexes of #i in Bailing and 
lushei; and -o in Nocte. #i as a 2nd person element 
was earlier traced to its probable origin as an inclu
sive pronoun, so that its extension to a 2nd person 
affix would not be unexpected. The -£ of Nocte repre
sents an extension to this paradigm of the singular 
imperative —o_.

As decided for 1st person, the non-singular numer
al roots should be set up as lacking any signification 
of the person of the subject. We may interpret the 
facts of Chepang dual -jja, plural and Limbu dual 
-ci, plural -i as approximating this situation. Notice, 
however, that many of these languages, including some 
which might be expected to be conservative, as Jyarung, 
exhibit a 2nd plural form in ni or some variant; cf. 
Hanchati -ni, Kanauri -eft, Vayu -ne, Bahing -ni,
Jyarung —a, and Rawang nig. We may with some reserva
tion also be justified in including Nocte -an, 
although, like the singular, it is the same as the
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imperative. We can find, however, only minimal repre
sentation of *-na forms in the duals of these languages, 
only' in Bunan -ni and Jyarung -nts. This situation 
calls to mind the earlier finding for the 2nd person 
independent pronouns suggesting a probable change from 
na + i to ni (cf. section 3.3.22 and note 80). In 
various languages the ni was reinterpreted as the full 
form of the 2nd plural pronoun and in others as a 2nd 
plural affix and, by further extension, as a plural 
affix irrespective of person. The problem of homophony 
with 1st person forms in the circumstance of not marking 
person for dual and plural agreement markers may have 
occasioned the prevalent substitution of -ni. The 
question as to whether the languages with -ni made the 
substitution at a common level of relationship or 
independently of one another can probably be answered 
either way at the present. Perhaps, though, more sub
stance can be provided the opinion of independent ori
gin, first because change of na + i > ni is phono- 
logically not unexpectable and second because member 
languages of the Eastern Himalayish subgroup show both 
alternatives (cf. Limbu 2nd plural k' vb i: with
Bailing -ni).

The Kuki-Chin languages and Eachin have each
innovated particular 2nd plurals." Lushei uses the root

107i— plus an innovative plural marker - e l. The
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immediate source of the i— , whether directly from #i 
plural/inclusive or via the singular form i— , is 
uncertain. Recall, however, that the 1st person affixes, 
both singular ka- and plural kan-, are based on an old 
exclusive root, perhaps making the plural origin of î 
slightly more probable. Tiddim has innovated a plural 
-~u? and Kachin a form myit ( < ma + i + te ?) where 
ma can likely be attributed to a plural marker #me, 
to be discussed in section 4.2.23. In all of these 
languages the original plural, #-_i, has lost this 
semantic status, having been eliminated entirely 
(Tiddim) or reinterpreted (Lushei and Kachin).”* ^

4.1.8. HOMOPHONY AVOIDANCE: SYSTEMIC STABILITY

Much of the historical detail needed to exemplify 
the operation of a process of homophony avoidance is 
lacking or not yet extracted from the available data, 
so that it is difficult to assert this mechanism un
equivocally. It would be valuable to know, for example,

107 The source of the Lushei plural marker —n is in 
some doubt. It may be the product of a development 
similar to that outlined above which produced the 
-ni pluralizer. However, James Matisoff (personal 
communication) has also suggested the possibility of 
its connection to the PTB dental suffix *-n which 
Benedict (1972:99) assumes to have a "collective 
pluralizing" meaning.
The close morphological parallels between Kachin and 
Kuki-Chin in this regard, as well as in other points 
of their verbal affixation (cf. sections 2.3.421 ff.), 
provide evidence for their relatively closer rela
tion to each other than either exhibits to any 
other group.
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what reliance was placed on the use of the independent 
pronouns in marking the case and person roles of the 
preposition. The fact that person information is 
lacking in the set of original affixes (except for the 
singular) leads one to suspect that at the time of 'PTB 
the independent pronouns were carrying the main "burden 
of indicating these roles, in which case the verb 
affixes were probably being used simply for the purpose 
of indicating number.

If, now, the independent pronouns were destabil
ized, perhaps under the stimulus of an elaborating 
affixal morphology, the necessity of preserving the 
case relations would have initiated some compensating 
mechanism. Of course, more than one mechanism is 
conceivable; for example, a word order change to a 
rigid SVO pattern could preserve role information very 
adequately. Tibeto-Burman, however, seems to have 
undergone another kind of change, one consolidating 
this information in the verb affixes. In order to do 
this at all, it is of course necessary to admit person 
distinctions, which, with the framework proposed, would 
consist of disambiguating the dual and plural markers.
In other words the early morphological framework was 
rendered ambiguous by the destabilization of the inde
pendent pronouns. The incorporation of person informa-

1 0 9tion into the affixal system remedied this situation.
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Some of the mechanisms for introducing person 
categories into the verb were discussed above. These 
included the redefinition of #te as a 2nd person pro
noun, the elaboration of the inclusive/exclusive 
distinction, and the phonological reanalysis leading to 
the interpretation of the sequence -ni as a 2nd plural 
marker. And, as will be shown in the following sections, 
case roles too are incorporated into the affix system 
of transitive verbs. Again, though the evolutionary 
pathway and the factors motivating these changes can 
only be assumed, the great diversity exhibited in the 
parameters discriminating 1st and 2nd person non- 
singular affixes in the contemporary languages indicates 
strongly that the discrimination process took place 
independently in different groups, although from a 
common morphological base in PTB or pre-PTB— that 
described in Figure 28.

109 Y?ith an intransitive verb, showing agreement for 
only a single nominal argument, the whole question 
of role interrelationships is obviated. Therefore, 
a presumed destabilization of the independent pro
nouns need only be visualized as a tendency to 
their optional use, thereby rendering the convey
ance of person information problematic and actuating 
a compensating mechanism.
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4.2. TRANSITIVE VERB AFFIXES

4.2.1. AFFIXATION PATTERNS

Before detailing the facts of the transitive verb 
affix system in those languages which maintain one, it 
will he necessary to first examine some of the semantic 
parameters which such morphological systems index. Of 
these parameters, the categories of person and number 
may be assumed from the typological assessment presented 
in Chapter 2 (cf. section 2.3.3). Person and number 
marking are not overly troublesome for the transitive 
affixes, the specific forms used are easily relatable 
in most cases to the roots which have been set up in 
Chapter 3, and in the immediately preceding discussion 
of intransitive affixes.

A problem does arise, however, when accounting 
for the assignment of person and number markers to noun 
phrases or underlying propositional arguments. This
problem is directly reflected in the typological evalua
tion of affixation patterns into discrete and syncretic 
types, first presented in section 2.3-31. A discrete 
system, generally atypical of TB languages, is one in

I aa sacrificing theoretical consistency here by 
considering that the morphology may either index 
overt syntactic noun phrases, which nay then be 
transformationally deieted, or may directly code 
the semantic categories defining the affixes. This 
is not to minimize the importance of the distinc
tion, however, but only to allow for leeway in 
approaching the issue.
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which, subject and object are each specified affixally; 
a syncretic system one in which the subject and object 
roles appear to be fused into a single affix. The 
latter system leads to highly complex paradigms which 
are further complicated, for no obvious theoretical 
reason, by the presence of a great deal of what appears 
to be random homophony (cf. section 2.2.23). This 
homophony 7/as assumed by Hodgson (1857— 1858) to indi
cate evidence of the pending breakdown of the system. 
Prom a purely synchronic perspective, however, it 
raises the issue of how the meaning of a particular 
pronominal root, in its use as an independent pronoun 
or intransitive verb affix, matches with its use as a 
transitive verb affix, or, in other words, how coher
ently the transitive verb affixal system can be 
described.

4.2.11. TRANSITIVITY TYPE

These considerations prompted a re-examination of 
transitive verb morphology according to parameters 
other than the traditional notions of person and number. 
I became specifically interested in what case roles 
were coded by both noun phrases and their agreement 
affixes and how this was reflected in the transitivity 
type of the language.

By transitivity type I intend the morphological 
opposition accounted for by the terms ’ergative* and
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’accusative*. An ergative structure is one in which.
the transitive agent is specifically marked (typically
hy a case affix to the noun), and accusative one in
which the transitive patient, goal, or beneficiary is
specifically marked. For each type, the unmarked role,
if any, is assumed to be in the ’nominative* case. In
an accusative language, the nominative typically inserts
itself into the subject position, and in an ergative

112language, into the object position. In other words, 
an ergative subject will be morphologically marked,

There is no standardized terminology in this area.
The terms ’ergative’ and ’accusative* are of course 
in general use, although the definitions vary 
(Lyons 1969:Chap. 8; Comrie 1973). However, there 
seems to be no cover term for the two which does 
not itself take account of the notions of subject 
and object. The intercalation of the two para
meters, one morphological, one syntactic, is usually 
referred to as ’language type* or ’syntactic lan
guage type* (Dixon 1972). This is too inclusive for 
use here, however, since many T3 languages can mix 
ergative and accusative structures. I have, there
fore, coined the term ’transitivity type* to serve 
this need. Note that the use of this term will 
specifically exclude reference to intransitive verbs 
2nd to possible case related discriminations 
occurring on such verbs.

112 This makes it appear that the subject-object distinc
tion is inherently responsive to semantic information 
concerning role. Why, for example, does an accusa
tively marked noun, representing the patient or 
beneficiary, not occur in subject position, with a 
nominative agent in object position? The reasons 
are only conjectural at this point but they probably 
involve considerations of discourse structure, 
especially the issues of topic-comment and definite
ness and their interaction with case roles.
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while a nominative subject (in an accusative language) 
is unmarked morphologically.

Note that according to this terminology the semantic 
role of the subject will vary depending on the transi
tivity type. In any transitive sentence, a nominative 
subject is prone to be interpreted with any case role 
other than the patient, while an ergative subject, in
keeping with its marked status, is semantically inter- 

113pretable only as an agent.

4.2.111. SP1IT-ERGATIVES

It is now necessary to introduce a complication 
into the relatively simple dichotomy in transitivity 
type sketched above. The facts of certain languages 
mandate that they be described with both ergative and 
■accusative structures, the division being appropriate 
for certain tenses or aspects (reported in Indo-Aryan 
and Caucasian by Abadie.1974 and Comrie 1973), for 
independent versus dependent clauses (reported for the

^ I am ignoring passive type sentences. Although a 
transformational account" of these sentence types 
would relate them to an underlying normal transi
tive pattern, there are opinions to the contrary 
which view these sentences as independently moti
vated, i.e. with their own proper deep structures. 
The crucial meaning difference may be discoverable 
in a difference in underlying context. In any 
event, the use of an intransitive sentence pattern 
to express the passive, whether or not it differs 
in fundamental meaning, would exclude it from con
sideration of transitive type agreement patterns.
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Australian language N galuma-Y int j ip ant i by Silver stein 
1975), or, as it concerns this work, for the category 
of person. Following Silverstein, tbese phenomena are 
collectively referred to as split-ergative systems, 
irrespective of the parameter on which the split is 
b a s e d . T h e  following example, from Silverstein 
(1975) of a person split in Chinook is provided to 
clarify this transitivity type.

In Chinook, the incorporation of the 1st and 2nd 
persons singular into the verb complex is accomplished 
without any morphological mark to show whether it is 
functioning as a transitive subject or a transitive 
object (these functions are distinguished by syntactic 
position); in other words these pronouns behave non- 
ergatively. This behavior contrasts with the other 
pronouns which, when functioning as transitive subjects, 
require a special marking -k to distinguish their use
for this function from that of the transitive object.

115Thus, they behave as in an ergative language.

^ Besides simply labeling and exemplifying the pheno
menon, Silverstein*s paper has the greater purpose 
of demonstrating a hierarchy of pronominal and 
nominal features, which has the power of predicting 
how a language must change its alignment of case 
roles with transitivity type, if a change from 
ergative to accusative (or the opposite) is under
way. The hierarchy is structured with hearer in
clusion (2nd person) at the top, i.e. this feature 
is the least likely to maintain an ergative mor
phology. It is followed in order by: speaker
Inclusion (1st person), proper nouns, human nouns, 
and animate nouns. There is some question, how
ever, whether the distinction between 1st and 2nd
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Compare the following sentences:

i-n-1—4a
him-I-to-smell *1 smell him*
c—ns—1—4a
he-us-to-smell 'he smells us*

where the difference between 3rd person forms i_- and 
J5 ( < i + k) marks the difference between transitive 
object (unmarked) and transitive subject (marked by -k). 
Note too that the 1st person subject -n of the first 
sentence is not marked with -k, indicating its invari
able status.

4.2.112. THE EXPEESSION OF TRANSITIVITY TYPE

Since transitivity type has been explicitly defined 
as a morphological classification of case frames, case

persons is motivated by differences in potential 
ergativity or by some other factor (cf. the 
following note).
Silverstein details two arguments for considering 
that the 1 st person actually retains some ergative 
characteristics. These arguments, however, are 
appropriately syntactic, based, for one, on the 
unusual behavior of 1st person in sentences involv
ing the transitive relation 1st-* 2nd in which the 
regular 1st person pronoun is substituted by a 
special form. Since this argument does not distort 
the morphological fact of 1st person being marked 
for transitive subject, we can still consider 1st 
person to be as accusative as 2nd person, and pre- 

. sume that some other parameter is at work influenc
ing the syntax of 1st^2nd constructions.
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here being understood as a set of semantic functions
describing the relationships of nouns to verbs, its
existence is intimately associated with the existence
of a set of contrasting morphemes marking the case
roles. In certain languages, such as Chinese, lacking
overt morphological expression of .case, the transitivity 

116type cannot be adduced; in fact the question is in
appropriate. The subject and object positions, set by 
the rigid word order requirements of the language (SVO) 
obviate the need for a case system. A less rigid order 
of nominal elements such as occurs in verb final lan
guages sets up a greater need for the elaboration of a 
case system to maintain their functional separate
ness.11^

The question now arises of how to describe the 
transitivity type of verbal agreement systems. Since 
an agreement system presumably copies information from 
a noun position— subject or object— onto the verb, it 
can reflect the transitivity type of the case system.
In both strict ergative and accusative languages agree
ment typically occurs between the verb and the unmarked,

11^ Arguments that Chinese is ergative in type (Frei 
1956) depend crucially on the secondary argument 
that it possesses certain syntactic structures 
presumably characteristic of ergative languages. 
Since there is no certainty about syntactic corre
lates of transitivity type, including presence or 
absence of passives or medio-passives, the larger 
argument is~ doubtful.

11ir Greenberg*s (1966) universal 41 states that verb 
final languages almost always exhibit a morphologi
cal case system.
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nominative noun, re stilting in tiie contrasting situa
tions of ergative agreement marking the patient 
(object) and accusative agreement the agent (subject). 
The information coded by the verb is thus the inverse 
of what is coded by the case marked noun.

I would like to standardize my terminology to 
refer to these confusing facts in an unambiguous way. 
First of all, the characterisation of a language with a 
certain transitivity label simply provides the infor
mation as to how its case system operates. Ergative 
and accusative agreement types will refer to the 
situations described above where the unmarked noun of 
either an ergative or accusative language is indexed 
in the verb complex. The recognition of split-erga
tive languages suggests the possibility that an agree
ment s37-stem could be set up on similar lines. A real
ized instance of this possibility will be labeled a 
split-ergative agreement type. A third type of agree
ment, one which indexes both the subject and object, 
can neutralize the transitivity distinction with 
respect to the agreement system, since typically case 
markers are not directly marked in the verb. An 
instance of this type will be referred to as subject- 
object agreement. Subject agreement and object agree
ment refer to conceivable situations where a split- 
ergative case system is neutralized in the agreement 
system by invariably indexing only the subject or
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object nominal positions. Two final, logical possi
bilities seem not to exist in fact: neither an erga
tive nor an accusative language may index its case 
marked noun to the exclusion of the unmarked noune 
The different possibilities are summarized in Figure 29.

The split-ergative and subject-object agreement 
types raise an important issue as to what information 
may be indexed. Recall that in both ergative and 
accusative agreement the noun unmarked for case was 
indexed in the verb, suggesting a principle of comple
mentarity of marking— the case system marking half of 
the transitivity relation the agreement system the 
other half. The fact that split-ergative and subject- 
object agreement relations mark both aspects of the 
transitivity relation, suggests that the case systems
associated with such languages may be functionally 

118superfluous. One of the implications of this redis
tribution of the marking functions is that the case 
marking system is destabilized and hence prone to 
processes of historical change. One of the tasks of 
this chapter is the description and matching of case 
agreement systems of the pronominalized languages, in

Languages such as Santali (cf. section 2.2.1) do 
not have the option of expressing a pronominal 
object independently, it must be incorporated into 
the verb. These languages, therefore, are not 
properly exemplars of subject-object agreement, and 
the*generalization concerning the "sharing" of the 
marking function between the case and agreement 
systems does not apply.
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AGREEMENT TYPE

Ergative: X — > ©
Accusative: © — > Y
Split-ergative: — > Y

*b — > ©  
Subject: © — > Y
Object: Z — > © J

Subject-Object: © — > ©

a A circle around a tera of the transitive relation indicates that that tera is narked 
as a verb affix.
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hopes of "being able to infer some of the morphological 
changes which have produced the various synchronically 
observed stages.

4.2.12. SPLIT-ERGATIVE AND MIXED PRONOMINALIZED 
LANGUAGES

In this section I will restrict myself to those
pronominalized languages with transitive verb affixes:
Kham, Chepang, Vayu, Bahing, Limbu, Jyarung, Rawang,

11Qand Nocte. The details of the pronominal morphology
can be consulted in the Appendix; I will concentrate
here only on aspects of the data relevant to the issue
of transitivity types and patterns of affixation.

All of the pronominalized languages have ergative
structures identifiable in their use of case suffixes
or postpositions, though the details differ substan—

120tially from language to language. Vayu, at one pole,

^ I will ignore for the time Lushei and Kachin whose 
morphological systems were compared in section 
2.3.421. Their object affixes while relatable to 
one another fall outside the system of the other 
languages to be considered.

120 It was unfortunately not possible to adequately 
explore all of the details of the syntax as they 
might pertain to this issue, since we are severely 
limited in the amount of text or contextually bound 
materials necessary to a full exposition of the 
factors determining usage. Compounding this lack 
in materials we also suffer from a lack of explicit 
descriptions of the phenomenon, the major exceptions 
being Michailovsky*s (1974) analysis of Vayu 
sentence types, Waiter's (1973) detailed elabora
tion of Kham clause patterns, and Morse's (1965) 
description of the Rawang verb frames.
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seems to be a true and invariably ergative language as
121the following sentences demonstrate:

(1) Vayu: ga mi pu-q-mi
I (erg.) he rouse-1 st-»3rd-sen. part, 

sg.
fI will get him up*

(2) Vayu: mi-ba gu pUk-qo-m
he-erg. me rouse-1 st-sen. part.

sg.
•He will get me up*

Cbepang, at another pole, seems to be able to ignore 
case suffixes altogether in certain transitive 
sentences:

(3) Chepang: qi-pa:y je^-qusa-u-lu niq-ko
we-emch.(?) eat-excl.-3rd-neg. you-gen. 

pi.
‘?a:y.ri-‘?a:mh-pa:y

grain-emph. (?)
*We*re not eating your grain*

in which neither the normal accusative suffix -ka:y 
nor the ergative suffix -i_ appear (cf. (6 ) below). We 
know that the sentence is being construed as transitive 
because of the marking for subject and object in the 
verb, and we may tentatively suggest that the case roles 
of the nouns are implicitly ascribable to the SVO word

The Vayu sentences are taken from Michailovsky (1974) 
since Hodgson (1857-1858) provides no syntactic or 
textual data.
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order. This word order change, however, does not seem 
to he an option for any other of the languages, though 
it occurs frequently in Chepang texts (Caughley and 
Caughley 1970).

Jyarung also has a peculiarity in its use of 
case markers which appears to he tied to the behavior 
of different verhs. Chin (1958), for example, records 
the subject of ’scold* with the ergative marker -ka 
hut the subject of ’give’ without it:

(4) Jyarung: no-ka 13a kau-nasqo-q
you-erg. me 2nd-scold-1st 

sg. sg.
’You scold me*

(5) Jyarung: no 13a kau-wu-q
you me 2nd-give-1 st 

sg. sg.
’You give m e ’

Without further explanation or exemplification the 
conditioning principle is impossible to identify (see 
also section 4-3.1).

A prevailing pattern at variance with the expect
ed typological pattern of both strict ergative and 
strict accusative languages is the common absence of an 
unmarked (nominative) noun in a transitive sentence, 
in other words both an ergative subject and an accusa
tive object are marked; compare the following sentences 
(the case markers are underlined):
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(6 ) Chepang: niq-ji-kasy-te tuq-bren lasn-i
you-dl.-ac c.-t e Tungbren lan-erg.

• je^-cas-ja
eat-fut. -3rd->2nd dl.
‘The Tungbren lan will eat you two*

(7) Kham: no—e 
be-erg.

ga-lay
me-acc.

bahtanji 
potato

ya-n.-ke-o
give-1st-past-3rd 

sg. sg.
•He gave me a potato*

(8 ) Nocte: na-ma ate-nar) ko-t-ak
I-erg. he-acc. give-past-1 st-»3rd
•I gave him*

(9) Rawang: pa-mer
I-erg.

na-kha
you-acc.

kha thi me sin 
word one ? talk

mayu-rj
want-1 st->2nd sen. part.
I want to speak a word with you’

The presence of both ergative and accusative 
markers complicates the neat picture of these two types 
presented above. Since this pattern is not describ— 
able as a split according to some semantic feature I
refer to it as a mixed system 122 In any event the

12 Note that a mixed transitivity type is the case 
system analogue of the subject-object agreement 
type discussed above.
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importance of the phenomenon as an indicator of an 
underlying instability should he stressed, and other, 
associated unstable behavior should be expected. What 
appears to be very common behavior of mixed languages 
is the tendency toward optionality of the case markers, 
both ergative and accusative, such that some sentences 
will mark either subject or object, others mark both 
(as above), or still others mark neither. On this 
basis Jyarung may be viewed as mixed (cf. also section 
4.3.1).

In the particular instance of Kham, a fuller 
examination of case suffixes reveals that the 1st and 
2nd persons cannot take the ergative suffix -ê  in any • 
situation. Compare (10) below which is comparable in 
its participants to (7 ) above but with reversed roles.

(10) Kham: 13a: no-lay behtanji qa-e-ke
I him-acc. potato 1st-give-past 

sg.
*1 gave him a potato*

Kham thus behaves as an accusative language in 1st and 
2nd persons and as ergative in 3rd, in other words it 
displays a split ergative case system with respect to 
person.

Note that the internal syntax of the Kham verb com^ 
plex also reflects the difference in structural 
type (cf. section 2.3.31)*
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4.2.13. CHANGE OF TRANSITIVITY TYPE

How to evaluate the differences in transitivity 
types— ergative, mixed, and split-ergative— compara
tively and diachronic ally is very problematic at this 
time. It would appear, though, that many languages are 
currently undergoing a switch from ergative to accusa
tive transitivity type and that the synchronic ally 
observed phenomena of mixed and split-ergative systems, 
word order change, and loss of case markings are 
construable as stages toward completion of the change. 
This speculation implies that the split-ergative system 
is inherently unstable and that it simply mediates a 
change in transitivity type. The implication, however, 
is overstated since it appears that as strong an argu
ment may be made for the split-ergative system as a 
transitivity type in mutual opposition to both accusa
tive and ergative, i.e. as a stable, semantically 
motivated morphological type (cf. section 4.4).

4.2.2. ROOTS OF THE TRANSITIVE PARADIGM

In the next section the morphological systems of 
the transitive verb affixes are analyzed, with the 
goals of demonstrating commonalities in their expres
sion, the historically underlying system, and language 
specific secondary developments— all relative to the 
issue of transitivity type. The most useful tool in
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shaping the conception of morphological patterns will 
he the previously adduced tentative reconstruction of 
the pronominal roots.

4.2.21. PERSON- MARKING

The complexity of the transitive verb paradigms 
as evidenced in Figure 3 for Bahing, necessitates a 
piecework approach to the data. Consequently, to begin 
the discussion of person marking in these affixes only 
the singalar subject-^singular object relation will be 
specified (cf. Figure 30). The full paradigms for 
each language are presented in the Appendix.

7/e can with some certainty pick out and identify 
most of the affixes in Figure 30, since they have 
appeared in either the independent or intransitive verb 
affix systems. Besides 1st person -qa ~ -3 ~ -rju - 
-ha]3, etc. and 2nd person -na - -nu - -ne;, etc. both 
of which can be traced from PTB *%a and *nai] respec
tively, we also encounter roots which were earlier 
identified as historically secondary. These include 
limbu k*- the affixal (including possessive) form of 
the 2nd person pronoun khene:, and -a: the 1st person 
equivalent of asas ; Bahing -(y)i and -ye; a regular 
3rd person form in -o - -u - -w, etc. (from #u); and 
reflexes of #te. The use of such secondarily derived 
forms points up that these paradigms have undergone
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Figure 30* TRANSITIVE VEINl AFFIXES: SINGULAR SURJECT AND OBJECT
1st SUBJECT 2nd SUBJECT 3rd SUBJECT

1st •* 2nd 1st ■* 3rd 2nd * lot 2nd 3rd 3rd lot 3rd 2nd 3rd .* 3rd

Kham'’ qa vb ni qa- no vb na no- -nu-T-o -ni-T-o -0

Chepong0 -u -o -to- -ha:q -to- -w -w -w -w
-natq -u -taiq -thay"-thn: -taiq -te -thay-that

Bahing -na -qa -yi -<y)i -yi -ye -wa

Vayu -nu -q -qo -qo •4 -0

Limbu -net -q k* vb a: — tt -a: k'-

Jyarung ta vb n -0 kau vb q to- wu vb q tsu vb n -u
Rawang -q -qu e vb qa e vb u o vb q e- -u
Noote -e -aq -huq - 0 -haq -ho a

a' This form io not given in tho source.
** Tho symbol T in eome Kham forma marko the position of tho tense marker. 
c The first sot of forme is appropriate for "agent focus", the second for 
"objeot focus" (Caughley 1971).
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language specific developments. It is to "be determined 
if tiie paradigm itself is innovative or if the original 
lexical items in the paradigm have simply been replaced 
with new forms.

While the roots themselves are not particularly 
troublesome; what is considerably more worrisome is 
how these roots pattern morphologically. In Chepang, 
for example, it is quite clear that -g marks a 1st 
person subject, -te 2nd person, and -w 3rd person in 
the agent focus set. 2nd person subjects, however, also 
have some explicit marking for the transitive object.
The 3rd person —w is expectable but the 1st person -na:q 
is unexplained except in regard to the final -ig, which 
in all probability identifies it as 1st person. Note 
that the Kham affix -na is also used for indexing a 1st 
person object, in contrast to a 2nd person form -ni.
The Kham -na may thus pattern with the initial segments 
of Chepang -na:q . Questions of affixation patterns 
will be discussed in greater depth shortly (cf. section 
4.3).

4.2.22. MORPHOLOGY 0? #te

It is difficult to predict the appearance of #te 
related morphemes within the transitive verb paradigms. 
The earlier discussion of this morpheme (cf. section 
4 .1.6 ) relative to intransitive verb affixes showed it 
to be reasonably straightforward morphologically,
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although its semantics was clouded "because it was used 
only in conjunction with 2nd person affixes and, in 
some languages, even replaced entirely the original 
*naq reflex.

In considering the transitive verb affixes, the 
behavior of #te is much harder to predict morphologi
cally, but a clearer perspective on the semantics may 
be had as a compensation. Notice first of all that in 
those languages making use of #te forms— Chepang, 
Jyarung, and Rawang— the parallels in usage are not 
complete. Only the forms under the headings 2nd-»3rd 
and 3rd-»2nd of Figure 30 invariably make use of #te, 
although the 2nd-*1st heading might legitimately be 
included also if the Jyarung kau- is taken as an ana
logue of #te appropriate for this category. Other 
appearances of #te are recorded in Rawang and Chepang 
3rd-+1 st, Jyarung 1st-t2nd, and Chepang 3rd-»3rd.

The various situations are summarizable by noting 
that in Jyarung #te occurs in any transitive relation 
which includes a 2nd person irrespective of subject or 
object; in Rawang in all forms not involving a 1st 
person subject or the relation 3rd-Orc£; and in Chepang 
for 2nd subject in agent focus or for all forms exclu
sive of 1st subject in object focus.

What appears to characterize the original meaning 
of #te is thus some notion of spatial orientation or 
movement not in the 1st person’s control or experience.
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With this perspective it is easy enough to imagine that 
#te could take on formal 2nd person status and conse
quently he extended to all forms utilizing this person, 
as occurred in Jyarung.

Rawang offers some independent evidence for this 
interpretation in two prefixal markers used in con
junction with the hortative. In one instance, la- is 
used to indicate motion away from the speaker or 
motion between two 3rd persons, i.e. 1 st-+2nd, 1st-*3rd, 
and 3rd-»3rd. Another marker le- is used for all other 
transitivity relations, i.e. 2nd-»1st, 2nd-»3**d, 3rd-+1st, 
and 3rd-»2nd. Note, first, that privileges of occurrence 
for le- exactly parallel those for _e-, the morphologi
cal analogue of #te, and second, that the vowel is the 
same in both forms. This suggests that the distinction 
originally had to do with a speaker-hearer discrimina
tion, possibly some type of evidential system.12^ It 
additionally suggests the possibility of analyzing #te 
as #t + #e, on the Rawang model of le ( < *1 + e ?) 
versus e-.

The details of how #te spread and from what posi
tion in the original transitive paradigm are difficult

124 rpkgpg j_s accumulating evidence that many TB lan
guages manifest an evidential system. Egerod’s 
(1971 f 1973b, 1974) recent work in Akha and Chin’s 
in Jyarung (1958) describe such systems explicitly. 
Of related interest might be the so-called bene- 
factive markers observed in Lolo-Burmese, Kachin, 
and Nungish (see, for example, Katisoff 1973^:327- 
30).
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to decide with the limited data on hand. It is even 
difficult to decide if it should be attributed to the 
proto-language at all (recall the arguments for and 
against the inclusion of #te in the prototypical in
transitive verb paradigm in section 4-1.6), since its 
incidence is fairly restricted even within the pro- 
nominalized languages. A clue that it had wider distri
bution comes out of the Limbu data where k T- can 
possibly be understood as filling a position originally 
occupied by #te, even though it derives from the 2nd 
person pronoun. Ike more widespread use of #te in the 
intransitive verb paradigms (cf. Figure 27), including 
languages lacking transitive verb affixes, however, 
argues for its longstanding position in both paradigms.

4.2.23. NUMBER MARKING

Number marking in the transitive paradigms is 
rather complex and the details vary greatly from lan
guage to language. Rather than enter into a full 
discussion, much of which would be speculative, I 
would prefer to concentrate on selected aspects of num
ber morphology, the target being a general morphologi
cal characterization.

Figures 31 and 32 table information on the affixes 
appropriate for either a dual or plural subject with 
singular objects (3rd object in Figure 31 and 1st and
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Figure 311 TRANSITIVE VERB AFFIXES! NON-SINGULAR SUBJECT WITH 3rd SINGULAR OBJECT

SUBJECT 3rd SINGULAR OBJECT

Kham Chopong Vnyu Bohing Limbu Jyarung Ravrang

let INCL. -tnyhcu -chik -oa ai vb eu!
Dl. gin- -tfih -oaw

EXCL. -IJCU -chok -ouku -OU1ROI

INCL. -tayhnl -ko -ya ai vb uim
PL. gs- -i -i

EXCL. -gou -kok -ka -uimboi

2nd DL. Jin- -te- -Ju -chik -oi -OUI te vb ntfth e Vb oaw

PL. jo- -te- -ni -ne -ni — te vb ft. e vb nig

3rd DL. -ni -eu -chik - e -OUI WU- -u

PL. -re -ni -me -me nei vb ui wu- -u
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2nd objects in Figure 32). A comparison of these two 
figures reveals that they are in part organized 
according to different structural principles. On the 
one hand the 3rd person object affixes are formed on a 
basis which recalls the intransitive verb affixes for 
these languages— in fact the two agreement systems are 
in most cases identical or nearly so. Note that this 
means that no specific marking is accorded the 3rd 
object. On the other hand, while the 1st and 2nd person 
objects (cf. Figure 32) predictably incorporate infor
mation as to the number of the subject (with the excep
tion of Jyarung), they also mark the person of the 
object as well. So for Vayu -noche, -go indicates a 
1st person object and -che a dual subject, irrespec
tive of whether it is 2nd or 3rd.

In spite of- the difference in object marking, 
both of these tables suggest the same type of system 
which underlies the intransitive set of affixes (cf. 
section 4.1*1); i.e. one which marks only the number of 
a non-singular subject. Number marking which is not 
tied to a particular noun or pronoun in a particular 
case is not truly an agreement phenomenon. I will 
here and subsequently refer to it as fpropositional 
number1 since it simply indicates the multiplicity of 
any argument or the multiplicity of the event itself, 
as for the expression of repetition or iteration.
Person information specific to the subject is
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consequently regarded as secondarily introduced in 
those languages where it also is marked (cf. section 
4.1.8).

Departures from this characterization occur to 
such a great extent that it should he considered an 
idealization, rather than a firmly established hypo
thesis as to how the common system actually looked.
Note, in one particularly telling instance, that the 
plural fr-1 appears only rarely in the data (Bawang 
1st plural-♦3rd, 1st plural-+2nd and Jyarung 1st plural 
3rd). In no case is it used to indicate a 2nd or 3rd 
plural. 2nd person plurals are typically indicated by 
a form incorporating a dental nasal (Chepang -ni,
Vayu -ne, Bahing -ni, Jyarung -ft, and Bawang -nig) 
which contrasts with a 3rd person plural marker with a 
bilabial nasal in some languages (Vayu -me, Bahing -me, 
limbu me:-). In other languages the 3rd plural may be 
marked by another affix (Kham -re, Chepang -ni) or it 
is not indicated at all (Jyarung and Bawang).

Those languages lacking a 1st plural marker in 
#-i are those which have elaborated an inclusive/exclu- 
sive distinction and have incorporated the #-i into an 
inclusive pronoun (Bahing -ya, Vayu -ke, Chepang -tayh; 
cf. section 3-2.22). The overall impression one gets 
is that the plural markers were very early or perhaps 
even originally distinguished for the person of the 
subject. Figure 33 might, then, present a truer picture
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Figure 33:
PHOTOTYPE OF NUM3ER SPECIFICATION FOR 
TRANSITIVE VER3S WITH SINGULAR OBJECTS
SUBJECT OBJECT 

1st 2nd 3rd
1st DL. —na§i -51

PL. -nai -i

2nd DL. -ga5i -Si

PL. -cani -ni

3rd DL. -5a5i -na5i —5i

PL. -gai -nani -ni
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of the morphological prototype.
On the other hand, the difficulties we have in 

reducing the synchronic languages to an acceptable 
common system could conceivably be taken as evidence 
that number marking in the transitive verb developed 
independently in the languages or groups which exhibit 
it, though from a common framework described by the 
intransitive verb agreement affixes.

4.2.24. PEESON MASKING FOR THE TBANSITIVE SUBJECT

The difference between #-ni and #-mi as 2nd and 
3rd plural markers respectively is limited to Eastern 
Eimalayish. Earlier (cf. section 3.2.232) it was 
shown that -ni could in all probability be derived 
from na +■ i_; #na, of course, representing the 2nd 
person p r o n o u n . N o t e  that #-mi may be similarly 
derived from a paralleling sequence #ma + 1, though 
#ma cannot be positively identified morphemic ally.
Notice, however, that a similar element does show up 
in certain other languages with either a restricted 
3rd plural reference (Chepang 3rd plural pronoun ?o-maq), 
a generalized pronominal marker (Tiddim -.ma9 , Lushei

12'5 Chepang offers additional support for this pro
posed derivation of #-ni in the difference which 
exists between the 2nd-plural intransitive verb 
affix -te -y and a corresponding transitive form 
— te-nil This language, thus, maintains both forms, 
winn fr-i being given historical priority because of 
its position in the intransitive verb.
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-ma), or a plural marker (Kachin 3rd plural-*1st singu
lar descriptive present - m e , -mawe). Another possible 
etymology for #mi could be PTB *miy ‘man, person*. Its 
use only in the plural could be explained from the 
observations that the singular position in the verb 
paradigm seems to be more resistant to replacement and 
that the 2nd plural -ni could provide an analogical 
model.

Other specific methods used to introduce person 
information referencing the transitive subject include 
the direct incorporation of the appropriate pronoun. 
Limbu, for example, in 2nd dual-♦1st singular has 
elaborated a form a:k* vb si: equivalent to *1st per
son object + 2nd person subject + verb + dual subject*. 
The same form in 'Kham is jin vb na '2nd dual subject + 
verb + 1st object'. Jyarung has adopted another pro
cedure which varies the #te morpheme; for example, a 
2nd person subject can be marked by keu- or te-, 1st 
person by ta-, and 3rd person by teu-, all while keep
ing intact the essential meaning of #te as an orienta
tion marker.

In addition certain changes have progressed in 
the dual markers of some languages to make them unique
ly specify a particular subject. So for Bahing, the 
dual marker -sa is appropriate only for an inclusive 
subject, -si for 2nd person, and -se for 3rd; and for 
Limbu, -su: for 2nd person and -cu: for 3rd (all of
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these forms for a 3rd singular object). Rawang has 
modified its dual affix for the opposite purpose of 
marking a distinction for the person of the object,
-sa for 1st person, -si for 2nd, and -saw for 3rd (all 
of these forms for any dual, non-3rd person subject).
It is important to realize that these modifications are 
internal to the history of a particular language and 
not traceable to a common source.

4.2.25. NON-SINGULAR TRANSITIVE OBJECTS

Problems of specifying a common pattern of number 
marking are multiply compounded when non-singular 
objects are considered. Many of the observed phenomena 
are quite clearly language specific and of no great use 
for reconstructing a prototype, lacking, as we do, a 
detailed knowledge of their histories. The complexity 
can be illustrated briefly from Rawang where the affix 
-nix] is used to mark 1st-*2nd plural, 3rd (except dual) 
-♦2nd plural, 2nd plural-+3rd. It is clear enough that 
-nig is being used to mark a 2nd plural irrespective 
of its subject or object status. In its etymology it 
is also quite clearly a 2nd person form. The diffi
culties of interpretation arise when the paradigm it
self is to be justified. Figure 30, for instance, 
recorded the information that the relation 1st singular 
-♦2nd singular was -g, a 1st person form. When, then,
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does the relation 1st singular-*2nd plural utilize a 
2nd person form? fhere is an expressed variation in 
the relation 1st plural-+2nd plural— either -nig (2nd) 
or -i (1st)— which suggests that the decision to use 
either a 1st or 2nd person affix is variable. We have 
the substantiating evidence that the relation 2nd 
plural-»1st singular or plural does not make use of -nig 
as might be expected, requiring instead the form -sa 
which is properly a dual marker. Why a dual should be 
used to mark a singular or a plural object is itself 
another facet of what seems to be an unattainable 
single solution to number marking.

I earlier proposed that number marking was pro- 
positionally related (cf. section 4.2.23) in accounting 
for why the prototype intransitive verb paradigm did 
not distinguish person markers for non-singular numbers. 
7/ith an intransitive verb there would, of course, be no 
particular difficulty in specifying exactly how many 
referents were intended. With a transitive verb, 
however, such a specification is more problematic, 
since the actor participants and the patients-(objects) 
can both be non-singular. Working with a system which 
explicitly recognizes only singular persons, then, it 
is possible that a number marker may be interpreted as 
referring to either the subject or object, or, in some 
additive way, to both.1^
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Different languages appear to have set them
selves into one or another of the possible patterns.
Kham, for instance, has a dual marker -ni and a plural 
(for 3rd person) -ra. With either a 1st or 2nd person 
subject, -ni is used only when the subject is singular 
and the object is dual (1st singular-»3rd dual ijani-,
2nd singular-»3rd dual nani-). In all other cases of a 
non-singular 3rd person object -ra is used instead; 
including 1st dual-Ord dual ginra- and 2nd dual-»3rd 
dual jinra-. In other words, when there are two 
referents included in the object the dual affix is 
used, unless the subject is likewise non-singular. In 
the latter case the number of subject referents is pre
sumably added to the number of object referents to 
reach a number of total participants for which it is 
appropriate to use only the plural marker, not the dual.

It was for reasons of this kind that the concept 
of propositions!, number was advanced. It can be inferred 
from the divergent behavior expressed with the two 
foregoing examples that this concept is primarily use
ful as a cover term for principles of organization 
which can differ from language to language; the common 
denominator being that number marking is appropriate

James Hatisoff has called my attention to a Lahu 
auxiliary verb ma which, depending on the syntactic 
status of' the verb it occurs with, can be inter
preted as referencing either a plurality of sub
jects (cf. cay ma ’many (people) gof) or a plural
ity of objects ref. sx ma fknow much*).
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not just to a particular case role but to the event 
considered as a unity. The possibilities of uncovering 
the organization of number marking in alu. the languages 
with transitive verb affixes differ substantially with 
the source. The opportunity to realize these possi
bilities, however, was passed over as being only of 
marginal relevance to the goal of discovering a common 
morphological pattern.

4.3. THE SPLIT-ERGATIVE PROTOTYPE OP THE
PRQNOEENALIZED LANGUAGES

The two opposing values of affixation pattern, 
discrete and syncretic, outlined and exemplified in 
Chapter 2 can now be examined more precisely against 
the background of the set of PTB roots arrived at in 
Chapter 3 and the notions of transitivity type develop
ed earlier in the present chapter. The discrete type 
is easy enough to specify as one which marks the sub
ject and object, each by separate affixes located at 
different points in the verb complex, as in Kham. 
Allowance must be made for number marking as proposi- 
tional rather than role oriented, however. The 
syncretic type represents the terms of a transitive 
relation, X-»Y, as seemingly fused into a single affix, 
at least from the traditional perspective of subject/ 
object agreement. Arguing from a different platform, 
however, the fused affix theory will yield to a more
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convincing interpretation.
The data of Figure 30 which includes information 

pertaining to the relations of singular subjects to 
singular objects was set out under the headings of 
subject agreement. This schema predicts well enough 
the marker found when the object is 3rd person; i.e. 
we get only subject agreement. All the languages have 
some *r]a reflex for 1st-*3rd. The 3rd-*3rd relation 
would presumably also be interpreted as showing subject 
agreement, in the form #u.

However, in cases where the object is non—3rd 
we get instead agreement for the object rather than the 
subject in the great majority of cases. Part of the 
data of Figure 30 is retabled in Figure 34 to better 
show this pattern. Note first of all that with a 1st 
person object the two forms (2nd and 3rd subjects) are 
in several cases identical or nearly identical to one 
another (Chepang, Bahing, Vayu, Bawang, and Hocte), 
while in others some derived 2nd person and/or 3rd 
person marker disambiguates the two relations (Limbu, 
Eham, and Jyarung). In most cases the 1st person 
object is marked by a *ria related form, though not in
variably. Limbu, for example, uses -a:, presumably 
from underlying aqa; ; Kham a form -na (cf. 2nd person 
object -ni) which may be directly from ^a or some 
other source; and Bahing -yi which presumably derives 
from an extension of the inclusive pronoun.
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Figure 34: OBJECT AGREEMENT IK TRANSITIVE RELATIONSY/ITH 1st OR 2nd PERSON 03JECTS

1st OBJECT 2nd OBJECT

2nd ■* 1st 3rd -♦ 1st 1st •« 2nd 3rd - 2nd

Kham na vb na -na-T-o na vb ni -ni-T-o

Chepang -ta:n -ta:J3 -natn -te

Bahing -yi -yi -na -ye

Vayu -no -no -nu -0

lisbu k* vb a: -a: -net k’-

Jyarung kau vb c wu vb n ta vb n tau vb n

Rawang e vb jja e vb n -0 *-
Nocte -han —han -e -ho
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tcq-o

The 2nd person object affixes again show 2nd 
person agreement, but, interestingly, the 3rd-+2nd 
relation is typically marked by some derived 2nd per
son affix, and thereby differs from the use of *na 
forms in the 1st-»2nd relation. Why 2nd person objects 
should disambiguate 1st from 3rd subjects, while 1st 
person objects neutralize any indication of subject is 
not clear. It is important to realize though that the 
prototype 2nd person object system suggested by the 
data is similar to the 1st person object. We have 
specific indication of this in Kham -ni and Jyarung ~n,
which are used to mark 2nd person object, irrespective 

127of the subject. The prototype system of transitive 
agreement may, therefore, be sketched as in Figure 35.

Notice that the system described by Figure 35 is 
split in transitivity type. If the object is non-3rd, 
agreement occurs as in an ergative language, i.e. for 
the object; vri.th a 3rd object, however, agreement 
occurs as in an accusative language, i.e. for the 
subject. It is this split-ergative system which under
lies the conception of most of these languages as 
syncretic in affixation pattern. Syncretic, in terms 
of a split-ergative pattern, means that the affixes 
take account not so much of subject and object, but of

The subject is identified by the use of an explicit 
subject marker in Kham and by a discrimination of 
the #te morpheme in Jyarung (teu- < _te + u ?).
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Figure 35s
PROTOTYPE TRANSITIVE VERB AGREEMENT SYSTEM: 
SINGULAR SUBJECT AND OBJECT________________

OBJECT
2nd

2nd

3rd
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case roles, and whether a particular case role is 
filled by a 3rd or non-3rd pronoun. A discrete system 
marks only the syntactic categories of subject and 
object, irrespective of case roles.

Kham, which was the major exemplar of a discrete 
system, was earlier shown to exhibit a split-ergative 
pattern in its case markers (cf. section 4.2.12). Its 
affixation pattern, however, since it marks both 
subject and object irrespective of case, is discrete. 
The mismatch or lack of concord between the case mark
ing system and the agreement system in respect to 
transitivity type also characterizes other languages. 
Vayu, for instance, was shown to be strictly ergative 
in case marking, but is demonstrably split-ergative 
in agreement marking.

Though we can be fairly sure of the transitivity 
typology of Kham and Vayu for both the case and agree
ment systems, other pronominalized languages exhibit 
enough variety in their morphology to make clear-cut 
typological decisions difficult.

4.3.1. SPLIT-ERGATIVE AGREEMENT A1TD MIXED CASE SYSTEMS

Several languages— Jyarung, TTocte, and Eawang—  

all demonstrate mixed case systems, i.e. they have 
both an ergative and accusative marker. The evidence 
for Rawang and Nocte was presented earlier in (8) and
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(9), wliere single sentences manifested both markers. 
Jyarung is not as neat. Case marking is not specifi
cally discussed by Chin et. al. (1957-1958) for the 
Suo-mo dialect, but Chin (1949:274-5) describes both 
an ergative marker -ka (cf. Tibetan -kyis) and an 
accusative marker —ko (cf. Burmese kou) for the Tsa— 
kou-nao dialect. Chin describes the function of both 
of these markers as emphasizing or focusing their 
respective nouns. The use of both an ergative and 
accusative marker suggests a mixed transitivity type, 
but, unlike Rawang and Nocte, no sentence is given 
which employs both markers simultaneously. This may 
simply be a gap in the data however.

Jyarung presents further difficulties to the 
characterization of its agreement system. On the one 
hand, it retains the markers for 1st and 2nd person 
patients characteristic of the split-ergative type—
-q (1st), -n (2nd). On the other hand, it has elabora
ted more than any other language the prefixal system, 
of which #te was the original member, to create forms 
which uniquely distinguish the agent of a transitive 
verb— -2nd-*1st ken-, 3rd-*1st wu-, 1st-»2nd ta-, 3rd-+2nd 
teu— . The problem is how to construe these prefixes 
categorially. Bo they actually represent person infor
mation or do they maintain their original directional 
or orientational information? Under the first inter
pretation we would expect that a 3rd agent would be
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expressed by a single morpheme, irrespective of the
patient, but we see in the forms above that this is 

128not the case. It seems, therefore, that the pre
fixes are for the most part still used with their 
original meaning and that the agreement type should be 
specified as split-ergative rather than as subject- 
object (discrete), although the language appears to be 
completing a change to the latter type.

Rawang in some respects also seems to be transi
tional in its agreement type. Notice from Figure 34 
that, while its 1st person object forms are marked for 
1st person, the affix marking the relation 1st-»2nd, -13, 
is also a 1st person form, when, from the prototype 
(cf. Figure 35), 2nd person -n would be expected. The 
relation 3rd-*2nd, e-, is equivocal. The e- may have 
extended to a 2nd person meaning, although the use of 
e- for the 3rd-»1st relation indicates that it still 
retains its original #te related meaning. It thus 
seems probable that Rawang has a split-ergative system 
at variance with the 1st/2nd versus 3rd person dicho
tomy discussed earlier. Only transitive relations with 
a 1st person object are ergative while 2nd or 3rd ob
jects are accusative in agreement, i.e. they show 
agreement for the subject rather than the object.

The -u element of tsu- (3rd-»2nd_) may be related to 
wu- (3 rd-*1st), but notice that it also appears in 
xeu- (2na-*1st) where there is no 3rd person referent.
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4-3.2. SUBJECT-03JECT AGREEMENT AND MIKED CASE 
SYSTEMS

Chepang was earlier shown to he mixed in its 
case marking system (cf. sentence (6) above) and its 
affixation pattern was typologized as syncretic (cf. 
Figure 5). This classification holds true enough if 
just the affixes per se are considered. However, in 
functional perspective, Chepang was shown to have two 
sets of transitive affixes, one for agent focus the 
other for goal (patient) focus (cf. Figure 30) which 
when united constitute for the language as a whole an 
agreement system marking both subject and object. 
Caughley (1971) provides no discussion of the contexts 
appropriate for choosing one or the other agreement 
paradigms.

At this point of the classification, it seems 
correct to include both Lushei and Kachin. The transi
tive agreement systems of these languages were laid 
out in Figure 6 with the aim of showing them to be 
discretely marked. Strictly speaking- object agreement 
in Kachin pertains only to what Hanson (1896:51-2) calls 
the "descriptive present" tense, while the Lushei 
object affixes appear to be in general use irrespective 
of tense.

In respect to case marking Kachin has two 
optionally used postpositions: gaw which marks the
agent of a verb and, phe (or phe gaw) -which marks the
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sentence object.12^ Hanson (1836:27) states that in 
general the object noun is discernable by its position 
in the sentence. Lushei is less obviously mixed, 
since it totally lacks an accusative case marker, 
although its 1st person pronoun distinguishes ergative 
from accusative forms— keima in (ergative), keima min 
(accusative). This hints that perhaps a change is 
underway from an ergative to mixed type, and for this 
reason Lushei is classified as mixed.

4.3.3. SUBJECT AGREEMENT AND SPLIT-ERGATIVE CASE 
SYSTEMS

One last type has been generalized from the data. 
This alignment pairs a split-ergative case system with 
simple subject agreement, and characterizes both 
Kanauri and Tiddim.

Bailey (1909:665) describes Zanauri with an 
agent (ergative) case marker which typically does 
not occur with 1st and 2nd person pronouns (though this 
"is not strictly adhered to” ) but which is used with

^ According to James Matisoff (personal communica
tion) gaw is a topicaiizer rather than an ergative 
case marEer. This explains why the form phe gaw 
is a legitimate alternative to the accusative 
postposition phe (actually phe^)♦ It represents a 
topicalized o^oect. This interpretation indicates 
another, still largely unexplored facet to the 
problem of specifying how case systems operate, 
especially in mixed languages with optional markers 
(cf. for example, Rove's (1973) treatment of ’sub
ject* and ’object* in Lisu).
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3rd person in past tenses. Henderson*s description of 
Tiddim is not explicit on the pronominal occurrence of 
the ergative marker (Henderson*s "subject phrase final 
particle51 (43)) in although, since all of the examples 
given are with 3rd person or nominal forms, it may be 
concluded that it does not occur with 1st and 2nd 
persons. Soth of these languages, therefore, appear 
to exhibit split-ergative case systems. Their agree
ment markers have been charted in Figures 26 and 27; 
neither of them productively marks objects.

4-3.4. CHANGE OF TRANSITIVITY TYPE

The preceding discussion with its typological 
assessment of the transitivity types of the pronominal- 
ized languages is summarized in Figure 36 which pairs 
each one*s agreement and case systems.1^0

The most interesting aspect of Figure 36 is the 
manner in which the co-occurrence possibilities lay 
themselves out to form a stepwise sequence from strict 
ergative to strict accusative case marking systems.
It is possible to interpret this sequence as the path 
which a language must traverse in making the change 
from ergative to accusative type. Under this hypo
thesis, the agreement system might be construed as

Certain of the pronominalized languages were not 
included because of incomplete data. These are 
Limbu, Bunan, Bahing, and Manchati.
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CASS MASKING8, AGKEETSKT MARKING**'

Ergative

Ergative | ̂ * “ > ©

.( Split-Ergative

X — > ® ( 1st> 2nd) 
© “ * Y (3rd)

Subject-Object

Spli t-Srgati ve~[

— (3rd) “ > Y D  
X(1st, 2nd) — > Y (<

Subject

| Accusative j 

X —  > Y
| Figure 36: MATCHING OF TRANSITIVITY TYPES FOP. CASE

AND AGREEMENT SYSTEMS IK THE PRONOKUIAIIZET) | LANGUAGESI
a Underlining indicates which term of the transitive relation is marked by a case morpheme-
** A circle around a term of the transitive relation indicates that that term is marked as a verb affix.
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mediating the changeover of the case marking system.
A need for caution arises from the fact that

under this hypothesis the verb morphology is relegated
to a subservient function, motivated and controlled by
’teleological* forces directed toward a goal of
accusativity. It thus carries the corollary that
so-called intermediate transitivity types lack an
essential unity. In the next section this corollary
will be challenged by demonstrating the plausibility
of a categorial description proper and unique to the
agreement systems observed in IB. This demonstration,
of course, does not prove or disprove the idea of
sequentiality toward an accusative goal, but it does
effectively disprove the claim that the verb morphology

1 32serves no other than this purpose.
It is hoped that the following discussion will 

also clarify the important issue of why there are no 
examples of accusative or ergative agreement in 
Figure 36 and whether these gaps should be understood

131 ’'leieological” may be too strong a term. The
recognition given to 1he notion of linguistic drift 
(Sapir 1921) and recent attempts to systematizE 
the notion (Lakoff 1972, Vennemann 1974) could pro
vide another account of why changes of transitivity 
type, are occurring in TB.
In most theories of general linguistics all ele
ments of a language's structure should be under
standable and systematically describable in terms 
of a set of parameters proper to it alone. The 
presence of ordered structure implies necessarily 
the presence of an organizing principle and this in 
turn implies a synchronic stability to the structure.
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as accidental or systematic.

4-4. THE SPEECH PARTICIPANT CATEGORY

With, the preceding section the descriptive 
analysis of IB pronouns and pronominal morphology is 
complete. Throughout the discussion various hypo
theses have heen advanced in order to integrate the 
data of all the pronominal!zed languages. A compara
tive approach led to the proposal of a rudimentary 
form of verb morphology at the level of PTB and a 
discussion of the morphemic elements composing that 
structure. Much discussion was given over to the idea 
that these basic elements underwent changes of their 
categorial status in different languages— the develop
ment of the inclusive/exclusive distinction from 
demonstratives being one example.

It was also expedient to propose some, strictly 
speaking, non-pronominal categories such as speaker- 
nearer orientation to the verbal proposition and pro- 
positional number to deal adequately with verb 
morphology. Lastly, the affixation patterns and the 
case morphologies of various languages necessitated 
an elaboration of the category of transitivity type 
beyond the traditionally recognized membership of the 
ergative and accusative types.

In the following pages I propose that many, if
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not most, of these findings may he expectable develop
ments in languages which, utilize a natural distinction 
in the person category, one which separates 1st and 
2nd persons as the participants of the speech act from 
3rd persons, who lie outside of the speech event 
i t s e l f . T h e  claim is that all pronominalized TB 
languages operate with the participant distinction.

We have direct evidence of the participant 
distinction in the languages with either split-ergative 
case or affix systems (cf. Figure 36). Recall that 
these languages typically treat 1st and 2nd persons 
differently from 3rd. For instance, 3rd person is 
■unmarked among the transitive verb affixes of Vayu, 
Bahing, Jyarung, and Nocte unless both terms of the 
transitive relation are 3rd persons. The same applies 
to Chepang in its object focus paradigm. Eham, though 
exhibiting subject-object agreement, nevertheless 
specifically marks 3rd person at a point different from 
1st or 2nd (e.g. 1st singular-»3rd dual ga-ni vb }
1st singular-+2nd dual ga vb cin , 3rd singular-»1 st
singular vb na o ). And, in those languages with
split-ergative case systems, 1st and 2nd persons are

133 distinction is natural from the standpoint
that the 1st and 2nd person are strictly deictic 
terms, the referent being appropriately determined 
by the demands of the speech act itself. The 3rd 
person, however, is anaphoric, referencing a par
ticular entity whose identity will not switch simply 
because of the interchange of a soeech act (Bene- 
viste 1971).
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marked differently from 3rd, in agent or subject 
position. Most, if not all, of the pronominalized 
languages, therefore, recognize the distinction overtly. 
Of course, the distinction is morphologically leveled 
in those languages which are straight ergative or 
accusative, though even here the strong tendency for 
displacements to occur in 3rd person— arguing for its 
differential instability with respect to 1st and 2nd 
persons— provides evidence of the covert action of 
the distinction.

Notice, now that every pronominalized language, 
irrespective of whether it possesses transitive or 
only intransitive agreement, at some point of its 
morphology specifically marks the participant distinc
tion (cf. Figure 36). The gaps seen in Figure 36 
(indicated by dotted lines) may thus be understood as 
systematic, not accidental; that is, accusative and 
ergative type agreement patterns are precluded by the 
fact that they would completely obscure the partici
pant distinction, since all three traditional persons 
would be treated equally.. Notice that object agree
ment is also excluded, possibly because a split-erga
tive case system always seems to split in the subject 
or agent position making it the unmarked position, in 
contrast to the accusatively marked object. The most 
likely type of agreement would therefore index the 
subject, rather than the object.
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Under the proposed reinterpretation of the 
traditional person category, 1st and 2nd person are set 
in mutual opposition to one another in a paradigm 
definable with only these two terms. It might he 
expected, therefore, that certain other distinctions 
fundamentally based on or implying the separateness of 
just these two persons would arise. The #te morpheme 
may represent such a distinction, since its core mean— , 
ing seems to specifically reference the progress or 
situation of the verbal event as unrelated to the 
speaker. Notice, however, that #te is still not 
appropriate to 2nd and 3rd persons but only to 2nd. It 
is difficult to fathom why this should be so in the 
circumstance of a paradigmatic opposition which includ
ed 1st, 2nd and 3rd persons, since two of the members 
of the opposition would be unmarked for orientation.

Another compelling argument hinges on the fact 
that in many languages 3rd person or demonstrative 
elements exert a strong influence on 1st or 2nd person, 
especially 1st. These influences suggest again that 
1st and 2nd persons are conceived of as a unit exclu
sive of 3rd, but that a proportionality of features 
•exists between these two units, as indicated in 
Figure 37. This Figure proposes a close conceptual 
association between the 1st person and the proximal 
demonstrative and, likewise between 2nd person and the 
distal demonstrative.
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PERSONAL PRONOUNS DEMONSTRATIVES

"Speaker" [ Proximal [1st Person

2nd Person
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With, this schema it is possible to account for 
the development of the inclusive/exclusive distinction 
on the demonstrative model. The proximal demonstrative 
nearly always shapes the inclusive and the distal 
demonstrative the exclusive pronouns (cf. section 3.2.22). 
This must occur on the basis of "near" defining a 
conjunction of 1st and 2nd persons and "far” a conjunc
tion of 1st and 3rd persons, which is probable enough 
if the notion of speech participant is a real category.

It may be recalled, however, that a few languages 
exhibited instead of inclusive #i exclusive #u, 
the opposite; for example, Kanauri inclusive dual 
kassBg, exclusive dual nisi. We may account for this 
pattern not on the basis of the proportionate forma
tion of the inclusive/exclusive on analogy with the 
demonstratives, but by the association of the distal 
demonstrative with the notion of ’’hearer1’. The inclu
sive notion in these languages, therefore, emphasizes 
the opposition in the speech participant category,
’’far” here being understood as involving the 2nd 
person. The exclusive pronoun is probably not based on 
the demonstrative notion at all, but simply reflexes 
the prototype number markers, dual — si, plural —i.

Other interrelationships of 3rd person and speech 
participants are also indicative of the reality of the 
split in the person dimension. For one thing the high 
frequency of zero forms for the 3rd person and the
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corresponding reliance put on demonstratives as well 
as the rich variety of 3rd person pronouns in those 
languages which maintain one, suggest the tenuousness 
of the category morphologically, The separateness of 
3rd person can he looked at as facilitating the out
right substitutions of 1st person by 3rd person forms 
which have taken place in several languages, especially 
in the Haga branch (cf. section 3*3*31)* If 3rd per
son was conceived of as a co-equal member of the person 
category with 1st and 2nd person, such substitutions 
would be highly unlikely, since they would involve a 
synchronic, semantic overlap in the paradigm, producing 
communication difficulties. IIo confusion is necessar
ily entailed by a system which treats 3rd person as 
outside of the person dimension, but related to it . via 
shared features of an overriding spatial deixis system 
(cf. Figure 37).

The construct of propositional number elaborated 
earlier (cf. section 4*2.23) also has its underlying 
rationale in the speech participant distinction. If 
it is true that only the speaker and the hearer(s) are 
important in this distinction, then non-singular num
bers of 1st and 2nd person are going to be difficult 
to reference without mixing the information of the 
speaker-hearer with outside information of non- 
speaker-hearers. There can be only a single speaker; 
a 1st person dual or plural necessarily references
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others besides this single speaker, but rather than 
indicating this conjunction of referents with a person
al form, only a number marker seems to have been used 
in the proto-language (cf. Figures 28 and 33). The 
further elaboration of inclusive and exclusive forms 
specified which referent, 2nd or 3rd, was being associat
ed with the speaker. In 2nd person, the non-singular 
forms are potentially ambiguous as including either 
more than one hearer or just a single hearer in con
junction with other 3rd persons. This distinction, 
however, is never morphologically marked in TB, though, 
since it admits the possibility of more than a single 
hearer, it could have acted to produce the very common 
—ni 2nd plural forms which properly include both per
son and number information.

A last, isolated instance of the speech partici
pant distinction involves the use of the lahu bene- 
factive markers la and jxl, the former appropriate for 
’’action impinging on a non-third person” (Matisoff 
1972:324) while the latter indicates only 3rd person 
benefi ciari es.

The indications of the appropriateness of the 
proposed speech participant category to TB are there
fore numerous, extending even to non-pronominalized 
languages. This clearly puts the hypothesis on a 
sound footing. It furthermore lends independent 
support to the claim that the verb morphology of the
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pronominalized languages is deserving of an explanation 
based on the internal history of the family, since 
such morphology has been elaborated on this categorial 
framework.
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APPENDIX: 2HE PRONOMIN ALI ZED LANGUAGES— PRONOUNS
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INDEPENDENT
PRONOUNS INTRANSITIVE YER3 AFFIXES

ROM. POSS. PRES./PUT. PAST IKPER.
1st SG. go wa, wake -i}a -ua -ti

EL. I1ICL. go: si i:si, i:sike -sa -isa -tasa
EL. EXCL. go:su:ku: wa:si, wasike -suku -isuku -tasuku
PL. IHCL. go:i ike, ikke -ya -iya -ntayo
PL. EXCL. go:ku wake, wakke -ka -ika -ktako

2nd SG. ga i, ike -ye -i -te -wo
EL. gasi issi, isike -si -isi -tasi -se
PL. gani isni, irnike -ni -ini -ntani -ne

3rd SG. harem a:, a:ke, haremke
-a -ta

EL. haremdausi a:si, a3ike, hareDdausike
-se -ise —tase

PL. haremdau ani, anike, harendauke
-me -ime -mtame

a The forms in this column are used with so-called 'neuter* 
verbs in stem final -to.
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BAKING
TRANSITIVE VERB AFFIXES: PRESEKT/FTJTURE

2nd OBJECT 
SG. DL. PL.

3rd OEJECT 
SG. DL. PL.

SG. -na -nasi -nani -33a -qami
INCL. —sa -sasi -sami

R DL. -ye si —si si -nisiEXCL. -suku -sukusi -sukumi
m INCL. -ya -yasi -yani

PL. -yeai —SitCi —nimi
EXCL. -ka -kasi -kami

j 1st OBJECT 3rd 03JECT
SG. DL. PL. SG. DL. PL.-

; g-1 8 SG. -yi -siki -ki -(y)i -(y)isi -(y)imi
S DL. -yisi -sikisi -kisi -si -si si -simi

i PL. -yini -sikini -kini -ni -nisi -nimi

SG.
1st OBJECT 

DL.
INCL. EXCL.

PL,
INCL. ’e x c l.

Sr> SG. -yi -so -siki -so -ki
l DL. -yisi -so si -sikisi -so si -kisi

PL. -yini -somi —sikimi —somi -kimi
£

2nd OBJECT 
SG.' DL. PL. SG.

3rd OBJECT 
DL. PL.1 SG. -ye -si -ni -wa -wasi -wami

DL. -ye si -si si -nisi -se —sesi -semii PL. -yemi -simi -nimi -me -me si -nemi
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BAHING
TRANSITIVE VE33 AFFIXES; PAST 

2nd 03JECT

INCL. 
EXCL. 
IIJCL. 

’ EXCL.

-tesi

-ntanasi

-tasisi

-ntar.ani

-ntanisi —tasuku 
-ntayo 
-ktako

DL.
-toqsi 
-tasasi 
-tasukusi 
-ntayosi 
-ktako si

PL.
-toqmi
-tasami
-tasukumi
-ntayomi
-ktakomi

1st OBJECT 3rd 03JECT
SG. DL. PL. I SG. DL. PL.

E-t SG. -ti -tasiki -ktaki i -pteu -tasi -ntani

l DL. -tasi -tasi kisi -ktakisi ; -pteusi -tasisi -ntanisi

£
PL. -tini

L ...
-tasikini -ktakini -pteumi -tasiai -ntaniai

1st OBJECT
SG. DL.

IHCL. EXCL.
PL.

INCL. EXCL.
W SG. -ti -taso —tasiki -taso -ktaki

1 DL. -tisi -tasosi -tasikisi -tasosi -ktakisi

■2 PL. ' -timi -tasonsi —tasikiai -tasoai -ktakimi

2nd OBJECT 
SG. DL. PL. j

3rd 03JECT 
SG. DL. PL.

S SG. -te -tasi -ntani j|j -pta -ptasi -ptaai

i DL. -tesi —tasisi -ntanisi j|-ntase —tasesi -tasemiI PL. —tesi —tasimi -ntanimi •'j -ntaae -mtanesi —mtaaeai
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BAHING

REFLEXIVE AP7IXES
PRES./FUI. PAST IMPER.

1st S3. -siga -sti
DL. INCL. -sea -stasa
DL. EXCL. -scuku -stasuku
PL. INCL. -siya -stayo
PL. EXCL. -sika -stako

2nd SG. -se -ste -so
DL. -sci -stasi -see

* PL. -sini -stand -sine
3rd SG. -se -sta

DL. -see -stasa
PL. -sini -stane

- TRANSITIVE IMPERATIVES
1st OBJECT 3rd OBJECT

SG. DL. PL. SG. DL. PL.
SG. -yi -siki -ki -wo -womi
DL. -yisi -sikisi -kisi -se -sesi -semi
PL. -yini -sikini -kini -ne -nesi -nemi
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BUNAK
INDEPENDENT PRONOUNS

NOMINATIVE POSSESSIVE
1st SG.

DL. INCL. 
DL. EXCL. 
PL. INCL. 
PL. EXCL.

gyi. iqgi
eras, eraqeraq 
hag, hiqr&q 
eraqji, eraqeraqji 
hiqji, hiqraqji

gyii

hiqgi

hiqjii
2nd SG.

DL.
PL.

han, hanini
ini[respJ, iniini[respj 
hannyispi, hanininyispi 
hanji, hanini ji

hangyi

3rd SG. 
DL. 
PL.

tal, talinzi 
talnyispi, talinzinyispi 
talji, talinzi ji

tal gyi, tai
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BUN AN
VERB AFFIXES*

PRES. FUTURE IMPERFECT PERFECT IMPERATIVE
1st SG. -z -kata -kiza -kit a

DL./PL. -e -katheg —ithsa -ithaig

2nd SG. -na -katana -zana -tana -a
DL./PL. -gni -kathadni -thsani —thadni -ni

3rd SG. -re -kata -za -ta
DL./PL. -St -ere -kathad -thsa -thad

a Bun an also has a verb suffix -ku which indicates a 
1st person object.
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CHEPANG

INDEPENDENT
PRONOUNS

INTRANSITIVE 
VER3 AFFIXES 

POSITIVE NEGATIVE
1st SG. 33a: II -qa

DL. INCL. j]ici, nici -tayhca -tayhca
DL. EXCL. gici, nici -330a -qaca
PL. INCL. Di -tayhi -tayhi
PL. EXCL. Di II -53i -jji

2nd _ SG. na:j]te -te -te
DL. nigjite -te- - ’a -te---ja
PL. niijte -te- -y -te- -°i

3rd SG. -$ .
DL. *onis rI -ca -ca
PL. *>olan, ‘’onajj |  -i, -y -*>i
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CHEPANG
TRANSITIVE VER3 APFIXES - ■ AGENT (SU3JECT) FOCUS

2nd or 3rd OBJECT 1st, 2nd, or 3rd OBJECT
SG. -3 SG. -w
EL. INCL. -tayhcu &i

M EL. -eu
s EL. EXCL. -jjcu 1 PL. -ni
w

PL. INCL. -t ayhni IPL. EXCL* -SSU

1st 03JECT 
-ienasij 

-tenaujja 

-tenatqsa

—te---w

-te---

-teai
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CHEPANG
TRANSITIVE VSR3 AFFIXES —  GOAL (OBJECT) FOCUS

El

3o

1st SUBJECT ji 3rd SUBJECT
-na:e | -te
-na:eja | -te- -ja
-natijsa i -te--- y

1st SU3JSCT
2nd or 3rd SU3JECTSG. DL.

INCL. EXCL.
PL.

INCL. EXCL.

i i S G *
§  DL.

i^jPL*

-3
-ecu
-esu

-tayhcu -gcu 
-t3yhcu -ecu 
-tayhcu -esu

-tayhni —esu 
-tayhni -esu 
-tayhni -esu

-thay, tha: 
-tharca 

I -tha:sa

2nd or 3rd SUBJECT

DL. INCL. 
DL. EXCL. 
PL. INCL. 
PL. EXCL.

ta:ijca
-tayhi
ta:gi
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JYAHOHG
IIIDEPENDEHTPKONOUIIS

INTRANSITIVE 
VERB AFFIXES

CAUSATIVE 
VERB AFFIXES

NOK. POSS.e
1st SG. 13a 3a -h '

ni ci. ndzo ndza
DL. -t§

EXCL. ndzo ndza
INCL. yo yiPL. -i
EXCL. qafiie yi

2nd SG. no no ta vb r.b ta vb ub
DL. jjandzA ndza ta vb ats
PL. flo fii ta vb fi

3rd SG. na W3 -0 -u
DL. mandzAs ndza ka- wu-
PL. nahiE fli ka- wu-

a The possessive forms all have variants terminating 
in final -a, replacing the vowel listed. 

b These forms are also recorded as imperatives. 
c Strictly speaking the forms listed here are 

aoprcuriate for cnly vowel final verh roots (excluding ^i ). After ar.y root-final consonant 
the suffixes of the 2nd and 3rd singular are lost. 
Certain morphophoneaic changes also occur after 
stop and nasal root-finals.
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JYARUNG
TRAHSITIVE VERB AFFIXES

3rd OBJECT

3rd SUBJECT
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SACHIN

INDEPENDENT PHONOUHS
DESCRIPTIVE PRESENT AFFIXES

NOMINATIVE . POSSESSIVE SU3JECT OBJECT
1st SG. 

DL.

PL.

Jjai, J]awa 
an

anthe: v 
i, itheo

nye:, gaia

anlSkhawga 
anthe:a -gaaid

-gawai

-miai

-mi, -miai

2nd SG. 
DL.

PL.

aajj, nioc 
nan

nanthe: ^ 
ni, nitheq

na, naa 
nana,nanlSkhawga
nanthe:a

-wuai

-miai

-deal, -dial

-aSdega,
—madeai

3rd SG. 
DL.

PL.

5i, khyi 
San

Santhe:
khanthe:, santheq, 
sanni®

Sana,Sanllkhawqa
Santhe:a

-wuai -weai

-nmeaif
-m5we"-muai®

a Used adversatively.
Cowrie or Northern dialect. 

c Used in direct discourse. 
d With singular subject. 
e With plural object. 
f With 1st sg. subject. 
g Dialectal.
h With 2nd or 3rd sg. subject.
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KACHIN
VE3B AFFIXES

PEES. INDEFINITE/ 
FUTUHE

PHESENT
PEEFECT PAST

FUTUEE
PEEFECT

1st SG. -ng -risT)a -ni, -siijq -se -re:
El. -ga -rSga -sSga -sSga -rSga

2nd SG. -nd -rind -nitd, -sind -nu -wud
?L. -myita -mSrind -nSnitd -mSnu -mud

3rd SG. -ai, -re* -ra, -ru -s -nu -ru
EL. -na —marai —maru -m£s -m&ru

OPTATIVE/AFFIBKATIVE SUBJUNCTIVE0 CAUSATIVE IKPEEATIVEd
1st SG. -li -a

PL. -mSli -ga -mi

2nd SG. -lit -n -n -u
PL. -mSlit -myit -myit -su

?rd SG. -lu -a -u -uf -wu
PL. -mdlu -ma -mu -mu

a The affixes of this set are used mainly with verbs of 
motion.

* Used with future meaning.
0 Expresses a conditional meaning.
d The forms in 1st and 3rd person are used when these 

persons are objects of a transitive imperative.
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KAIIAUHI
IHBEPETIBSKT PRONOUNS

HOXIIJATIVE POSSESSIVE
1st SG. go 333

b l . irici. ka:5Bq kaSBijCt
BL. EXCL. niSi ni£u:
PL. INCL. ki58:aa:' kiSBijSnu
PL. EXCL. ni^a:* ni 13 anil

2nd SG. ' ka*, ki,a kan, kina

BL. ki§i: kiSu:

PL. kina:* kinanfc

3rd SG. do, nu do:, nu:

SL. dokcSr, r.OksS^ doksBije, nOksBgC

PL. dogoa, nugoa dogoanu, nugoanS

a respect form
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KANAUBI 
VER3 A m X E S 8

FUTURE PAST IMPERATIVE®
. 1st SG. -te£ », -tiflb -ee *

BL. INCL. -te* -§e'
DL. EXCL. -tic -ec
PL. INCL. -te' -5e«
PL. EXCL. -tia -ec

2nd SG. -ten -2n, -eab -0, -ra:’f -da:’
BL. -tic -ec -icf -ric, -die
PL. -tia -eft -ic, -ric, -die

3rd SG. -to’, te£b, tisb -e§b
BL.
PL. -to* -as*

a Kanauri makes use of a suffix -c to indicate a 1st or 
2nd person object irrespective o? number. 

b respect form
c The alternate forms of the imperative suffixes are 

lexically conditioned.
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KHAM

INDEPENDENT
PRONOUNS

INTRANSITIVE
AFFIXES

REFLEXIVE
AFFIXES'* IKPER.

1st SG. 13a: ga- ga vb si-T
BL. gin gin- gin vb si-T
PL. ge: ge- ge vb si-T

2nd SG. nan. na- na vb si-T -ni
BL. Jin jin- 3in vb si-T -ein
PL. jet je- je vb si-2 -ci

3rd SG. noeb -0 vb si
BL. noni -ni vb si-T-ni
PL. norae -ra vb si-T-ra

a The T of these foms represents the position of the 
tense marker.

15 The final ^e of these 3rd person forms is 
identifiable as an ergative marker.
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KHAM
TRAHSITIVS VERB APFIXES —  ACTIVE VOICEa

2nd OBJECT 3rd OBJECT
SG. BL. PL. SG. BL. PL.

s SG. qa vb ni-T qa vb cin-T qa vb ci-T qa- ijani- jjara-
=> BL. gin vb ni-T gin vb cin-T gin vb ci-T gin- ginra- ginra-

a PI. ge vb ni-T ge vb ci-T ge vb ci-T ge- gera- gera-

1st OBJECT 3rd OBJECT
SG. BL. PL. SG. BL. PL.

R SG. us vb na-T na vb sin-T na yb si-T na- nani- nara-
a BL. jin vb na-T jin vb si-T je vb si-T jin- jinra- jinra-
1 PL. je vb na-T je vb si-T je vb si-T je- jera- jera-

e The T of these forms represents the position of the 
tense marker.
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KHAM
TRANSITIVE VERB AFFIXES —  PASSIVE VOICE6

1st OBJECT
SG. EL. PL.

g  SG. 
<  EL. 
%,

o vb na o vb sin o vb si 
ni vb na ya vb sin ya vb si 
ya vb na ya vb sin ya vb si

g  SG. 
2  EL. 
%  PL.

2nd 03JECT
SG. EL. PL. 
o vb ni o vb cin o vb ci 
ni vb ni ya vb cin ya vb ci 
ya vb ni ya vb cin ya v£ ci

g  SG. 
2  EL. 
£  PL.

3rd OBJECT
SG. EL. PL.

ni- nira- nira- 
| ya- yara- yara-

Passive forns with 1st or 2nd person agent are 
identical to the active forms except for the 
substitution of a passive marker for the tense 
morpheme.
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TRANSITIVE IMPERATIVE AFFIXES

1st OBJECT 3rd OBJECT

il
§3

SG.

DL.

PL.

SG. | DL. PL. SG. DL. PL.

-naein

-naci

-sin 

-si sin

-si

-sici
-4

-cin

-ci

ni vb 0 

ya vb cin 

ya vb ci

ya vb 0 

ya vb cin 

ya vb ci

•REFLEXIVE I ITERATIVE HORTATIVE —  3rd 03J3CT

-sicin 1st DL. 
1st PL.

gin-
Ce-

ginra- ginra- 
gera- gera-
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LIMBO

INDEPENDENT PBONOUNS 
NOMINATIVE POSSESSIVE15

INTEANSITIVE 
VEP3 AFFIXES

PEESENT PASTb
1st SG.

DL. INCL. 
DL. EXCL. 
PL. INCL. 
PL. EXCL.

aga:
a:nci:
a:nci:ge:
a:ni:
a:ni:ge:

a:— , aga:i:n
a: vb ci: 
-ci:ge: 
a:- 
-ige:

-ag
a: vb si: 
—si:ge:

2nd SG. 
DL. 
PL.

khene:
khenci:
kheni:

k'-, khene:i:n k’~
k* vb ci: 
k* vb i:

k'-

3rd SG.a

DL.
PL.

1. khu:ne:, hu:ne:
2. na:
3. na:khen, 

hen
khusnci:
khutnci:

ku:-,
khellen

[-ci: -

-0

a The three forms of the 3rd sg. form a system of 
evidentials, the first appropriate when the object 
is absent, the second when in sight but distant, 
and the third when near. 

b Vacant spaces in the chart reflect gaps in the data.
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1IMEU
TRANSITIVE VEB3 AFFIXES: PRESENT3

IWCL. 
’ EXCI. 
IHCL. 
EXCL.

PL.
-neni:q ||-q

a: vb £ 
l|-su:ge: 
I! a: vb u

3rd OBJECT 
DL.

•a:si:ge:
-u:msi:m 

: —n:asi:abe:

1st OBJECT 
SG. DL. ,  Iru. ,j 3rd OBJECT 

j SG. DL. PL.

s SG. k* vb a: a:k'- a:k*- — —
3
B DL. a:k* vb si: a:k'— a:k'- k* vb su: - ---

1 PL. a:kV- a:k'- r - --- --- ---

ae: vb si: 
me: vb si:

vb si: 
ne:-

DL.

k'me: vb si: 
k'ae: vb si:

PL.
k* vb i: 
k’ae: vb i: 
k’me: vb i:

k* vb i: 
k'ne: i:
k'ae: vb i;

-cu
ae: vb u: le: vb n:si:

a Dashes indicate gaps in the data.
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LIMBU
TRANSITIVE VERS AFFIXES: PAST8,

2nd OBJECT

IHCL. 
‘ EXCL. 
. IHCL. 
. EXCL.

: vb e:cu 
»:cu:ge:
: vb u:m -u:nsi:m

i€c-u:msi:mbe:

1st OBJECT 2nd 03JECT
SG. DL. PL. SG. DL. PL.

s SG. k* vb a:ij - - --- . --- k* vb ussi:

g DL. a:k* vberci: — - , --- — ---
c PL. a:k’ vb i: --- --- |--- --- k1 vb u:msi:a

1st OBJECT 
DL.

CKCL.________ S3
is v£ e: —

2nd 03JECT 3rd 03JECT
PL. SG. DL.

k'me: vb eci:

Dashes indicate gaps in the data.
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LIMBO
Imperatives

3rd 03JECT 
SG. DL.

is vb emme:; -came:

-sige:
-nece:
-assiae:
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INDEPENDENT PRONOUNS

kei, keima 

keini, kcinani 

nag, nacna 

nagni

POSSESSIVE
ka, kata, keia, Horn. + ta 

kan, kanta, Norn. + ta 

i, naga, ita, Horn. + ta 

in, inta, Non. + ta 

a, Non. + ta 

an, Korn. + ta

VEH2 AFPIXES
SUBJECT OBJECT subordinate [MPERATIVE

1st SG. ka- min-, ni*- -ila, -la, -lafl

Pi- kan- min-, ni*- -ila L vb an, i vb a^u

2nd SC. i- -ce, -ace, -cia -la
-te ^  ' ’

PL. in- -eeu, -aceu -ula -u, -(ai])ceuf -taceu, 
-teu

3rd SG. a- 0 -Scla -se

PL. an- 0 -sela -se
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KANCHATI

INDEPENDENT PRONOUNS VERB AFFIXES IMPERATIVE
NOM. jPOSS.

1st SG.
IHCL.

DL.
EXCL.
IKCL.

PL. EXCL.

eye, eliyaqa 
Uyeijgu, oyekugyessu 
jjyeku
qyenare, gyenaq, 
nyende
J3yere, cyere^yenag

gyiu
qyeneutn
qyekutu
ijyendu

ayetu

-St -e&

-Si

2nd SG.

DL.
PL.

ka, kyena[resp.]t Ikanu 
kai^ena, _ i 
kyenaiyena[resp.] 1
kyeku, kyekukyeijgu jkyekutu
kyere, kyende kyetu

-n, -na

-si
-ni

-0. -«

-Si

3rd SG. 
DL. 
PL.

du, ena dou 
doku Idokutu 
dore, dore-enare dotu

-ku
-re
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NOCIE

INDEPENDENT
PRONOUNS

INTRANSITIVE 
VERB AFFIXES

NOM. POSS. PRES.b PAST FUT. SUBOED. IKPEH.
1st SG. 

PL.

Oa i:, ga 

ni,
naijCresa ]

-au(-nak)
-e, -ye(-ni)

-tak

-ti

-raiD -lak

-li

2nd SG. 

PL.

najj

ne, nekhu

ma, na^a
(-b o )
-anC-nat)

-to

-tat -ren

-lo

-lat -an

3rd SG. 

PL.

ate

thaanin

a, ate 

thannin
(-ma)

(-na)

-ta

-ta

-ra

-ra

-la

-la

a The tone of 1st pi. nag differs fron 2nd pi. nan. 
** The forns in parentheses are the present negative 

affixes.
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NOCIE
TRANSITIVE VERB AFFIXES8,

2nd 03JECT 3rd OBJECT 
SC. ?L.
-aq -aq
-mak —TffgV
-tak

1 1st OBJECT 2nd 03JECT

2 j —artfthaq —Balli

a There is no information in the granaar for the gaps in the 
paradigm.

15 Form (1) is singular/future, (2) is negative, (3) is past.
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RAWANG

INDEPENDENTPHONOUNSa INTRANSITIVE VERB AFFIXES

PRESENT
PASTIMPERFECT FUTURE POTENTIAL

HORTATIVE/
IMPERATIVE

1st SG. 33a -G -g-T-ga -gnig -nu la vb g

DL. gani -Si — -Sidi -§aw la vb Si

PL. ganig -i -T-s’a -idi -i la vb i

2nd SG. na e- e vb-T-i e vb di -e---nu e-

DL. nani e vb si — e vb sidi -e---saw e vb Si

PL. nanig e vb nig e vb -T-Sa e vb nigdi -e---ni$ e vb nig

3rd SG. ag 0 -T-i -di -nu la-

DL. agni 0 — —di -nu la-

PL. agnig 0 -T-i —di -nu la-

a The possessive pronouns are identical to the nominative. 
^ T indicates the place of the past tense narker.
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RAY/ANG
TRANSITIVE VERB AFFIXES: PRESSKT

-niq

-niq

SG.

e vb 5a

3rd OBJECT 
SG. PL.

e vb t 

e vb saw 

e vb nit

e ̂  q 

e vb q

* vb i 

s vb i 

5 vb i
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rawang

TRAI’SITIVS VBR3 AFFIXES: FUTURE

2nd OBJECT 3rd OBJECT
SG. PI. SG. PI.

§ SG. -gnig -nigdi -gunig -gunig
2OTDL. -Sidi -nigdi -sawdi -sawdi

3 PI. -idi -idi, nigdi' -idi -idi

1st OBJECT 3rd OBJECT
SG. PI. SG. PL.

6*
W SG. e vb gaaig e vb sadi e vb udi e vb udi

i DI. e vb sadi e vb sadi e vb sawdi e vb sawdi

i PI. e v£ sadi e vb sadi e vb nigdi e vb nigdi

1st OBJECT 12nd OBJECT 
SG. PI. |SG. PI.

3rd OBJECT 
SG. PI.

SG. e vb gnig e vb idi te vb di e vb nigdi -udi -udi

l DL. e vb gnig e vb idi 5e 2^ di e vb nigdi -udi -udi

% PL.|j e vb gnig c vb gnigje vb di e vb nigdi -udi -udi
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RAWANG
TRANSITIVE VERB AFFIXES: PAST IMPERFECT3*

2nd OBJECT

-g-T-ga

-T-sa -T-5a

-g-T-ga -g-T-ga

-T-sa -T-sa

1st OBJECT

e vb g-T-ga 

e vb T-sa

e vb T-sa 

e vb T-5a

i vb T-a 

i vb T-Sa

e vb T-a 

e vb T-5a

2nd OBJECT i 3rd 03JECX
SG. PL. ISC. PL.

t vs g-T-ga 

j vb g-T-ga

c vb T-sa 

e vb T-5a

-T-a

-T-a

This tense neutralizes the dual and plural distinction. 
T indicates the position of the past tense marker.
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TRANSITIVE VSR3 AFFIXES: POTENTIAL MOOS

2nd 03JECT 1J 3rd 03JECT
SG. PL. SG. PL. '

s SG. -n -ni5 -nu -nu

1 DL. -2i -nil] -saw — saw

3 PL. -i -nil] j-i -i

3rd OBJECT 
SG. PL.

-e nil]

-e nil]

1st OBJECT 2nd OBJE1CT 3rd OBJECT
SG. PL. SG. PL. ■ SG. PL.

§ SG. -e---n -e- -i -d-- nirj -nu -nu
2
m

DL. -e---- -*- -i -e---a -e---nil] -nu -nu

u PL. -e---i -e- —e---nil] -nu -nu
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INBEPEKSEHT PRONOUNS

NOMINATIVE POSSESSIVE OBLIQUE
1st SG.

PL. ItiCL.

PL. EXCL.

/kei,
/keija9
/ei, /ei./te. 
/ei_ma*>, 
/ei\ma:u
\kou, \kou/te, 
\kou\ma:u

ka

f

kS vb _u’

\kei, /kei~ma

\ei, /eiYte, /ei"ma, 
/ei“na:u

\kou, \kou\te, 
\kou_ma:u

2nd SG.
PL.a

/naq, /nasusa9 n2
ni vb _u9

\naq, /nas~ma

3rd SG. 
PL.

Ojaa*
S\oa:u,
5vna:u/te

a
a vo -u">

S.—ma
a_aatu, S\ma:u\tc

a The 2nd plural forms except for the genitive are 
not provided in the source.
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TIDDIll CHIU 
VERB APPIXES

COLLOQUIAL FOBMAL I
UNMARKED PUTUHE C0!!DI TIOHAL NEGATIVE

1st SG. -\i0 -/nxij -Meg -A e q k3-
PL. INCL. -\ha*| —\ni Alessg -\xag I-
PL. EXCL. -\uri -\nu:jj -/keiVug k£ vb “M?

2nd SG. - _xe? -\le~cin
—/kei-te* nS

PL. --vPJtz? —nC_tc° -Xle-u’-cin, na vb "uv

3rd SG. -0 —/kei a
PL. --u’ j--un.te0 S vb *u’
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VAYIJ
INDEPENDENT
PRONOUNS

N01S. POSS.

REFLEXIVE
AFFIXES

PRES./PUT. PRETERITE
1st SG. £0 au -ncuq -nchujj

DL. INCL.a go nakpu, 
go nayuq

UQCi -nachik -nachik

DL. EXCL. go nakpu, 
go nayuq

agci -nachok -nachog

PL. IHCL. go khata uqki -ncike -nchikeq
PL. EXCL. go khata agki -ncikok -nchikoQ

2nd SG. gon WD -nche -nche
DL. gonche ujjchi -nachik -nache

. PL. gone,gone khata
-ncine -ncine

3rd SG. wathi wathim -nche -nche
DL.a wathi nakpu, 

wathi r.aymi, wathi nayug
wathim nakpum, 

“ *■

-nachik -nache

PL. wathi khata wathim khatam !-ncine -ncine

a nakpu is a masculine suffix (and feminine in 1st dual), 
nacni is feminine, and nayug is neuter.
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VAYU
INTRANSITIVE VERB AFFIXES

REGULAR CONJUGATION | ACTIVE INTRANSITIVE 
| CONJUGATION*

PRES./PUT. PRETERITE IKPER. IPRES./FCT. PRETERITE IKPER.
1st SG.

DL. INCL. 
DL. EXCL. 
PL. INCL. 
PL. EXCL.

-50
-chik
-chck
-ke
-kok

-SUfl 
-chi g 
-chog 
-kikeg 
-kikog

-cike
-cikok

-chug 
-nachig 
-n ache 3 
-eikeg 
-cikog

2nd SG. 
DL. 
PL.

-0
-chik
-ne

-0
-che
-ne

-0
-che
-ne

-ce
-nacik
-nacik

-ce
-nache
-nache

-ce
-nache
-cine

3rd SG. 
DL. 
PL.

-0
-chik
-me

-0

-che
-ce
-nacik

-ce
-nache
-ciae

Hodgson refers to this conjugation as the reflex or active 
intransitive. The citation forms of verbs reo.uiring this 
conjugation end in -ce which can be identified as the 
reflexive affix.
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VATO
TRANSITIVE VERB AFFIXES —  PRESSKT/FDTURE

j -chik
-goche |-chok 
-gone j-chok j-kok

1st OBJECT

2nd 03JECT 
DL.

-0
-0

-chik
-chik
-chik

j-ne
j-ne,

SS. DL.
-0 j-chik
-chik j-chik 
-ne :-ne

-chik
-me
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VAYU
TRANSITIVE VKR3 AFFIXES —  PRETERITE

2nd OBJECT 
SC. EL. PL.

3rd OBJECT 
SG. EL. PL.

s SC. -au -no che -none -kug -kugche -kugae
a IKCL. -chig •chi 5 -chigw EL. -0 -che -ae, -chog
o EXCL. -cnog -chog -chog
*“ INCL. -kikeg -kikeg -kikeg

PL. -0 -che, -ne, kikog
EXCL. -kikog -kikog -kikog

1st OBJECT 
EL. PL. PL.

-sug -chug 
-sugche —chug 
-sugne j-chog

-kikog
-kikog
-kikog

-koche
-che

-kone
-che
-ne

E< SC.
1st OBJECT 

IKCL?"'EXCL. INCL.51,•EXCL.

1 SG. -sug -chig -chog -kikeg -kikog
EL. -sugche -chig -chog -kikeg -kikog

u PL. -sugme -chig -chog -kikeg -kikog

-ne
-ae

EL.
-koche
-koche
-kome

-kome
—koche
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